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ABSTRACT
Oleosin proteins target to oil bodies and possess the longest known stretch of
hydrophobic residues (H; 72 residues). This domain is flanked by shorter hydrophilic
domains at the N- and C-termini (N and C). Seed oleosins accumulate on oil bodies
during embryogenesis, being targeted via the ER. This study investigates ER targeting,

ER membrane topology, and the ER-to-oil-body transition of oleosins.

ER sublocalisation motifs were indicated in the coding region of mRNA itself, or
the translation product. Using in vitro translation, oleosin targeting to ER microsomes
was demonstrated to be a cotranslational process, dependent on the signal recognition
particle receptor. Two independent signal sequences were identified in H, which directed
signal sequence-p-glucuronidase (GUS) fusions to ER membranes in vitro and in planta.

The membrane topology of oleosin was analysed in microsomes by protease
protection of radiolabelled polypeptide variants. Oleosin adopts a unique topology in
which H is embedded in ER membrane, presenting both hydrophilic domains to the
cytosol. The N domain was translocated into the cytosol upon addition of an N-terminal
signal sequence. The C domain remained on the cytosolic surface of the membrane.
regardless of the location of the N domain, arrangement of H sequence, or residues at the

H-C boundary. The inability to translocate the C domain is a function of the length and/or
hydrophobicity of H. Direct fusions of H to the N-terminus of GUS resulted in stalled
translation close to the fusion site, implicating topological strain induced by H.
Membrane-straddled oleosin-GUS and inverted GUS-oleosin variants failed to
target efficiently to oil bodies, indicating an obligatory relationship between topology and
targeting. The H domain possesses a universally conserved proline knot motif (PKM),
predicted to mediate a turn between its flanking hydrophobic arms. The PKM was
essential for oil body accumulation, but not required for ER accumulation in planta, or
topology determination in vitro. Exchanging hydrophobic arms resulted in less efficient
oil body targeting.
The findings of this study have general biological implications for transloconmediated membrane integration and 'lipoprotein' biogenesis.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Protein localisation
Eukaryotes are estimated to express in the order of 10' proteins in any one cell.

m i s vast array of proteins is responsible for a similarly wide range of functions, which
require that they are highly organised within the cell. A critical step in the evolution of cells
was their enclosure by phospholipid membrane to create discrete biological units. In a
further development of the same principle. eukaryotic cells were able to develop increased
complexity and specialisation through the use of subcellular compartmentation. By
localising proteins to a specific cell compartment, it was possible to improve the efficiency
and fidelity of biochemical reactions through the creation of a locally favourable
environment. Conversely, interference between distinct processes could be avoided.
Therefore, intracellular localisation of proteins to these specific subcompartments plays a
critical role in the viability of a eukaryotic cell. Because of this reliance on subcellular
specialisation, it becomes critical that proteins are targeted efficiently and reliably to the
correct location.
In eukaryotic cells the synthesis of mosr proteins is initiated in the cytosol from
where they can be targeted to specific locations; the exceptions are proteins encoded in the
mitochondria or plastids. Localisation information is contained mostly within the protein
sequence but can also be a function of the mRNA. Signal sequences within the protein can
specify targeting to the nucleus, mitochondria, plastid, rnicrobodies, or endoplasmic
reticulum (ER). Other locations are reached by targeting to the ER, and then passing
through the Golgi to be secreted, integrate into the plasma membrane. or to reach vacuoles

or lysosornes. Post-ER targeting occurs by vesicle trafficking and possibly the progression
of membrane stacks through the Golgi (Glick and Malhotra, 1998). Consequently. the ER
is a central sorting venue for many proteins, and its importance for protein targeting has
generated considerable interest in the underlying mechanisms. Within the ER compartment
there are two distinct locations, the ER membrane and the ER lumen, which both share
common targeting mechanisms.

I .I .1 ER targeting mechanisms
Transport of proteins into or across the ER membrane can be achieved by several
mechanisms. The simplest form of membrane integration is achieved by the covalent
addition of a hydrophobic tail close to one of the termini of a protein. Hydrophobic tails can
be prenyl, palmitate, myristate, or glycophospholipid groups. These hydrophobic groups
allow attachment of the protein to one face of membrane, without requiring any insertion of
the protein itself. In contrast, true membrane insertion normally requires interaction with

transport proteins. Most proteins transported into or across the ER membrane pass through
specialised proteinaceous pores, termed translocons. These translocons allow hydrophilic
portions of a protein to move through the hydrophobic phospholipid bilayer by providing
an aqueous environment which traverses the membrane (Johnson, 1993). In addition to
facilitating protein transport across the membrane, translocons are able to place
hydrophobic spans into the membrane by lateral gating. Proteins localised to the ER can be
retained or transported to the Golgi, plasma membrane or tonoplast.
Alternative membrane translocation can be mediated by the ATP-binding cassette
(ABC)-transporters (Rapoport et al., 1996). These translocate large proteins in prokaryotes
and small peptides in eukaryotes. Another non-classical insertion pathway is observed for
cytochrome b5, which is anchored to the ER membrane by its C-terminus (Rapoport et al..
1996). The membrane anchor is not exposed until release from the ribosome. and an
unidentified trypsin-sensitive membrane component is required for its insertion. Proteins
transported to mitochondria or plastids use independent pathways. which in many cases are
more closely related to prokaryotic cells, but are based on similar principles as those in
eukaryotes (for reviews on mitochondria1 targeting see Lill and Neupert, 1996: for reviews
on chloroplast targeting see Sol1 and Tien, 1998; Robinson, 1998: Dalbey and Robinson,
1999).
In the translocon-mediated pathway, the localisation of proteins to the ER depends
upon an initial targeting step which is capable of delivering the protein to the translocon.
Two alternative ER targeting pathways have been identified: they are defined as
cotranslational and posttranslational and depicted in Figure 1. I.
In the cotranslational pathway the nascent polypeptide chain emerges from the
ribosome in the cytosol, and attracts the signal recognition particle (SRP) to a motif termed
the signal sequence. The SRP is a complex particle comprising a 7s RNA scaffold, which
supports 6 protein subunits; two heterodimen and two monomers (Walter and Johnson,
1994). The role of individual subunits has been defined by alkylating individual
components and identiwing the resulting loss of function (Siege1 and Walter, 1988):
SRP54 binds the signal sequence, SRP9/14 binds the ribosome to produce a translational
pause, SRP68172 binds the SRP receptor (SR) on the ER membrane. Binding of the SRP
receptor at the ER membrane causes the release of SRP,and the ribosome goes on to form
a committed complex with the translocon.

Figure 1.1. ER targeting is mediated by co- or post-translational translocation.

In the cotranslational pathway, SRP binds the signal sequence by competing with NAC.
and facilitates ER membrane docking by binding the SRP receptor (SR). The ribosomenascent chain complex attaches to a translocon. In the posttranslational pathway. the signal
sequence is exposed by Hsc7O and recognised by the receptor complex. The unfolded
protein is then presented to a translocon.

Cotranslational

Posttranslational

The signal sequence receptor is composed of subunits designated SRa and SRP,
which form a heterodimer (Walter and Johnson, 1994). The SRf3 subunit is anchored into
the ER membrane by a single membrane span, while SRa does not possess a membrane
span, instead associating with SRp in a posttranslational manner. The hydrophobic Nterminus of SRa probably interacts with SRP. Both subunits of S R possess GTPase
activity which is consistent with the requirement for GTP in ER targeting. S R is present in
sub-stoichiometric amounts relative to the translocons, which implies that it is not bound to
the translocon, but instead acts as a catalyst to direct ribosome-nascent chain complexes to
the translocon.
Non-targeted proteins are prevented from interacting with the translocation pore by
the nascent polypeptide associated complex (NAC; Lauring et al., 1995). This complex
binds any nascent polypeptide sequence in multiple copies. except fully exposed signal
sequences, which are able to bind SRP instead. It is also found that NAC prevents
ribosomes from attaching to the ER. In the absence of NAC. even non-targeted
polypeptides can be translocated across the ER membrane. Overall. it appears that NAC
prevents non-specific ER targeting, and that SRP overrides NAC by displacing it from a
specific signal sequence in the nascent polypeptide.
In the posttranslational pathway, the ribosome does not interact directly with the
translocon. Instead. the protein is synthesised in the cytosol and moves to the ER
membrane for translocation after release from the ribosome. Proteins need to be unfofded
for translocation to occur (Brodsky, 1996). This is ensured in the cotranslational pathway
by presenting the growing polypeptide directly to the translocon, but in the posttranslational
pathway unfolding requires the active involvement of chaperones in the cytosol.
specifically Hsc70. The Hsc70 chaperones play a critical role in presenting the unfolded
protein to the translocation pore and also aiding translocation by acting in the ER lumen
(Brodsky, 1996). Unfolded proteins bind the ER receptor complex, which transfers the
protein to the translocon. The receptor complex consists of Sec63p Sec7lp, and Sec72p.
which are all integral membrane proteins. Signal sequence-specific targeting defects in a
yeast mutant of Sec72p suggest that it plays a role in recognition of the signal sequence,
while Sec63p binds the chaperone BiP in the ER lumen, and appears to regulate the
involvement of BiP in subsequent translocation steps. There is also a role for Sec63p in cotranslational translocation, made possible by its ability to bind the translocon.
The co- and post-translational pathways are evenly balanced and overlap in yeast
(Zheng and Gierasch, 1996). If the SRP-dependent pathway is disrupted, the

posttranslational pathway can then take over some of the translocation to maintain cell
viability, The cotranslational pathway is the predominant pathway in animal cells except for
a number of small proteins of about 70 amino acids, which are able to translocate
posttranslationally. Representative examples are honeybee prepromellitin and frog
prepropeptide GLa (Zimmermann et a1., 1988; Schlenstedt et al., 1990; Schlenstedt et al.,
1992). The contributions of alternative pathways have not been investigated in plants. but
components of the SRP-dependent system have been identified. The Arabidopsis
sequencing project has also identified homoiogues of Secdla (GenBank accession
numbers AC005679 and AC004481). Sec61f3 (GenBank accession number 226753). and
Sec6 l y (GenBank accession number 4455229).
Evidence has been provided for posttranslational pathways by the elucidation of a
function for Hsc70 in the translocation of receptor-protein kinase precursor (pre- MRK;
Miemyk et al., 1992). The experiments were performed with wheat germ lysate coupled to
maize microsomes. Hsc70 immunodepletion of the wheat germ lysate inhibited
translocation which could be regained by addition of Hsc7O. This requirement for Hsc7O
suggests that a posttranslational pathway, similar to that in yeast, may exist in plants.
However, none of the plant sequencing projects have so far identified homologues of the
yeast receptor complex subunits.
The signal sequence plays a critical role in both co- and post-translational ER
targeting pathways, and can be described as a tripartite structure (Martogiio and
Dobberstein, 1998). The most important region is the hydrophobic core, h, which is
composed of 8-12 hydrophobic amino acids. However, there is no distinct consensus
sequence. The h region is preceded by the n region, which is sometimes charged, most
frequently with positively charged residues. If the signal sequence is cleaved after
translocation, the c region following h contains the recognition sequence for cleavage.
Uncleaved signal sequences anchor into the membrane and are therefore termed signalanchors.
The importance of the h region for ER targeting is demonstrated by the signal
sequence of plasminogen activitor inhibitor type 2 (PAI-2). The N-terminus of PAL2 acts
as an uncleaved signal sequence, capable of directing only a portion of the protein into the
secretion pathway (von Heijne et al., 1991). Secretion of PAI-2 depends on the efficiency
of its signal sequence, which in turn was found to be affected by the hydrophobicity of the
h region. Its ability to direct secretion was enhanced by increasing the hydrophobicity of
the h region. Therefore, PAI-2 protein appears to be carefully proportioned by virtue of the
weak signal sequence.

The signal sequence interacts initially with SRP or the receptor complex, and then
with the translocon in a second recognition step (Belin et al., 1996), which has different
requirements from the first step. Some signal sequences are efficient in the first step but not
the second, while others are efficient only in the second step. Individual residues of a
signal sequence were shown to have an effect on only one of the two steps.
Several independent studies have shown the signal sequence to be the sole
determinant of the targeting pathway utilised in yeast (Zheng and Gierasch, 1996). The
overall trends point to increased SRP-dependence for signal-anchors, which naturally
possess longer h regions (Ng et al., 1996). ER lumenal or secreted proteins tend to possess
shorter h regions, and are less likely to be SRP-dependent. This pathway partitioning may
be explained by the affinity of SRP for the emerging signal sequence: SRP binds more
strongly to highly hydrophobic regions, and past a certain threshold may release very few
nascent chains to the posttranslational pathway. Once the signal sequence has been exposed
long enough to commence folding and engage chaperones, it will become inaccessible to
SRP and must then proceed via the posttranslational route (Ng et al.. 1996).
1.1.2 ER membrane translocation

Early models of ER targeting proposed that proteins were transported directly
through the PL bilayer. Since these models were proposed, considerable evidence has
supported the critical role of the proteinaceous pore, termed the translocon, in the transport
of proteins across or into the ER membrane (Matlack et al., 1998). The central component
of the translocon is the Sec61 complex, which is a heterotrimer composed of a,p, and y
subunits (Martoglio and Dobberstein, 1996). Sec6 la spans the membrane 10 times with
both termini exposed to the cytosol (Rapopon et al., 1996), while both Sec61p and Sec6ly
are single membrane spans with N-termini located in the cytosol. Secdla is the key
functional subunit of the translocon, and can be cross-linked to the nascent chain
throughout translocation (High et al., 1991). Sec6la also requires the translocon for its
own membrane insertion (Knight and High, 1998). In contrast, the roles of the f3 and y
subunits are not well understood. Sec61 crosslinks to Sec6 la, demonstrating close
physical association (Kalies et al., 1998). it is not essential to yeast cells, although it does
increase the efficiency of translocation initiation.
The other components associated with the translocon are TRAM (translocatingchain-associating membrane) protein, TRAP (translocon-associated protein) complex,
RAMP4 (ribosome-associated membrane protein), SPC (signal peptidase complex), and
the oligosaccharyltransferase (Martoglio and Dobberstein, 1996). Crosslinking approaches

have been used to assess the sequence of interactions of translocating polypeptides with the
translocation pore components. The nascent polypeptide interacts with NAC after the
synthesis of only 17 amino acids. SRPS4 replaces NAC when the signal sequence is fully
emerged. At the ER membrane. the first interactions are with TRAPa, TRAM.Sec6la.
and lipids. Further crosslinking studies showed that the signal sequence intercalates
between transmembrane domains 2 and 7 of Sec6la (Plath et al., 1998), which explains
the ability of the translocon to recognise signal sequences. It has also been shown that SPC
is closely associated with Sec61f3. giving direct evidence of a physical association of SPC
with the translocon (Kalies et al., 1998). Later in translocation, the polypeptide can interact
with ER chaperones calnexin and calreticulin, and then protein disulphide isomerase (PDI)
or cyclophilin after release into the ER lumen.
Physical measurements of the translocation pore have demonstrated that it
possesses an aqueous interior to facilitate the transport of hydrophilic proteins acmss the
hydrophobic bilayer (Crowley et al., 1993; Crowley et al., 1994). The exact nature of the
channel at different stages of translocation om be assessed by labelling the nascent
polypeptide with fluorescent probes. Transiocational intermediates are trapped by using
truncated transcripts lacking a stop codon. The fluorescent probes have characteristic
fluorescence lifetimes depending upon their environment. Quenching of the probes with
iodide was used to investigate the accessibility of cytosolic and lumenal contents to the
translocon; the ribosome seals the pore from the cytosol during translocation. and
dissociation of its nascent polypeptide with purom ycin creates a direct link between the
cytosol and the lumen (Simon and Blobel, 1991). The accessibility of quenching agents
was used to estimate the diameter of the translocation pore at 40-60

A (Hamman et

al.,
1997). The lumenal gate of the translocon does not open until at least 70 amino acids have
been synthesised (Crowley et al., 1994).

Gating of the translocation pore has been studied for more complex proteins,
including multi-spanning membrane proteins. Models to explain the sequence of membrane
integration involve a carefully regulated sequence of events, which ensure that the channel
is never open at both cytosolic and lumenal ends (Hegde and Lingappa, 1997; Johnson,
1997; Figure 1.2). The translocation channel is capable of holding up to 6 transmembrane
spans before releasing them to the membrane. Crosslinking studies provided evidence for a
multistep model of membrane integration in which a membrane span occupies a series of
positions in the translocon (Do et al., 1996). There is movement from the aqueous interior
where only Sec6la is contacted, to an environment where both Secdla and TRAM are
contacted, and then two different states in which TRAM is the only protein in contact.
Release of the polypeptide to the PL biiayer takes place only after translation is completed,
and this event occurs simultaneously with the closure of the translocon lumenal gate.
However. it is also possible for membrane spans to exit the translocation channel before
transiation is terminated (Mothes et al., 1997).
Synthesis of hydrophilic loops is conducted while the ribosome is still attached to
the translocation pore. The seal at the lumenal gate of the translocon is maintained by BiP
(Hamman et al., 1998), while the ribosome hinges off the translocon. The coordination of
translocon gating was found to be directed from the ribosome rather than the translocon
itself. and Figure 1.2 depicts the sequence for a typical multi-spanning membrane protein
(Liao et al., 1997). Transmembrane segments residing within the ribosome cause long
range structural changes to signal for integration rather than translocation. Cryo-electron
microscopy studies have shown the alignment of the Sec61 pore with a tunnel in the large
ribosome subunit (Beckrnann et al., 1997). The nascent polypeptide is suggested to travel
through this linked tunnel system.
Recently, it has been possible to complement physical descriptions of the translocon
with direct visualisation. Negatively stained Sec6l-hornologue from yeast. Sec6lp, was
viewed in membranes or detergent using EM (Hanein et al., 1996; Schekman, 1996).
Sec6lp oligomeric rings could be induced by the addition of ribosomes or Sec62p/63p
complex. The channels formed by Sec6lp appear to be variable in size, with an overall
diameter of -85 A and a central pore of -20 A, accounting for 3-4 Sec6lp heterotrimen.
The ability of ribosomes to recruit S e d l p oligomen suggests that translocons may be
formed every time a targeting event occurs, and then disassociate after translocation has
terminated. In this way it is possible to understand how the recruitment of a variable
number of Sec61 units might provide the flexibility to accommodate different numbers or
sizes of membrane spans.

Figure 1.2. Model of membrane protein biogenesis.
Membrane spans are inserted into the translocon, which is gated by either the ribosome
from the cytosolic side, or BiP from the lurnenal side. The sequence of gating is controlled
by long-range structural signalling through the ribosome, in response to the translation of
membrane spans. (a) The ribosome-nascent chain complex is directed to a transiocon by the
signal sequence (yellow), the first membrane span (blue) is inserted, and the signal
sequence is cleaved. (b) The hydrophilic N-terminus is released to the lumen and the
translocon is sealed at the lumenal gate to allow the ribosome to translate the next
hydrophilic loop into the cytosol in (c) and (d). (e) The insertion of transmembrane spans
continues until a long hydrophilic loop is encountered. (f) The translocon facilitates lateral
movement of the membrane spans into the phospholipid bilayer. (g) The completed protein
is released to the phospholipid bilayer. Redrawn from Hegde and Lingappa (1997).

It has been possible to study individual components of the translocon and their

importance by reconstituting proteoliposomes from PL and purified proteins. These studies
have shown that Sec61 and S R are the only essential components for the translocation of
most proteins (Gorlich and Rapoport, 1993). However, some proteins require the TRAM
protein for translocation. The TRAM protein is associated with the translocation pore and is
in contact with nascent polypeptide chains after release from SRP (Gorlich et al., 1992).
The requirement for TRAM depends upon the signal sequence (Voigt et al., 1996), whose
distinguishing features include the length of the charged n region and structure of the h
core. For TRAM-dependent proteins, the n region is generally shorter, typically less than 5
residues, while the h region tends to be both shorter, and populated with more alanines and
phenylalanines rather than leucines and valines.

I . I.2.1 Translocation is coordinated with downstream folding and maturation events
The translocon delivers polypeptides to the ER lumen in a nascent state, yet the
mature protein must be properly folded and may require other additions or modifications.
The first modification to occur is the cleavage of the signal sequence, although some signal
sequences act as signal-anchors instead. Some proteins also undergo glycosylation, in
which oligosaccharide is covalently linked to the NH2 group of an asparagine residue by
oligosaccharide transferase. Glycosylation may take place if a suitable N-linked consensus
site is present (N-X-S/T where X is any residue except P; Rapoport et al., 1996). Transfer
occurs when the recognition site is approximately 12 amino acids from the membrane,
indicating that the active site of oligosaccharide transferase is positioned inside the ER
lumen. In the final stages of protein maturation, folding and subunit assembly is mediated
by chaperones in the ER lumen.
Many secreted proteins possess a cleavable signal sequence, which is removed by
the signal peptidase complex (SPC) located on the inner face of the ER membrane
(Rapoport et al., 1996). Cleavage depends upon the presence of a recognition sequence. in
which small, uncharged residues must occupy the -1 and -3 positions relative to the
cleavage site, although the context of these two residues is also important (Schmid and
Spiess, 1988).
The maize zein signal sequence is normally cleaved, but when attached to the Nterminus of aicohol dehydrogenase-1 (adh-1) it acted as a signal anchor with the Nterminus remaining in the cytosol (Shatters and Miemyk, 1991). It was suspected that the
presence of a p-turn after the signal sequence might be important for cleavage, but the
introduction of a p-turn at that position was not able to reestablish cleavage. Hegner et al.

(1992) succeeded in converting the signal anchor of sucrose-isomaltase to a cleaved signal
sequence by reducing the length of the h region or addition of proline at a +2/+3 position
relative to the cleavage site. Further experiments demonstrated that signal anchors and
cleaved signal sequences occupy different positions in the translocation pore, and thereby
have different abilities to interact with signal peptidase. Nilsson et al. (1994) investigated
the effect of varying both the length of the hydrophobic region and the distance between the
h region and a potential glycosylation site of a signal peptidehignal anchor. They showed
that signal peptides with h regions of 7-16 polyleucine were cleaved, but those with h
regions of a19 were not cleaved. These differences can be related to the position of the h
domain in the translocation pore, which can be measured by finding the minimum distance
between the h domain and the glycosylation site that still allows glycosylation to occur.
Other studies have demonstrated that cleavage can be influenced by the preceding
hydrophilic domain. Asialoglycoprotein receptor spans the membrane once with a cytosolic
C-terminus; if the C-terminal domain is removed, the signal anchor becomes cleaved
(Schmid and Spiess, 1988). Similarly, the invariant chain of human class 11
histocompatibility antigens spans the membrane once but with an N-terminus in the cytosol;
when the N-terminus is removed, the signal anchor becomes a cleaved signal sequence
(Lipp and Dobberstein, 1986). The conclusions drawn from these examples is that the
cytosolic domain can alter the position of the membrane span within the PL bilayer and
therefore the accessibility of a potential signal sequence cleavage site to the SPC.
The emergence of the unfolded polypeptide from the translocation pore is similar to
its initial emergence from the ribosome and consequently, the folding of the nascent chain
requires assistance with its folding. Therefore, chaperones play an important role in protein
folding in the ER lumen, and are even required for the completion of translocation
(Nicchitta and Blobel, 1993). These chaperones are members of the Hsc70 family, and
hydrolyse ATP to prevent unproductive hydrophobic interactions and thereby assist proper
folding of the protein. An additional role for chaperones has been proposed for the
posttranslational translocation pathway. In this model, chaperones promote the movement
of proteins into the ER lumen by preventing reverse movement through the translocation
pore (Lyman and Schekrnan, 1997).
Transmembrane domains (TMDs) from both yeast and mammalian cells have been
shown to cause retention in the ER (Ltoumeur and Cosson, 1998). In yeast the
mechanism is retrieval from post-ER compartments, but this process remains
uncharacterised in mammalian cells. ER retention is commonly used as a quality control
measure for proteins, ensuring that proper assembly is completed, in particular proteins that

require multisubunit assembly. Non-cornplexed subunits are retained until they are
complexed, and therefore no longer display the TMD to recycling receptors.
1.1.3 ER membrane topology

ER integral proteins can insert into the membrane with a variety of topologies
(Wickner and Lodish, 1985). Each membrane span has two possible orientations, placing
the N-terminus in the lumen (NI,,,,)
and the C-terminus in the cytosol (Ccvtosoj), or vice
versa. The addition of more membrane spans rapidly increases the number of potential
topologies. The range of topologies observed in membrane ER membrane proteins implies
a flexibility of the translocation pore to respond to different polypeptide sequences.
The importance of membrane topology is illustrated by the plant enzyme 3hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (HMGR).This enzyme catalyses the
synthesis of mevalonate from 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutarate, the first committed step in
isoprenoid biosynthesis, and is therefore critical for further steps of isoprenoid
biosynthesis which occur in the cytosol. Campos and Boronat (1995) determined the ER
membrane topology of HMGR by proteinase K analysis of microsome-incorporated
protein. The catalytic domain is positioned in the cytosol by two hydrophobic membrane
spans, both of which interact with SRP and therefore act as uncleaved signai sequences.
Presumably, if the second membrane span were deleted, the catalytic domain would be
resident in the ER lumen. This would have a dramatic effect on the supply of substrate
and/or the ability of the product to be further metabolised.
Prion protein (PrP) neurodegenerative disease can be caused by a variant with nonnative topology (Hegde et al., 1998), demonstrating that precise determination of protein
topology is sometimes required to ensure a productive over a destructive function.
Expression of the PrP variant termed ctmPrP caused mice to suffer neurodegeneration.
This variant is known to adopt a topology with a single membrane span, and the Cterminus in the ER lumen. The conclusions are supported by the identification of c t * P r ~ in
human brain tissue affected by a heritable prion disease.
It also appears that membrane protein translocation may be an important stage of
functional regulation for some proteins. The ductin protein can adopt two alternative
orientations, both of which perform different functions (Hegde and Lingappa, 1997). One
topological form is a subunit of vacuolar H+-ATPase, while the other is a component of a
connexon channel located in gap junctions.
Some determinants of topology can be identified by comparing a wide range of
different proteins, and making correlations between their sequence, structure, and

topology. A more direct experimental method involves mutagenesis of a single model
protein to generate artificial variation in its topology. This allows the precise definition of
the relationship between sequence and topology. Single membrane spans are the simplest
units to investigate, and consequently rules have been developed which are reasonably
successful at predicting their topology.
Significant influence over the orientation of membrane spans is exerted by charged
residues in flanking sequence. Positively charged residues show a strong preference for
retention in the cytosol, while negatively charged residues have a weak affinity for
translocation to the ER lumen (Geffen and Spiess. 1993). Variants of a yeast protein, Ste2p
G protein-coupled pheromone receptor, depended strictly upon flanking charges for
orientation of the first transmembrane span (Harley and Tipper, 1996). The N terminus is
translocated only if the charge difference is reversed by removal of all the N-terminal
positive charges or addition of C-terminal negative charges. It is unclear how charged
residues affect orientation, as ER membrane does not maintain a transmembrane electn'cai
potential. It is possible that charged residues may interact with an asymmetrical distribution
of phospholipids in the ER membrane (van Klompenburg et al.. 1997). In addition to
charge differences across the membrane span. translocation of the N-terminus may also
depend upon its folding state (Denzer et al., 1995). Tightly folded zinc finger domain or
dihydrofolate reductase resisted translocation, whereas destabilising mutations facilitated
their translocation.
Topological predictions can also be aided by examining the membrane span itself.
Longer stretches of leucines, up to 25 residues, increasingly favour a topology with the Nterminus in the ER lumen (Wahlberg and Spiess, 1997). This phenomenon was correlated
with overall hydrophobicity, and possibly length, of the membrane span.
Multi-spanning membrane proteins add an extra degree of complexity to topological
predictions. Orientation of individual membrane spans can be partially determined by a
combination of sequential insertions, in which the next membrane span adopts the opposite
orientation of the previous span. However, the orientation of each span is influenced by the
factors described above, and the interaction between multiple topology determinants is not
easy to predict. Sometimes, conflict between opposing factors results in the exclusion of
natural membrane spans from the membrane (Gafvelin et al., 1997).
Although it is possible to make reasonable predictions of membrane topology for an
unknown protein, the actual topology must still be tested for each individual protein.
Topology determination is most often performed by protease protection assays, assessment

of natural or introduced glycosylation sites, and addition of glycosylation-sensitive reporter
enzymes to truncated constructs (Wessels et al.. 1991: Xie and Morimoto. 19%).
1 .1.4 ER structure and specialisation

Proteins are localised to the ER by carefully regulated pathways. and reproducibl y
adopt defined topologies. So far. the ER has been considered as a homogeneous
compartment. yet it extends through most of the cytosol and executes a wide variety of
functions. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the targeting of proteins to the ER might
be a more complex process with additional levels of control and specialisation.
The ER is a large network of connected membrane. which is continuous with the
nuclear membrane and encloses a lumenal compartment separated from the cytosol. It is
composed of tubular and lamellar cistemae (Staehelin. 1997). Many processes are
associated with the ER including protein secretion. protein glycosy lation. lipid synthesis.
protein body synthesis. secondary metabolism. and Ca'+ storage. For such a multifunctional organelle it is to be expecred that the ER must be specialised to separate these
different functions. Fractionation and EM techniques have been able to identify a number ol'
specialised ER subdomains (Okita et 4.. IV'W). For example. some portions of the ER are
composed of rough lamellae. which support ribosomes for protein trans1oc;ition. while
others are smooth and are enriched in the specific ER markers. epoxide hydrolase and
GRPYJ. Nuclear mernbrdnes are another specialised region of ER which contain nuclear
pores and lamin receptors. If regions are specialised there must be mechanisms to achieve
differentiation. either differential targeting of enzymes and other hctors and/or methods of
continual sorting.
One mechanism for differentiating ER subdomains is the sublocalisation of
cotranslationally translocated mRNA species. The most detailed study to be conducted on
plants was performed by Li et al. ( 1993). They considered two storage proteins from the
glutelin and prolamine families in rice. Glutelin mRNA is localised to cisternal ER. while
prolamine mRNAs are found in protein body ER. This can be confirmed by
subfractionation of ER microsomes to yield fractions enriched for each mRNA. The
distribution of mRNAs corresponds to the eventual destinations of these storage proteins.
with prolamine sequestered in protein bodies within the ER. and glutelin exported from the
ER by vesicles to the Golgi and eventually to the protein storage vacuole. However. the
localising elements responsible for mRNA targeting to ER subdomains in rice have not
been determined.

Localisation of mRNA is critical for many aspects of cell differentiation in
development. For example, mRNAs are localised to cell poles in Xenopus oocytes and
Drosophila embryos, and play an important role in cell polarity (St Johnston, 1995). The
region of mRNA determining cell localisation is the 3' UTR in most cases studied to date.
Both microtubules and actin fibres have been implicated in the movement of mRNA to the
correct location (Am and MacDonald, 1998; Oleynikov and Singer, 1998). It is possible
that proteins in the ER are localised to specific subdomains by pathways similar to these. It
is also possible that ER subdomain localisation is achieved by recognition of the nascent
polypeptide. most likely the signal sequence. Specificity may be facilitated by a
heterogeneous population of SRPs; the 7s RNA comprises multiple species in maize and is
one means by which SRP heterogeneity might be created (Okita, 1994).

l .I .S A polipoproteins in mammals
Subcornpartmentation and topology becomes more critical when the protein needs
to associate with other molecules in the ER. It is already clear that processes commonly
linked with ER targeted proteins tend to be grouped together; signal sequence recognition.
translocation and downstream modification are all linked by direct interactions between the
components responsible for these processes. In a similar manner, many ER proteins must
be coordinated with the synthesis of partners to create the required particle. A good
example of this phenomenon is apolipoprotein B (apoB), whose function is to stabilise
lipid particles, termed lipoproteins (Yao and McLeod. 1994; Innerarity et al.. 1996). ApoB
is a 550 kDa protein which integrates into lipoprotein particles termed VLDL (very low
density lipoproteins), which are released primarily from liver cells into the bloodstream.
VLDL can be taken up by cells elsewhere in the body, e.g. muscle cells, and used for
energy. An mRNA editing event creates apoB48 variant (N-terminal 48%); it is able to
form VUIL of similar properties to apoB100. Other apolipoproteins bind the lipoprotein
particle exchangeably.
Lipoproteins bud off into the ER lumen and are subsequently secreted from the cell
via the Golgi. One factor which may account for the budding characteristics is the topology
of the integrated proteins. ApoB possesses an N-terminal signal sequence, which is cleaved
upon translocation, and the polypeptide chain is fed through to the ER lumen (Yao and
McLeod, 1994). This leads to eventual localisation of apoB on the lumenal side of the ER
membrane. Without TAG, high density lipoproteins are synthesised which contain only PL
and protein. Each lipoprotein contains only one apoB molecule.

Variants truncated at the C-terminus are also capable of forming VLDL particles
e.g. apoB42 and apoB37 which are the N-terminal 42% and 37% of the full length apoB,
respectively (McLeod et al., 1996). However, apoB29 is unable to form VLDL but will
form HDL.Short hydrophobic segments between 29% and 42% of apoB are able to recruit
TAG. Although apoB is highly hydrophobic with predicted amphipathic a-helix and psheet, there are no stretches longer than 13 amino acids (Yao and McLeod, 1994). Such
short hydrophobic segments would probably be able to interact with a single leaf of the ER
membrane.
Synthesis of 0VR"proteiwn be reconstituted in vitro with ER microsomes and in
vitro translation of apoB transcripts (Rusinol et al.. 1997). ApoB48 translocation is
stimulated by cotranslational TAG synthesis and the presence of MTP in the microsomes.
Both apoB15 and apoB48 were translocated in microsomes lacking microsomal lriglyceride
transfer protein (MTP), where they combined with PC only.
MTP plays a critical role in assembling a VLDL with a full complement of TAG and
cholesteryl esters, in which the particles are 30-70 nm in diameter (Gordon et al., 1995).
MTP is also required for the production of larger chylomicrons, which are 70-600 nm in
diameter. The mechanisms by which these particles are synthesised are depicted in Figure
1.3. Humans with defects in the MTF' gene are unable to produce active MTP and fail to
produce VLDL or chylomicrons (Gordon et al., 1995). MTP is an ER lumenal protein.
which exists as a heterodimer with protein disulphide isomerase (PDI).This partner
performs many functions, including assistance of protein folding and isomerisation of
disulphide bonds. When PDI is pan of MTP it exhibits little ability to promote disulphide
bonds but regains this activity if separated again. If the catalytic sites of PDI are disrupted
by mutation it still forms dimers with MTP and normal lipid transfer activity is observed
(Lamberg et al., 1996). There is no ER retention signal within MTP,and it will aggregate
when present as a monomer, suggesting that PDI plays a vital role in the solubilisation and
localisation of MTP.

Figure 1.3. A model of lipoprotein synthesis.
(a) ApoB is cotranslationally translocated by conventional pathways, during which the Nterminal signal sequence is cleaved. MTP acquires lipid from the ER membrane. (b) The Nterminal domain folds such that MTP can associate. (c) MTP mediates the coordination
between apoB and lipids. (d) The lipid core becomes sufficiently large to facilitate the
inclusion of hydrophobic a-helix and f3-strand from apoB. (e) Translation of apoB and
lipidation continue until translation is complete. MTP is not required at this stage, although
it may increase the efficiency of lipidation. (f) Further lipidation of the nascent lipoprotein
completes its synthesis. Again, MTP plays a non-essential role. Redrawn from Gordon
(1997).
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Lipoprotein maturation can be divided into two distinct steps: formation of the
immature particle with minimal TAG, and then the addition of large amounts of TAG to
produce the mature lipoprotein. MTP has been shown to be critical for the first step but not
the second (Gordon et al.. 1996; Gordon, 1997). In vitro studies have shown that MTP is
capable of transporting TAG and cholesteryl esters at comparable rates but that PC is
transported at about 5% the efficiency (Jamil et al., 1995). Kinetic analysis shows that
MTP performs lipid transport by a shuttling mechanism (Atzel and Wetterau. 1993). This
information suggests a model in which apoB translocates into the ER lumen and lipids are
shuttled from the ER membrane to the apoB chain. MTP interacts physically with apoB,
probably by hydrophobic interactions (Pate1 and Grundy, 1996).
Translocation of apoB is a complex process. due to both its extreme size and the
need to complex with PL and TAG for its release into the ER lumen. By analysing the
translocation of truncated variants in vitro it was possible to identify regions of the protein
which cause pauses in translation (Chuck and Lingappa, 1992; Nakahara et al.. 1994).
These pause signals probably facilitate the complexing with TAG, and cause hydrophilic
loops to be exposed on the cytosolic face of the membrane. If the pause takes effect for too
long, apoB becomes susceptible to proteolytic attack and complete degradation. ApoB has
been shown to be degraded by proteasomes, possibly due to exposure of hydrophilic
domains to the cytosol (Yeung et al., 1996). Exposure of nascent chain to the cytosol is
regulated by TRAM (Hegde et al., 1998). However. ApoB degradation was also found to
occur in post-ER compartments in cultured rat hepatocytes (Wang et ai., 1995).
The pause transfer sequences also depend upon the PL composition of the OV
membrane. Accumulation of phosphatidy lmonomethylethanolamine (PMME) in the ER
membrane prevents the translocation of apoB (Rusinol et al., 1993). The effect is specific
for apoB as lipid accumulation and secretion of other proteins is not disrupted. More recent
studies showed that microsomes containing increased proportions of P M M E in the PL
prevented the translational pause from being released (Rusinol et al., 1998).
The studies on apoB have provided significant insights into a wide range of events
associated with ER protein translocation and biogenesis of lipoproteins. An analogous
protein exists in plants which promises to offer further insights into similar types of ER
processes. This 'apolipoprotein' is termed oleosin, and associates with oil bodies in both
the seed and the pollen of plants.

1.2 Oleosins in plants
Plants which propagate via seeds have strongly contrasting stages in their life cycle.
The seed is a small, stable structure, which must fulfill several functions; embryo

development, energy storage, dispersion, dormancy during unsuitable growth conditions.
recognition of suitable growth conditions, and finally gemination, during which energy
stores must be mobilised to support early seedling development. Energy storage and
mobilisatioo is a key driving force for the whole process.
Energy can be stored in a variety of different molecules, but oils are the most
efficient in terms of energy per unit mass, and also can be stored such that they do not
interfere with general cell metabolism. Therefore, all seeds store some oil, and some use oil
as their primary means of storage. Oils must be sequestered such that they are stable
throughout development, and also accessible for powering seed germination. The
structures formed are termed oil bodies, and enclose triacylglycerols (TAGS)with a shell of
phospholipid and oleosin protein.
1.2.1 Oil body structure
Figure 1.4 shows that oil bodies are composed of a central TAG core surrounded
by a phospholipid monolayer, diameter 0.5-2.0 pm (Huang, 1992; Murphy. 1993: Huang,
1996; Napier, 1996). They assume a spherical shape when released from the cell. but om
be deformed when packed tightly within the cell. Evidence for this structure was obtained
from electron micrographs showing a half unit membrane (Wanner et al.. 1981), and is
supported by measurements of the relative quantities of phospholipid and neutral lipids.
Phospholipids comprise mostly phosphatidylcholine (PC) and lesser proportions of

phosphotidy lethanolamine (PE) and phosphotidy lserine (PS), while neutral lipids comprise
mostly TAG with small amounts of diacylglycerols (DAGs) and fatty acids.

Figure 1.4. Proposed structure of oleosin in an oil body.
Representation of the predicted structure for the 18 kDa maize oleosin. Prolines (P) are
highlighted in the proline knot motif.
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Depending on the stage of embryo development oleosins may be present as an outer
shell, embedded into the phospholipid and TAG matrix (Figure 1.4). Oleosins are always
present by the later stages of embryo development (Huang, 1996). These fully developed
oil bodies are resistant to phospolipase, indicating that oleosins form a complete shell
around the oil body (Huang, 1992). This is consistent with a simple analysis of the oleosin
protein sequence. in which a hydrophobic core of about 70 residues is likely to be wellsuited to the hydrophobic interior of the oil body. The two flanking domains are
hydrophilic and are therefore likely to reside on the surface of the oil body. However, if
these oil bodies are first trypsinised to remove the exposed portion of oleosin,
phospholipase is able to access PL in the oil body (Tzen and Huang, 1992). Sonication of
TAG, PL, and oleosin was used to create oil bodies. indicating that oil body structure is
maintained by simple forces (Tzen and Huang, 1992). Positive charges in the oleosin Nterminal and C-terminal domains are available to interact with the negative charges in the PL
surface, leaving negative charges to face the cytosol. This leaves oil bodies with a net
negative charge.
Trypsinised oleosin from oil bodies demonstrates that a central core of
approximately 8 kDa remains protected by the oil body. This fragment was predicted to be
the hydrophobic domain of approximately 70 residues. Edman degradation N-terminal
sequencing confirmed this prediction (Murphy et al., 1991). When the oleosin sequences
are analysed they can be divided into a tripartite structure of the central hydrophobic domain
(H) flanked by two hydrophilic domains at the N-terminus (N) and C-terminus (C). Li et
al. (1992) analysed rapeseed oleosin secondary structure by circular dichroism (CD) and
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).They found a large proportion of p-strand
and minimal a-helix. Isolation of the N domain from sunflower has demonstrated ahelical, random coil, and fl-strand structure with some amphipathic nature, which would be
consistent with an ability to reside on the phospholipid surface, and therefore act as a
protective shield. The C domain is predicted to be composed mostly of amphipathic ahelix, for both sunflower (Murphy, 1993) and maize (Huang, 1992).
Determination of the H domain structure has been much more difficult and
controversial, mainly due to the inadequacy of structure predictions for proteins in
hydrophobic environments, and also the difficulty of making measurements in a lipid
environment. Initial models were based on analysis of the primary sequence and
measurements made outside the native lipid environment, resulting in a prediction of
antiparallel p-strand (Huang, 1992). This structure would take into account the central
proiine knot motif, which is expected to provide a turn due to the rigidity of proline

residues. The antiparallel nature would also allow for pairing of similar types of amino
acids, with the flexible glycines and serines facilitating favourable interactions. However,
in recent structural studies, k e y et al. (1998) examined the H domain in the native oil
body environment. The FTIR spectroscopy of oil body integrated fragments was obtained
by subtracting the signal contributed by TAG, and showed a predominance of a-helical
structure. Such an a-helix would be more consistent with other known transmembrane
spans. A structure composed of a-helix would probably comprise two distinct helices.
with the proline knot motif in the centre acting as a helix breaker.
Prolines are rarely found in a-helices of globular proteins, but can be found at a
high frequency in transmembrane spans. Internal prolines exist in four of the 18 a-helices
found in the Rhodopseudornonas viridis photosynthetic reaction centre and Halobacterium
halobium bacteriorhodopsin, the only membrane proteins for which we have complete
structural information (Heijne, 1991). These prolines cause a kink in the helices. presenting
a convex side which is poorly suited to lipid environments, and therefore favouring contact
with other membrane spans. The concave side prefers to contact lipids unless it is
populated with charged side chains, which are able to override the normal preference for
orientation. These observations are consistent with the low frequency of prolines in single
membrane spans compared to multispanning proteins. Prolines in the oleosin H domain
may promote interactions with other proteins, including other oleosins, or play a critical
role in oleosin stability in oil bodies. More detailed structural studies promise to yield
further insight into the functional properties and sequence requirements of oleosin.
Oleosins are comparable to apoB in their ability to stabilise 'lipoproteins'.
However, the membrane topologies and structural properties are strikingly different
between these lipid-associated proteins. The perilipins can be considered more analogous to
oleosins due to their association with lipid bodies in the cytosol of adipocytes (for reviews
see Londros et al., 1995; Murphy and Vance, 1998). Peripilins A and B are the product of
differential splicing from a single gene (Greenberg et al., 1993), while perilipin C is the
only additional known family member detected as a protein (Londros et al., 1995). Little is
known about the structure or targeting of perilipins, and they lack sequences typically
associated with lipid-binding proteins, including extended hydrophobic regions and
amphipathic helices. Therefore, it can be expected that perilipin will target and interact with
lipid bodies quite differently to oleosins.

1.2.2 Oil body function
It is clear that the basic function of oil bodies is to store TAG during embryogenesis
and then release TAG to satisfy energy requirements during germination. However, seed
oil bodies, typically around 1 pm, are much smaller than the large oil globules present in
the mesocarp of olive or avocado, often as large as 20 pm (Ross and Murphy. 1993). Seed

oil bodies are also distinct from these oil globules in having an oleosin coat. It is not fully
understood what difference in function these structural differences represent.
Oleosins have been suspected as being critical for prevention of oil body
coalescence during seed desiccation. Initial studies showed that oil bodies isolated from
earlier stages of embryo development had lower oleosin content and were also less stable
when desiccated (Murphy, 1993). It was also shown that synthetic oil bodies. formed by
sonication of TAG and PL. coalesced unless oleosins were also included (Tzen and Huang.
1992). Furthermore, Leprince et al. (1998) studied a variety of seeds which experience
different extents of desiccation, and found that desiccation tolerance correlated to higher
01eosin:TAG ratios. However, when the internal seed structure was viewed, the seeds
which were intolerant of desiccation showed no significant damage upon forced
desiccation. lostead, desiccation tolerance appeared to be a function of the ability to
withstand rehydration. Thus, oleosins may not be required for desiccation stabilisation in
pianta. but instead play stabilisation role in germination.
Oil bodies are also expected to be critical for the mobilisation of TAG during
germination. It is expected that oil bodies facilitate TAG breakdown by virtue of their large
surface area, and may also allow lipase docking, although no evidence has directly
supported this model. Oleosin may act as a docking receptor for lipase. Studies by Tzen et
a1. (1997) suggest that oil bodies are mobilised in a regulated sequential manner throughout
germination.
1.2.3 Oil body biogenesis

After the initial fertilisation event between pollen and egg, the embryo divides in a
highly regulated and complex developmental pathway. This structure eventually generates a
mature embryo, which is capable of producing a small seedling by shoot and root growth.
During embryo development, there is formation of complex structure occurring in parallel
with regulated accumulation of storage proteins and lipids. In Brassica napus, a typical
oilseed, napin and cruciferin are the major storage proteins, while TAG comprises the bulk
of energy storage. Napin and cruciferin are synthesised throughout embryo development.
TAG is synthesised from the early cotyledonary stage, but increases dramatically at the

mid-cotyledonary stage. Oil bodies occur throughout the embryo in exalbumous seeds such
as Brussica spp., and in cereals are located in the scutellum and embryo but not the
endosperm. When the embryo is fully developed the seeds desiccate and can remain
dormant until germination is triggered. Seed development is regulated by intricate hormone
signalling , in which ABA plays an important role for promoting maturation processes.
Synthesis of TAG occurs at the ER membrane, although the supply of acyl chains
is provided by fatty acid synthesis in plastids. which are exported to the cytosol in the form
of acyl-CoA. At the ER membrane, acyl chains are transferred to a backbone of glycerol-3phosphate (G3P)to yield lyso-phosphatidic acid and then phosphatidic acid. Phosphatidic
acid is converted to diacylglycerol (DAG) by phosphatidic acid phosphatase and then to
TAG by DAG acyl transferase. Variability in the TAG structure is achieved by the range of
chain length and saturation status of acyl chains.
The exact sites of TAG synthesis and deposition are not clear. It is commonly
accepted that TAG is sequestered between the layers of phospholipid in the ER membrane.
However, it is also possible that TAG accumulates as a droplet on the cytosolic face of the
ER membrane. This location is supported by the presence of the electron donor for acyl
desaturases on the cytosolic face (Napier, 1996). TAG is then stored in oil bodies. which
are released into the cytosol.
TAG and PC are both synthesised from PA. However. a study by Vogel and
Browse (1996) found the composition of acyl chains to be different between these two lipid
groups. The selection of acyl chains did not appear to be governed by DAG acyltransferase
or cholinephosphotransferase (CPT). This evidence supports a sublocalisation of distinct
pools of PA. Oil bodies require both PC and TAG which raises a question about how these
components and oleosins are spatially coordinated.
Oil bodies could arise in several different ways, either from existing membranes or
entirely de novo. Various reports have claimed that they failed to observe any connection
between oil bodies and preexisting membranes, but other groups have been able to
demonstrate an association between oil bodies and ER membrane (reviewed by Murphy,
1993). The best evidence for ER association is provided by EM studies conducted by
Wanner et al. (1981), in which they suggest that oil bodies are budded from the ER
membrane, pinching off at least TAG and PL coordinately.
Two independent groups showed that when oleosin is translated in vitro, it is
capable of integrating into canine pancreatic microsomes (Hills et a[., 1993; Loer and
Herman, 1993). Experiments performed by Hills et al. (1993) showed that purified oil
bodies were not capable of accepting oleosins under the same conditions, implying that

oleosins must be targeted via the ER. It is still possible, although unlikely, that oil bodies
may accept oleosin protein when at the right stage or with particular factors present.
Oleosins also appear to integrate cotranslationally into ER. Loer and Herman (1993)
provided evidence for cotranslational integration of oleosin by showing that oleosin
synthesis and membrane integration could not be separated. This was performed by
applying a cycloheximide treatment after oleosin translation. but before the addition of
microsomes. 'lhis sequence of additions failed to result in the synthesis of oleosin protein.
Further evidence for cotranslational translocation is provided by the localisation of oleosin
mRNA in membrane-bound polysomes of maize (Qu et al.. 1986). Oleosin synthesis was
inhibited by SRP in the absence of microsomes ('lhoyts et a]., 1995), indicating a role for
SRP in oleosin ER targeting.
Figure 1.5 shows a model of oil body biogenesis which fits the facts to date.
However, it raises many important questions. For this model to operate, the oleosin and
TAG must reside in the same region of ER. It is possible that colocalisation is specifically
achieved by matching the sites of synthesis or that the TAG and oleosin are synthesised at
distinct locations and then one is transported to meet the other. If oleosin is translocated
into the ER by a cotranslational pathway, it must be introduced at a region of rough ER
(RER). There are reports that TAG synthesis also occurs in the RER (Qu et al., 1986),
although the microlocation is likely to be critical.
The unique sequence of oleosin H domain suggests that it plays a critical role in
membrane-associated events. Although the direction of passage, or topology. of membrane
spans has already been discussed, the angle of insertion is also variable, and of
considerable significance for the function of the membrane span. Some membrane spans
possess a hydrophobicity gradient along their length, which causes them to become
inserted into PL in a tilted orientation (Brasseur et al., 1997). Tilting is disruptive to
membranes, facilitating events such as vesicle membrane fusion and access of lipases. The
oleosin H domain is notable in its size, and for that reason alone is likely to be tilted or
folded, and therefore highly disruptive to a PL bilayer. Hence, it is conceivable that the H
domain structure exerts a significant thermodynamic drive for oil body integration and/or
oil body budding, perhaps occupying a more relaxed conformation in the oil body
environment.

Figure 1.5. Model of oil body biogenesis on the ER.

TAG is synthesised between the ER bilayer, into which oleosins flow, eventually budding
to release a mature oil body.
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One of the obvious issues raised by the presented model of oil body biogenesis, is
that of the orientation of TAG synthesis and topology of oleosin membrane integration. The
possible locations of TAG accumulation have been discussed above. Oil body biogenesis
may be easily explained if they arise from TAG accumulated between phospholipid layers,
but if TAG accumulates on the cytosolic surface of ER, the model becomes more difficult
to explain. In this case the TAG would have to be transported across one leaf of the
phospholipid bilayer, or phospholipid would have to be added on to the outer TAG
surface. In the latter case, there would then be a difficulty of oleosin integration.
The topology of oleosin itself is likely to be critical in this budding process. If the
hydrophilic domains reside in the cytosol on the oil body, it would presumably be
beneficial for them to begin on the cytosolic face of the ER. Hills et al. (1993) initiated
investigations into the oleosin topology by treating canine pancreatic microsomes with
proteinase K. The integrated oleosin was found to be partially sensitive to protease attack
with mild treatments and then fully digested with extended treatments. The conclusions
drawn were that one hydrophilic domain of oleosin may be exposed on the outer
microsornal surface and the other translocated to the microsornal lumen: longer treatments
were suggested to degrade the membrane sufficiently to cause disintegration and therefore a
total loss of protection. However, the oleosin was labelled with 3%-rnethionine which is
only found in the N and C domains. Therefore, the H domain on its own would be
undetectable as a protected fragment. This leaves the topology open to speculation.
Initial studies to dissect functional elements of oleosin deleted each of the three
domains in turn (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995). These domain deletion variants were
fused to GUS and transformed into 8. napus. Subcellular distribution of the resulting
oieosin-GUS fusion proteins could be investigated by measuring GUS activity. Deletion of
the C domain had little effect on either expression or targeting efficiency, deletion of the N
domain caused a partial loss of expression and targeting, but loss of the H domain caused a
drastic reduction in the level of expression. The H domain deletion also failed to support
significant levels of oil body accumulation. 'The data suggest that only the H domain is
critical for oil body accumulation, but that there may also be important targeting information
in the N domain.
Oil body biogenesis is dependent upon the assembly of three components. TAG.
PL, and oleosin, for which both spatial and temporal coordination must be critical and
interdependent. The model presented assumes that all three components must be
simultaneously available. Most studies of oleosin and TAG accumulation show
concomitant accumulation, but it has been suggested that coordinate accumulation is not

necessarily required (Curnmins et al., 1993). In studies on the maturation of oil body
populations over time, it was found that during the early stages of oil body accumulation
oleosin synthesis is very low, and that the oil bodies are devoid or depleted of significant
amounts of oleosin. Later in development, the oil bodies appear to possess a full
complement of oleosins. Although this may be an unusual case, the data raise several
issues about oil body biogenesis. Firstly, it implies that oil bodies can be synthesised
without oleosin. which is not surprising given that oil bodies in the mesocarp of olive and
avocado do not possess oleosins (Ross and Murphy, 1993). Secondly, it appears to
suggest that oleosins can be added to oil bodies after they have been budded from the ER.
This interpretation is the most intuitive one, but is much more difficult to envisage in a
mechanistic sense, on the basis that it would require direct insertion of oleosins through the
outer hydrophilic surface of the phospholipid monolayer. In vitro translation of oleosin has
already shown that oleosins are incapable of inserting directly into oil bodies or from
microsomal membranes to preformed oil bodies (Hills et al., 1993; Loer and Herman,
1993).
It is possible that the oleosin-free oil bodies remain throughout development but
become hidden by the large number of oleosin-containing oil bodies. It is also possible that
the early oil bodies are degraded and that the oleosin-containing oil bodies are all newly
synthesised. The study raises many questions but is not able to provide any definitive
answers to the questions of temporal coordination.
The coordination between oleosin and TAG accumulation was studied in maize
kernels with diverse oil contents (Ting et a]., 1996). Even though the oil contents vary
dramatically due to intensive breeding, the levels of expression of the oleosin genes remain
similar. This results in smaller, irregular shaped oil bodies in the low oil content maize
variety which can accommodate the relatively higher levels of oleosins, compared to the
large and spherical oil bodies of the high oil variety. This clearly demonstrates the lack of
an obligatory linkage between oil and oleosin biosynthesis.
When antibodies were raised against oleosins and tested for cross-reactivity, it was
found that distinctive patterns arose m e n et al., 1990). Frequently, the antibodies do not
show cross-reactivity with other oleosins within the same species, but do cross-react with
oleosins from an unrelated species. The classification of oleosins on the basis of these
immunological properties correlated well with their relative size within a species, allowing
classification as either a high or low molecular weight isofom. Typically, an antibody
raised against a low molecular weight isoforrn in one species reacts with the low molecular
weight isofonn from another species. It has been suggested by Huang (1996) that the

widespread evolutionary conservation of these two isoforms reflects differential function or
interactions between the two isoforms. Individual oil bodies are known to possess at least
two isoforms of oleosin (Tzen et al., 1998).
The maize oleosin family is a convenient model to study potential interactions
between oleosin isoforms because of the small number of genes (3), and the existence of
lines lacking individual oleosin genes. There is one low molecular weight isoform (16 kDa)
oleosin and two high molecular weight isoforms (17 kDa and 18 kDa) oleosins in many
inbreds. The CM555 line lacks the 18 kDa isofom and the FR2 line lacks the 17 kDa
isoform (Lee et al., 1995). When different inbreds were analysed. it was found that the
ratio of low isoform oleosins to high isoform oleosins always remains at approximately
1: 1, regardless of transcript levels. The implication of these data is that the relative amounts
of low and high isoforms are regulated at the posttranslational level, possibly through some
kind of direct interaction or pairing. However, although the idea is attractive, there has been
no evidence at a molecular level. If such a pairing did occur, there would need to be a
region of the isoform groups that shows similarity. Tzen et al. (1990) suggest that the Nterminal portion of the H domain shows strong similarity between isoforms of rapeseed
and maize. A similar pattern can be observed in the Arabidopsis gene family: the
hydrophilic domains are highly variable and possess no distinct relation within isoform
groups, whereas the H domains do show more similarity within isoform groups than
between them. It is possible that the H domains interact with one another to facilitate a
transition into growing oil bodies. The expression of oleosin in yeast provides a useful
model system for identifying its requirements for oil body targeting. Ting et al. (1997)
found that the expression of a single oleosin gene resulted in its accumulation on lipid
bodies in yeast, implying that there is no absolute requirement for isoform pairing, unless a
component of the yeast lipid body was able to fulfill this role, or the targeting mechanism is
substantially different in yeast than in plant embryos.
The emerging importance of ER subdomains and mRNA targeting raise important
questions concerning oil body biogenesis. For TAG, PL, and oleosins to form an oil body,
they must be coiocalised at some point. There are various possibilities for how this could
be achieved, but I will present a model which fits best with the present knowledge of ER
subdomains and satisfy the requirements in the most simple manner. A feature of the
mRNAs of both oleosin and TAG-synthesis enzymes would locate both proteins to the
same region of ER. This would ensure that TAG synthesis and oleosin integration occur in
closely linked regions, and thereby simplify their coordination. Oleosin could flow freely
into regions of TAG,possibly even causing the nascent oil body to bud from the ER

membrane. Subfractionation of microsomes was able to yield a fraction that was enriched
for TAG synthesis (Lacey and Hills, 1996). Oleosin and TAG were colocalised in ER
subdomains by feeding microsomes with TAG precursors and using the resulting density
shifts to perform subfractionation (Lacey et al., 1999).The majority of oleosin accumulates
in the more buoyant microsomal subfractions, which were demonstrated to be distinct from
the bulk of the ER by imrnunolocalisation of a non-specific ER marker (BiP). Furthermore,
the accumulation of oleosin in these buoyant subfractions correlated with the localisation of
oleosin mRNA. This was demonstrated by performing in vitro translation of mRNA
associated with isolated microsomes, followed by the feeding of TAG precursors and
buoyancy subfractionation.
Overall, it is clear that lipoprotein synthesis in mammals is a highly complex and
regulated process. Control is exerted by translation, translocation, PL content of the
membrane, presence of TAG, and the MTP particle. There is likely to a critical role for
colocalisation of the TAG and protein components, possibly at the mRNA level.
Oil body biogenesis is only understood in simple terms, and the models to describe
it are correspondingly basic. However, the processes for formation of lipoproteins and oil
bodies have clear similarities, primarily the coordination with TAG and PL on the ER
membrane and the structure of the final particle. Furthermore, the ability to target oleosin to
yeast lipid bodies suggests that factors involved in oleosin targeting are universal rather
than specific to plants (Ting et al., 1997). Hence, it is likely that we will discover
complexities in oil body synthesis which have not been uncovered so far. The comparison
with lipoproteins raises several important issues regarding oil body biogenesis, such as the
role of oleosin in the budding process, the determination of directionality in budding, and
the potential involvement of an MTP analogue.
1.2.4 Oleosin gene families
Figure 1.6 shows that a high degree of sequence variability can be observed in the
N and C domains of oleosins. Nevertheless, it appears that the secondary structure is
conserved, ensuring that the flanking domains have an arnphipathic nature and thereby
shield the oil body. The H domain is much more highly conserved, with the proline knot
motif exhibiting universal conservation of sequence for 7 out of the 13 residues. This level
of conservation suggests a critical role for the proline knot motif in oleosin structure; it is
likely to mediate a turn at the centre of the H domain which may facilitate interactions
within the remaining regions of the H domain. Structural consequences of the proline knot
motif may become important for oieosin targeting and/or function in the oil body.

Figure 1.6. Protein sequence alignment of a representative selection of seed oleosins and
one pollen oleosin.

The highly conserved central hydrophobic domain has been aligned for all oleosins, and the
flanking domains have been aligned as closely as possible to the Arabidopsis 18 kDa
oleosin
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The existence of two isoforms of oleosin implies that there was a duplication and
then divergence of a single oieosin gene during evolution. Both monocots and dicots have
low and high molecular weight isoforms (Tzen et al., 1990), suggesting that the appearance
of these two isoforms must have been prior to the divergence of monocots and dicots.
There is at least an isoform of oleosin in gymnosperms which fits into the low molecular
weight isoform class based on its immunological properties. However, it still remains to be
determined whether the duplication occurred before angiosperms and gymnosperms
diverged.
A single intron is present in the oleosins of Brassicaceae, but not in maize or carrot.
The intron is always located between the H and C domains, indicating that the C domain
may have been added by exon shuffling. Further support for this idea is provided by the
pollen oleosins which have similar H domain sequence, but are particularly divergent at the
C domain (Ross and Murphy, 1996). In pollen oleosins, the C domain is cleaved from the
mature tapetosornes and deposits onto the pollen coat (Murphy and Ross, 1998; Ting et al.,
1998)
Chromosomal locations have been mapped for oleosin genes in B. n a p s and
maize. In both cases the genes are unlinked, except for the pollen oleosins of B. n a p s
which map closely on the same chromosome (Huang, 1992).
The functional similarity between oleosins of different species has been
demonstrated by the ability to express foreign oleosins and retain oil body targeting of the
introduced oleosin. For example, maize oleosin can be expressed efficiently in B. napus.
Seed-specific oleosin genes are expressed at high levels during embryogenesis,
often a single gene accounting for several percent of the total seed protein (Huang, 1993,
but not at significant levels at other times or in other tissues. This implies a strong control
over transcription. ABA, high osmoticurn (12.5% sorbitol), or jasmonic acid applied to the
external embryo are able to enhance oleosin expression (Holbrook et al., 1991; van Rooijen
et al., 1992). The Arabidopsis At2 oleosin promoter has elements with the appearance of
ABA response elements, and also CACA elements, which are commonly found in seed
specific gene promoters. This Arabidopsis promoter was fused to GUS as a series of
truncated variants; positive regulatory elements were found in the -1100 to -600 and -400 to
-200 regions, whereas the -600 to -400 region contains negative regulatory elements (Plant
et al., 1994). ABA and sorbitol responses are mediated through the -400 to -200 region and
are additive, suggesting that sorbitol acts through another pathway apart from directly
increasing ABA levels. The carrot oleosin promoter has been analysed by nuclear extract

binding studies and DNaseI footprinting (Hatzopoulos et al.. 1990). Two adjacent regions
in the -706 to -235 were able to bind nuclear factors; they bound four AT-rich sequences.
An entirely distinct expression pattern is exhibited by the pollen oleosins, which are
expressed in the tapeturn and become deposited on the pollen coat (Ross and Murphy,
1996; Murphy and Ross 1998). Their sequence shares the H domain with seed oleosins but
the C domain is significantly different, and highly variable between pollen oleosins. Tapetal
oleosins are located on the tapetosomes, which resemble seed oil bodies (Murphy and
Ross, 1998; Ting et al., 1998). The C domain is cleaved from tapetosomes under
conditions of low pH, for deposition on the pollen coat. Suitable cleavage conditions are
likely created when the tapetal cells lyse, which would also offer a simple pathway for the
deposition of the C domain fragments onto the pollen grain.
1.2.5 Oil body degradation
Oil bodies are degraded during seedling growth to provide energy and carbon
before photosynthesis is able to fulfill these needs. The evidence from Tzen et al. (1997)
suggests that oil bodies are degraded sequentially and probably in a highly regulated
process. The critical enzyme is lipase, which must be able to gain access to the TAG in the
oil body. It has been suggested that lipase may dock onto the oil body by binding to a
recognition site on oleosin, but no direct evidence has been found for this (Huang, 1992).
Lipase can be found in the cytosol in most species and also loosely bound to oil bodies.
Fatty acids and glycerol released by lipase are rnetabolised by the glyoxysome, so an
association between oil bodies and glyoxysomes may be valuable. Detailed studies of the
catalytic activities of TAG breakdown enzymes in rape seed cotyledons showed that
cytosolic lipase must be responsible for oil body degradation and that the resultant fatty
acids are metabolised by glyoxysomes (Hoppe and Theimer, 1997). After oil bodies have
been stripped of their TAG content the PUoleosin ghost appean to remain intact in B.
nupus cotyledons, or merge with the vacuole in maize (Huang, 1992). This final phase of
the oil body therefore appean to be species specific.
Oleosin degradation may be a factor in its accumulation during oil body biogenesis.
Recent advances have shown that misfolded ER proteins can be degraded by topogenically
defined mechanisms (Kopito, 1997; Rieman, 1997). This quality control is performed by
Ihe proteasome pathway, in which the protein is translocated out of the ER via a Sec6l
channel and then fed into a proteasome (Brodsky and McCracken, 1997; Mayer et a!.,
1998). Ubiquitination of exported proteins is ensured by the Cuelp complex, which is
anchored into the ER membrane (Biederer et al., 1997). The absence of Cuelp prevents

export, implying a direct role in removing misfolded proteins. ER degradation of yeast proa factor has been shown to be dependent on cytosolic factors, calnexin (ER chaperone),
and ATP (McCracken and Brodsky, 1996). The subcellular distribution of proteasomes
indicates that the nuclear envelope may be the main site of ER protein degradation in yeast
cells (Enenkel et al., 1998).
It has been shown that degradation of apoB is an important form of control in the
formation of lipoproteins. However, degradation of oleosins has not been investigated to
date. Although it is likely that oleosin degradation is tightly controlled in embryos to
prevent futile cycles, it is also likely that there is some basal level of degradation of oleosin
in a pre-oil body location in the ER, probably using the reverse-translocation/ubiquitination
pathway described above.
Although the biogenesis and degradation of oil bodies have been considered as
temporally distinct processes. it is possible that the accumulation of oil bodies is a more
dynamic process, in which some oil body turnover occurs. There is little evidence to
support or refute this possibility, except for the general observation that lipid profiles can
change dramatically during embryo development, particularly in response to environmental
stress (Sarmiento et al., 1998). The presence of low activities of enzymes involved in f3oxidation activity in developing 8. napus also suggests some turnover of fatty acids
(Eccleston and Ohlrogge, 1998). The rate of p-oxidation increased significantly to
specifically degrade lauric acid produced as the result of a transgene expressing lauroyl-acyl
carrier protein thioesterase. This demonstrates the dynamic nature of lipid metabolism in
embryos.
1.3 Summary
Protein targeting and translocation are areas of cell biology which are critical for cell
function, and which are becoming well characterised. Although we have a clear idea of the
most important determinants of ER membrane protein topology, there is still no defined
link between the topology of a protein and the physical processes which are responsible for
generating that topology. Two approaches are required to solve this type of problem; the
testing of multiple variants of a membrane protein to identify the exact sequence
requirements in the protein, and the perturbation of the environment that the protein
interacts with, including components of the translocon, membrane, and the local aqueous
environments, to identify the relevant interactions. The importance of the hydrophobicity
and length of membrane spans has recently become apparent for ER membrane protein
topology, although the underlying mechanisms have not been characterised. Oleosin is a

model protein for investigation of the behaviour of extremely long hydrophobic spans in
ER membranes, essentially because of its unique H domain. Therefore. oleosin is
fascinating purely from a topological viewpoint. Furthermore, oleosin is coordinated with
TAG to produce oil bodies, and hence raises many other fundamental questions about its
targeting pathways.
It is clear that oleosin is able to target to microsomal membranes in vitro. and that it
is probably a specific targeting process rather than a direct membrane association. There is
evidence that oleosin mRNA is targeted to lipid-synthesising subdomains of ER in planta.
and that oleosin is possibly targeted to ER membranes by an SRP-dependent cotranslational
translocation pathway. However, the topology of oleosin on the ER membrane has not
been characterised, and the mechanisms by which oleosin becomes inserted into oil bodies
have only been speculated upon so far. Furthermore, the sequences responsible for mRNA
localisation, ER targeting, and topology determination have not been identified. The role of
the unique and universally conserved proline knot motif in the oleosin H domain is of
particular interest.

1.4 Objectives

Based on the gaps in our knowledge of oleosin targeting discussed above, research
objectives were formulated as follows.
(1). Identification of signal sequences. Signal sequences responsible for oleosin ER
targeting will be identified by testing the ability of oleosin deletion and mutation variants to
target to microsomes in vitro. Potential signal sequences will then be tested by dissection
and fusion to reporter constructs. The behaviour of these reporters will be examined both in
vitro and in planta.
(2). Characterisorion of ER targeting pathways. The pathway of ER targeting will
be examined using an in vitro system with canine pancreatic microsomes. The ability of
oleosin to insert into these membranes in a co- or post-translational manner will be
investigated by separating translation from translocation. If a cotranslational pathway is
indicated, the analysis will be refined by testing the involvement of SR in the targeting
pathway.
(3). Determination of oleosin ER topology. Oleosin ER topology will be
investigated by inserting appropriately radiolabelled oleosin truncations into microsomal
membranes, followed by proteinase K treatment to identify exposed sequence in proteinase
K analysis.
(4). Identification of ER topology determinants. The sequences responsible for ER
topology determination will be identified by making mutations and sequence
rearrangements around the regions predicted to insert into the membrane. using in vitro
translation and canine pancreatic microsomes. Potential topology determinants will be
examined in isolation and as fusions with suitable reporter constructs. Topology
determinants may also be tested by more extensive manipulations such as the addition of
known topology deteminan ts.
(5). Investigation of the role of the proline knot motif. The proline knot motif will
be tested for its role in ER targeting, topology, and oil body integration by applying the
methods described above in points 1-4, on mutated forms of the sequence.
(6). Characterisation of the mechanisms of oleosin integration into oil bodies.
Deletion and mutation analysis of oleosin-GUS reporter fusions, expressed in planta, will
be used to define the minimal requirements for oil body targeting. With knowledge of the
oleosin ER topology, it should also be possible to investigate the role of topology in oil
body targeting by creating specific topology variants of oleosin-GUS.

CHAPTER 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Plasmid construction
Plasmid construction was carried out using standard procedures (Sambrook et al.,
1989). Site directed mutagenesis was performed by PCR or by the Kunkel method (Kunkel
et al.. 1987). PCR was performed using Pwo polymerase according to manufacturer's
instructions (Boehringer Mannheim). Oligonucleotides were synthesised using a Cyclone
Plus DNA Synthesiser (Millipore) or an Oligo lOOOM DNA synthesiser (Beckman). AU
oleosin variants generated by PCR or the Kunkel method were DNA-sequenced, either by
dideoxy termination sequencing (Sanger, 1977), performed using Sequenase enzyme and
according to manufacturer's instructions (USB), or by automated dye-terminator
sequencing (DNA Sequencing Laboratory, University of Calgary). Constructs in which the
GUS gene was amplified by PCR were verified by testing at least two independent clones
for in planta GUS activity; similar levels of GUS activity between independent clones was
taken to imply the successful amplification of the GUS gene. Oleosin constructs were
based on either the genomic sequence, which includes a promoter of 860bp and an intron
between the sequences encoding the H and C domains (van Rooijen et al., 1992), or on the
cDNA sequence from plasmid YAP230T7 (obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological
Resource Centre). N-terminal signal peptides were obtained from the berberine bridge
enzyme (%BE), present in bbel (Facchini et al., 1996). Table 2.1 provides an overview of
the construction pathway for each plasmid, and the primers used during construction are
displayed in Table 2.2. Table 2.1 refers to construction diagrams for key plasrnids. which
are depicted in Figures 2.1 through 2.13.

Table 2.1. Construction of plasmids.
The construction of each plasmid is either depicted in a figure indicated in the table. or is
similar to one possessing a construction figure. The figure number is indicated in
parentheses if the final plasmid is depicted, but its construction pathway not shown. For
plasmids without their individual construction figures, the differences from the plasmid that
they are based on are listed in the final column. Deletions are indicated by the code 'de 1'.
and are described in Figure 2 4 C ) . Sequence variations are indicated by the code 'vat and
are described in Figure 2.1(D). Some plasmids provided by others have been renamed to
ensure continuity in the construct nomenclature, and this is indicated in the 'Differences'
column. Some differences are described in terms of the primers used; the sequence of these
primers can be found in Table 2.2. The nomenclature system used for plasmid constructs is
as follows. The final part of the name indicates the encoded protein product in which the
sequence of fragments is adhered to (oleo or 01 = oleosin, G = GUS, B = BBE signal
peptide). Letters preceding the last slash (0 indicate the presence of a promoter (0= oleosin
860bp promoter, C = tandem 35s promoter). The presence of 'A' preceding the first of
two slashes (0 indicates that the plasmid is a binary vector for transformation into
A grobacterium.
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Table 2.2. Primers used for the construction of plasmids.
The modifications created by each primer are indicated, including restriction sites, initiation
codons (ATG) if a new one is added, termination codons (stop), protease cleavage sites
(thrombin, of factor Xa [FXa]), and variations (see Figure Z.l[D]). The template used for
PCR or site-directed mutagenesis is described as oleoC (oleosin gene coding region), oleoP
(oleosin gene promoter), TlOLEO (TIOLEO variation of oleoC; see Figure 2.1 [Dl), GUS
(f3-glucuronidase gene), BBE (berberine bridge enzyme gene), or the T7 promoter in

pBluescriptKS+. The primer is duplicating either the top strand (+) or the bottom strand
(-), relative to the amplified gene. The DNA sequence of the primer is shown from 5' to
3'. with introduced restriction sites underlined, and modifications in bold.
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Figure 2.1. Construction of pWTOLEO and its variants
(A) WTOLEO was amplified from YAP23OT7 with Bamoleo and cAt2a, cut with BamHI
and PstI, and ligated into the multiple cloning sequence of pBluescriptKS+ (Stratagene) at

corresponding sites, to yield pWTOLEO.
(B) Protein sequence of WTOLEO,divided into five domains, with the residue numbers
indicated,
(C) Deletions variants of WTOLEO are described by the residues incorporated (see [B]).
and by the primen used for their amplification in PCR. The restriction enzymes (RE) used
to prepare the PCR products for ligation are indicated for each primer. In the final column,
the template used for PCR is indicated.
(D) Sequence variants of WTOLEO are described by the region modified (residues),
method of mutagenesis (PCR or Kunkel (1W ) )the
, primer(s) used for mutagenesis (see
Table 2.2), the restriction enzyme incorporated by the primers (RE), and the sequence
modifications (changed residues in bold).
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Figure 2.2. Construction of pB82WTOLEO and pWTOLG.
(A) A region encoding the first 82 residues of BBE (B82) was amplified by PCR using
primers BSPS and BSP3', cut with BamH1. and ligated into the BamHI site of
pWTOLEO. This created a translation fusion between 882 and WTOLEO.
(B) pWTOLG is a translation fusion of W L E O and GUS, separated by a linker
encoding a thrombin cleavage site. pWTOLG was constructed by the switching of ScaiScai fragments between pWTOLEO and pC/WTOLG.

Figure 2.3. Construction of pB82TlOLEOAS, pB82T20LE0, and pB82T30LEO.
(A) The Spei site was eliminated from pB82TlOLEO by cutting with SpeI, endfilling with

Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase. and religating the blunt ends. to create
pB82TlOLEOAS.
(B) pB82TlOLEO was used as a template for the amplification of an inverse PCR product
deleting H(C)using primers TOP2a and TOPZb, and a PCR product encoding H(N) using
primers TOP2c and TOP2d. The PCR products were cut with both Ndel and NheI. then
ligated to yield pB82T20LEO.
(C) pB82TlOLEOAS was used as a template for the amplification of an inverse PCR
product deleting H(N) using primers TOP3a and TOP3b, and a PCR product encoding
H(C) using primers TOP3c and TOP3d. The PCR products were cut with both Bcll and
SpeI, then ligated to yield pB82T'OLEO.
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Figure 2.4. Construction of pOSS3G and pOSS7G
(A) OSS3, encoding H(N) and the preceding 7 residues, was amplified using primers
OSS3a and OSS3b. 0 S S 3 was cut with Spei and NcoI and ligated into corresponding sites
in pntGUS. pOSS3G is a translational fusion between H(N) and GUS.
(B)OSS7, encoding H(N) (with the S2OLEO variation) and the preceding 7 residues. was
amplified using primers OSS3a and OSS3b. OSS7 was cut with NcoI and ligated into
pntGUS, which had been cut with Spei, endfilled with Klenow, and then cut with NcoI.
pOSS7G is a translational fusion between H(N) and GUS.
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Figure 2.5. Construction of pGW0L:C- and pBGWT0L:CNcol-Ncol fragments including GUS gene from either pCiGWTOLC- or pC/BGWTOL:Cwere ligated into the Ncol site in pWT0LEO:C-, to yield pGWT0L:C- and pBGWT0L:C-.
respectively. Both constructs are translation fusions between GUS and WTOLE0:C-.
separated by a factor Xa (FXa) linker. pBGWT0L:C- also encodes a B25 signal peptide at
the 5' end of the GUS gene.

Figure 2.6. Construction of pBWT0L:C-:G
pBWT0L:C-:G was constructed by switching Scal-Age1 fragments beween pHOLG and
pB82WTOLEO:C-. The final construct encodes a translational fusion between BS2,
WT0LEO:C-, and GUS.

Figure 2.7. Construction of pO/PVOLG and pO1WTOLG

PVOLEO variant of the genomic oleosin was prepared by PCR of two separate
fragments; 01eoP::N-H(N) using primers GVRlO and OPKI. and H(C)-intron-C using

A

primers OPK2 and GVRO1. The first fragment was cut with Pstl. endfilled using Klenow.
and then cut with SpeI, while the second fragment was cut with SpeI and Ncol. Both
fragments were ligated into pntGUS cut with Notl, endfilled with Klenow. and cut with
NcoI, to yield pO/PVOLG. This construct encodes a translational fusion between PVOLEO
and GUS,separated by a linker which encodes a thrombin cleavage site. pO/WTOLG, the
WTOLEO variant of pO/PVOLG, was created by switching Narl-Age1 fragments between
pO/PVOLG and pA/O/WTOLG.
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Figure 2.8. Construction of pO/NAOLG

An N-terminal deletion of 9 residues from the genomic oleosin was prepared by PCR of
two separate fragments; oleoP using primers GVRlO and NTAI. and NAOLG using
primers NTA2 and GVROI. The first fragment was cut with Narl and EcoRV, while the
second fragment was cut with EcoRV and NcoI. Both fragments were ligated into
pO/PVOLG cut with Narl and NcoI, to yield pO/NAOLG. This construct encodes a
translational fusion between oleosin and GUS, separated by a linker which encodes a
thrombin cleavage site.
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Figure 2.9. Construction of pC/ntGUS and pC/OSS3G
(A) pC/ntGUS was constructed by ligating a ScaI-XbaI fragment from pCa2, containing
the tandem 35s promoter (Ca2), into the ScaI and SpeI (compatible with XbaI) sites of
pntGUS.
(B) pC/OSS3G was constructed by ligating a Scal-Xbal fragment from pCa2, containing
the tandem 35s promoter (CaZ), into the ScaI and Spel (compatible with Xbal) sites of
pOSS3G.
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Figure 2.10. Construction of pC/WTOLG and pC/T2OLG
(A) A PCR fragment encoding WI'OLEO was amplified using primers Bamoleo and
GVRO1, cut with NcoI, and ligated into the NcoI site of pC/ntGUS. to create pC/WTOLG.
This construct encodes a translational fusion between WTOLEO and GUS, separated by
the thrombin cleavage site.
(B) The =OLEO variant of pC/WTOLG, pCmOLG, was constructed by the combination
of a ScaI-ScaI fragment from pC/WTOLG, a Scar-BamH1 fragment from pCaZ. and a
BamHI-ScaI fragment from pB82T20LEO.
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Figure 2.1 1 . Construction of pC/BWTOLG
882 was added to pC/WTOLG by the deletion of a ScaI-ScaI fragment, and then the
addition of a Sca-XbaI fragment from pCa2 and a SpeI-ScaI fragment from pB82WTOLEO
(SpeI and XbaI sites are compatible), to create pC/BWTOLG. This encodes a translational
fusion between B82 and WTOLG.
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Figure 2.12. Construction of pC/G WT0L:C- and pC/BGWTOL:CpC/GWTOL:C- was constructed by the addition of three fragments between the BamHl and
KpnI sites of pCa2; a GUS gene amplified using primers T7 and BAMXSEQZ and cut with
NcoI and BamHI, a BamHI-PstI fragment from pWT0LEO:C-. and a Pstl-KpnI fragment
from pOSS3G. This plasrnid encodes a translational fusion between GUS and oleosin,
separated by a factor Xa cleavage site. pC/BGWTOL:C- encodes the same protein with the
addition of an N-terminal signal peptide (825; N-terminal 25 residues of BBE). It was
constructed by replacing the Ncol-NcoI fragment in pC/GWTOL:C- with two PCR
fragments; 825 using primers BSPl and SPD-25, and GUS using primers BGUl and
BGU2, both of which were cut with NcoI and Spel.

cut BamHl, PstI

NcoI

NCOI

Figure 2.13. Construction of pO/PVOLG(N)and pPVOLG(N)

pO/PVOLG(N) was constructed by switching NcoI-KpnI fragments between
pCGOBPGUSE (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995) and pO/PVOLG, creating a variation of
pOPVOLG in which the GUS protein possesses an N-linked gl ycosylation site. A version
of pO/PVOLG lacking the promoter, pPVOLG(N) was constructed by switching Scal-ScaI
fragments with pPVOLEO.

2.2 Transformation o f B. carinata
Cotyledons were transformed using Agrobacteriwn mmefaciens essentially using

the procedure of Chaudhary et al. (1998). At least five of the highest leaf expressers of the
selectable marker, neomycin phosphate transferase 11, were chosen for seed GUS assays.
The highest GUS expresser was chosen for each construct.
2.3 Canola cell suspension cultures
The cell suspension culture was derived from winter oilseed rape microspores (B.
napus L. cv. Jet Neuf), provided by Dr. R. J. Weselake (University of Lethbridge). They
were maintained according to Simmonds et a!. (1991), which includes subculturing every
two weeks. Cells for transient expression were supplemented with sucrose to a final
concentration of 14% at the point of subculturing, to increase the levels of TAG and oleosin
synthesis (Weselake et al., 1998)- and then harvested 7 days after subculturing.

2.4 Biolistic treatments
The DNA was coated onto gold particles according to manufacturer's instructions
(Bio-Rad) with minor modifications. Gold particles, 1.6 pm in diameter (approximately 3
rng) were stored frozen in 50 pl aliquots of water in 500 pl Eppendorf tubes. Upon
thawing, 5-10 pg of plasmid DNA was added to the tube. This was followed by addition
of 50 pl of 2.5 M CaClr and 20 p1 of 0.1 M spermidine (free base, tissue culture grade.
Sigma Chemical Co.). These steps were all preceded by a brief vortexing step and followed
by a 5 min incubation on ice. The tubes were vonexed for 4 min at high speed. This
preparation was then spun at 10 000 rpm for 15 s in a microfuge, liquid was carefully
decanted, and the panicles were resuspended in 250 pl of absolute ethanol (HPLC grade.
Fisher) using a pipette. After vortexing, the preparation was respun at 10 000 rpm for 15 s,
decanted and the particles were resuspended in 60 pl of absolute ethanol. After a brief
vortexing step, an aliquot of 15-18 pl of the gold particles were pipetted onto the center of a
sterilized macrocarrier disc. This was allowed to dry in a sterile environment before being
used to bombard embryos or suspension cells. Portions of gold particles were analysed by
agarose gel electrophoresis to verify the success and consistency of DNA coating.
For embryos, 10 ml of sterile 1% agarose were poured into 60 mm petri plates,
solidified and overlaid with a sterile filter paper disc (Whatman #1, 42.5 mm). Ten flax
mid-cotyledonary embryos, or 30 canola embryos were laid side-by-side in random
orientation on this disc, filling a 2 cm-diameter circle at the center of the plate. For
suspension cells, 1 ml of cells at 50% vol/vol were spread onto a sterile filter disc

(Whatman GF/A glass microfibre, 24 mm) on a vacuum filter, and allowed to dry almost to
completion. The f'iter disc with cells was then placed on a second sterile filter paper disc
(Whatman #1,42.5 mm), which was moistened with cell suspension media supplemented
with 10 pm racemic abscissic acid (ABA, Sigma Chemical Co.), 10 pg ml-I nystatin, and 5
pg rnl-1 chloramphenicol, and placed in a 60 rnm petri plate.
Biolistics was carried out using the PDS-1000/HeIium particle gun (Bio-Rad). The
conditions are as follows. The microcarrier consisted of 1.6 urn gold particles (Bio-Rad).
The rupture disc was rated for 900 psi. The target was 11 crn from the rupture disc
assembly. The chamber vacuum was maintained at 685 mm Hg. Fifteen to 18 pm of
gold/DNA suspension was loaded on the macrocarrier. This gave a DNA delivery of 2.5
pg per shot.

After delivery, the embryos were transferred along with the filrer paper to a new
petri plate (diameter 60 rnm) containing a standard mixture of 1-4 ml (depending on the size
of embryos) of NLN medium (Lichter, 1982), with 10 pM ABA. Suspension cells were
moistened further with the addition of 700 p1 suspension cell media, supplemented with
ABA, nystatin, and chloramphenicol as described above. Embryos or suspension cells
were left in the dark at room temperature for 3 days before processing.

2.5 Oil body targeting determination
Embryos or seeds were fractionated using the flotation centrifugation method as
described by van Rooijen and Moloney (1995) to generate a crude pellet, oil body fat pad.
and supernatant. The oil body fraction was washed to remove remaining soluble fusion
protein. Reporter Lysis Buffer (Promega, Madison WI) was used for embryos where
luciferase assays were required, and GUS extraction buffer (50 m M NazHPOj pH 7.0, 10
m M 8- mercaptoethanol, 10 m M NazEDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% sarkosyl;
Jefferson, 1987) was used for the transgenic seeds. Targeting efficiency was determined
by subtracting SN activity from the unfractionated OBISN suspension ( 0 s ) and expressing
this effective oil-body expression as a percentage of OS. Localisation of GUS activity in
the OB fraction was confirmed by assaying this fraction at least once for each construct.

2.6 Oil body/microsomaI fractionation for transient assays
Embryos or suspension cells were homogenised by mortar and pestle on ice, with
the addition of 400 pl microsome buffer (MB; 50 m M Hepes-KOH, pH 7.5, 0.25 M
sucrose, 10 m M KCl, 5 m M EGTA, 62.5 m M KOAc, 5 m M MgC12, 5 mM DTT) with the
addition of 2 m M PMSF and 5 pl yeast protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma). The

homogenate was transferred to a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing -2 mg PVPP and
thoroughly mixed, then spun at 5 000 g for 5 rnin at 4'C to pellet the cell debris. The
resulting supernatant was transferred to a 0.5 ml Eppendorf tube and spun at 10 000 g for
10 rnin at 4'C. The cleared supernatant was carefully withdrawn from underneath the oil
pad, using a needle syringe, and transferred to a 2 ml ultracentrifuge tube, then spun at 174
000 gmax for 90 min at 4'C. The final supernatant was removed and the microsornal pellet
resuspended in GUS extraction buffer (see section 2.5). The oil pad was washed by two
successive washes using 400 yl GUS extraction buffer.

2.7 Subcellular fractionation of transgenic embryos
Samples of 10 mid-cotyledonary 8. cclrinota or B. nopus embryos were
homogenised in 400 p1 extraction buffer (see section 2.5) and 2 rnM PMSF in a 2 ml
Potter-Elvehjem homogeniser for 1 min. The homogenate was spun at 8 200 g for 10 rnin
at 4'C and the pellet discarded. A repeat spin was used to discard a second pellet, and a 100
pl sample removed from this suspension ( 0 s ) .The remaining OS was spun at 16 000 g for
10 rnin at 4'C and approximately 200 pl cleared unternatant was removed by needle
syringe. This untematant was respun, 150 pl then was mixed with 50 p1 extraction buffer.
and loaded onto a 600 vi sucrose cushion (0.5 M sucrose, 0.5 M NaCl. 25 m M NazHPO4
pH 7.0,5mM fbrnercaptoethanol, 5 m M NazEDTA). This was spun in a Beckman TLlOO
ultracentrifuge in a TLS55 swinging bucket rotor at 174 000 grnax for 90 rnin at 4'C. The
top 100 pl was collected as a cleared supernatant fraction (SN- ) and the remaining liquid
discarded except in further GBS fractionations. In these cases the next 200 pl was collected
as an interface fraction (IF) and the remaining 500 p1 collected as the sucrose cushion (SC).
The microsornal pellet was resuspended in 120 pl GUS extraction buffer. The oil body
fraction was washed three times with 200 p1 GUS extraction buffer, floating the oil bodies
by spinning at 16 000 g for 10 rnin at 4'C. The 600 pl of washes was pooled (SN+)and
the oil bodies resuspended in a total of 100 p1 GUS extraction buffer (OB).

2.8 Fractionation of lipid-synthesising microsomes
Microsomes pelleted from 400p.l homogenates, as described in section 2.6, were
resuspended in 200 pl MB buffer (see section 2.6), supplemented with 1% BSA, and
diluted with a further 200 pl of heat-treated (lOO°C for 2 min) supernatant. This microsome
suspension was incubated at 30°C in two equal portions, one of which was supplied with
lipid precursors in a series of small aliquots. Glycerol-3-phosphate (100 mM) was supplied
in one aliquot of 8 pl at the start, GTP (10 mM) was added at the start and every 2 h in 2 pl

aliquots, ATP (100 mM) was added at the start and every hour in 2 pl aliquots, and oleoylCoA (10 mM) was added at the start and every 30 rnin in 2 pl aliquots. Incubation was
continued for 4.5 h. The microsomes were then fractionated by sucrose steps in a swinging
bucket rotor (SW41. Beckman). A 12 rnl tube was loaded with a 5 rnl layer including the
microsomes in a solution of 40% (w/w) sucrose and 5 rnM EDTA. Additional steps of 2 rnl
were carefully layered, resulting in a final sequence of 40%, 30%, 20%, and 10% sucrose,
all of which contained 5 &1 EDTA. The interfaces were termed H, E, L, and 0 for the
40/30% interface, 30120% interface, 20110% interface and surface layer, respectively. In
some experiments the 0 and L layers were combined by replacing the upper 10% sucrose
step with 5 m M EDTA thereby creating a 2010% interface, termed OL. The samples were
spun at 200 000 gave for 30 min at 4'C, and 0.5 ml removed from each interface with a
needle syringe.
2.9 GUS assays
Fractions were assayed for GUS activity by the methods described by Jefferson
(1987). Samples were incubated with 4-methyl umbelliferone glucuronidase (MUG)and
sampled at three time points. Sodium carbonate (0.2 M) was used to stop the reaction. The
hydrolysis product Cmethyl umbelliferone (MU) was measured by fluorometry on a
Hitachi F-2000 fluorescence spectrophotometer (excitation at 365 nm; emission at 455 nm).
2.10 Cytochrome c reductase (antimycin A resistant) assay
A fresh reaction mix was prepared for each experiment, consisting of 20 m M
KPO4, 1 m M KCN, 50 pM cytochrome c, and 1 pM antimycin A. The NADH-

independent contribution to the reduction of cytochrome c was assessed by the addition of
10-50 pl sample to 500 yl reaction mix in a 0.5 ml cuvette at room temperature. The change
in absorbance at 550 nm was recorded over 2 min. After this initial time period, 50 pl 2
m M NADH was added and the reaction mixed. The change in A550 was recorded for a
further 2 min. The activity was cytochrome c reductase activity was calculated by
subtracting the NADH-independent activity from the activity obtained in the presence of
NADH.
2.1 1 RNA gel blotting
RNA was extracted from 20 mid-cotyledonary embryos or 20 green seeds
according to the method of Verwoerd et a1 (1989). Ten microgram samples were

electrophoresed, blotted onto Hybond N+ membrane, probed, and washed according to the
manufacturer's (Amersham) instructions with two additional high stringency washes (50
ml 0.1 x SSPE, 0.1% SDS at 65'C for 15 min). The Arabidopsis oleosin cDNA probe was
generated from the BamHI-PstI fragment of pWTOLEO using a random oligonucleotidepriming method. The membrane was used to expose X-ray fdm (Kodak XAR) for 8 h and
95 h in order to measure both native oleosin and the oleosin-GUS signal within the linear
range of the film. The films were scanned using a Macintosh DeskScan and the data
analysed using NIH Image software. The percentage of oleosin-GUS transcripts to oleosin
transcripts was calculated using the following formula: oleosin-GUS signal/oleosin signal x
8/95 x 100%.
2.12 Immunobtots
For detection of oleosin-GUS protein, total seed protein was extracted by
homogenisation of 10 seeds in 350 p1 buffer (50 rnM Na2HP04 pH 7.0, 10 mM p-

mercaptoethanol, 10 m M NazEDTA), addition of SDS to a final concentration of 2%, and
boiling for 10 min. Debris was discarded after a 5 rnin spin at 13 000 g. Protein
concentrations were checked by SDS-PAGE and adjusted to achieve equal loadings for the
immunoblot. Separation was achieved by SDS-PAGE (7.5% acrylamide), according to
Laemmli ( 1970). The fusion proteins were detected using GUS primary antibodies
(Clontech) and goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody linked to alkaline phosphatase,
according to Ausubel (1995). Immunoblots for detection of oleosin were performed after
separation by SDS-PAGE (16% acrylamide), according to Shagger and von Jagow (1987),
and otherwise as described above. The primary antibody (D9) was a monoclonal antibody
raised against purified Arabidopsis oleosin.
2.13 In vitro translation
Constructs were linearised after the termination codon, then transcribed using T7.
T3, or SP6 RNA polymerase and the RNA mCAP kit (Stratagene), according to
manufacturer's instructions. Transcript was then used to program a rabbit reticulocyte
translation lysate (Promega); ten microlitre reactions contained 0.1 pg transcript, 30%
lysate, 110 mM K+, 0.9 rnM M$+, 185 kBq 3H-leucine at 5.6 TBq mmoi-1 (Amersham),
and other components as described by the manufacturer. Canine pancreatic rnicrosomes
were supplemented at 0.5 Eq per 10 pl and soybean rnicrosomes at 1.0 Eq per 10 pl. After
incubation at 30°C for 60 min the reactions were held on ice or treated with proteinase K at
50 pg ml-1 (unless otherwise indicated) for canine microsomes, or 83 vg ml-1 for soybean

microsomes, for 30 min at O°C.The protease was inactivated by addition of 10 m M PMSF.
Microsomes were diluted to 100 p1 with water and pelleted in a Beckman TLlOO
ultracentrifuge using a TLA100.2 rotor at 213 000 gmax for 20 min at 4'C. Pellets were
resuspended in loading buffer and boiled for 3 min before separation by SDS-PAGE (16%
acrylamide), according to Schagger and von Jagow (1987). Gels were fixed and visualised
by fluorography using Amplify (Arnersham), according to manufacturer's instructions.
Molecular weights were determined by comparison to prestained markers (Bio-Rad). which
in turn were calibrated from a plot generated by Sigma 2.5-17 kDa and Pharrnacia 14-94
kDa markers.
2.13.1 NarC03 treatment of rnicrosomes to extract peripheral proteins
Pelleted microsomes were resuspended in 2 0 ~ 1lOOmM NalCO3, and held on ice

for 15 min. Membrane-associated polypeptides were separated by repelleting at 213 000
gmax for 20 min at 4'C.

2.1 3.2 Posttranslational translocation assays
In stage 1, translation was performed for 45 min, substituting microsomes, RNA.
or both with an equivalent volume of water. The total volume of 17.5 pl allowed for further
additions to complete a 20 pl reaction in the second stage. The translation reaction was then
incubated with 1.25 m M cycloheximide or 1.25 rnM purom ycin on ice for 15 min. The
posttranslation in stage 2 was incubated for 75 min, with the addition of rnicrosomes.
RNA, or both, to yield a final volume of 20 pi.
2.13.3 SRP receptor assay
The SRP receptor was disrupted by incubating microsomes with 5 pg ml-1 trypsin
on ice for 60 min. The protease was inactivated by addition of 10 pg ml-1 soybean trypsin
inhibitor, and incubated on ice for a further 15 min. The microsomes were added to a
translation reaction, with either SRa RNA, or water for the control. A full complement of
amino acids was used instead of the normal radiolabelling mixture. The microsomes were
recovered by pelleting at 213 000 gmax for 20 min at 4'C, then resuspended in buffer (25
mM TEA-OAc pH 7.5,l mM D m ,0.25 M sucrose). The resultant microsomes were used
at the standard concentration for subsequent test translations, assuming complete recovery
of the microsomes from this procedure.

2.13.4 Internal protease access

Microsomes were recovered afier translation by pelleting at 213 000 gmax for 20
rnin at 4'C. Each 10 pl translation was resuspended in 100 PI buffer; pH 7.5 (85 mM KBicine pH 11.0, 150 m M PIPES-CI pH 6.5), pH 11 (100 rnM K-Bicine pH 11.0). or pH
11.4 (100 m M NazCOj). After a 30 min incubation on ice, samples to be protease treated
were supplemented with 50 yg ml-1 proteinase K,incubated on ice for a further 5 min, and
then neutralised to pH 7.5 with 18 pl 1 M PIPES-CIpH 6.5. All samples were immediately
pelleted, and resuspended in loading buffer supplemented with 10 mM PMSF.
2.1 3.5 Soybean microsome preparation

Ten grams of mid-cotyledonary soybean embryos were ground in liquid nitrogen
using a mottar and pestle. The fine powder was homogenised in 50 ml buffer A (50 rnM
triethanolamine-acetic acid [TEA-HOAc]pH 7 5 , 5 0 m M KOAc pH 7.5.5 m M Mg[OAc]?,
2 m M DTT, 0.25 M sucrose) by mortar and pestle. The homogenate was spun at 1 000
gmax for 10 min, then at 10 000 gmax for 10 min, and finally at 93 000 gave for 90 rnin in
an SW41 rotor (Beckman). The final pellet was resuspended in 8 ml buffer B (25 rnM
TEA-HOAc pH 7.5,4 m M D'TT, 0.25 M sucrose) by gradual additions, using a glass rod
and a 2 rnl Potter-Elvehjem homogeniser. Eight millilitres of buffer C (100 mM TEAHOAc pH 7.5,20 m M EDTA) was added, and after a 10 min incubation laid on a sucrose
cushion (25 rnM TEA-HOAc pH 7.5, 25 rnM KOAc pH 7.5, 2 mM Mg[OAc]z, 4 m M
D m ,0.5 M sucrose) and spun at 93 000 gave for 90 min. ?he pellet was resuspended in
300 pl buffer E (25 mM TEA-HOAc pH 7.5, 1 m M D'TT, 0.25 M sucrose) and
homogenised with a 2 ml Potter-Elvehjem homogeniser. The A280 from a 10 pi sample in 1
ml 1% SDS was used to dilute the microsome preparation to 25 U ml- 1. Aliquots were
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 70°C. One equivalent (EQ) was defined as 2pl of this
preparation. Immediately prior to use, microsomes were treated with 40 U ml- 1 S7
nuclease with 2 mM CaC12 for 10 min at 20°C. Nuclease was inactivated by addition of 4
m M EGTA pH 8.3.

2.14 Statistical tests
GUS activity data were analysed using JMPIN software (SAS institute). Means
were compared using the Tukey-Krarner test of honest significant difference.

CHAPTER 3. DETERMINATION OF OLEOSIN ER TOPOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
The topology of membrane-associated proteins is a critical factor in both their

trafficking within cells and their ultimate function. Polypeptides which enter the secretion
pathway or which become associated with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) have been
widely studied in yeast and mammals. In most cases in which ER-associated polypeptide
topology has been studied, polypeptides with single transmembrane spanning regions have
one terminus in contact with the cytosol while the other terminus is exposed to the ER
lumen (Wickner and Lodish, 1985). Proteins such as glycophorin or the LDL receptor have
a single membrane spanning domain with the N-terminus positioned lumenally and the Cterminal in contact with cy tosol. Conversely, the asialoglycoprotein receptor and the
transferrin receptor display their N-termini in the cytosol and C-termini in the ER lumen
(Spiess and Lodish, 1986). Only proteins with multiple membrane spanning domains
appear to retain both N- and C-termini on the cytosolic side. An example of this is the
glucose transport protein of erythrocytes (Wickner and Lodish, 1985).
In plants there have been relatively few studies of protein topology during
intracellular trafficking via the ER. One of the few examples which has received some
attention is the tonoplast-integral protein (TIP), an aquaporin with structural features
derived from the membrane integral proteins (Reizer et al, 1993). which are an ancient and
diverse group of membrane channel proteins. Seed-specific examples of such TIPS have
been reported (Hofte and Chrispeels. 1992). These aquaporins are vacuole-localized with
six membrane-spanning domains. Both N- and C-termini protrude on the cytosolic side.
while loops of about 20aa are exposed on the lumenal side. As a group, the plant
aquaporins appear to follow existing precedents for proteins with multiple membrane
spanning domains.
For reasons discussed in Chapter 1, oleosins represent a unique class of ERprocessed proteins. Despite this, no study to date has been able to define the topology of
the oleosin polypeptide on the ER, other than the general observation that some sequence is
exposed to the cytosol (Hills et al, 1993).
It is expected that the hydrophobic domain plays a critical role in topology
determination. The most striking feature of this domain is the proline knot motif. composed
of three prolines distributed over a twelve residue region. These prolines are predicted to
mediate a turn, which would facilitate the formation of an antiparallel a-helix or p-strand
(Huang, 1992). By substituting the three prolines with other amino-acids, a significant
structural change is likely to occur. Such modification might change the targeting or
topology of the protein, and therefore reveal a specific role for the proline knot motif.

Evidence from electron microscopy suggests that oil-bodies are formed from ER
(Wanner et al, 1981). This supports colocalisation of oleosin and TAG synthesis in the ER
(Wanner and Theimer, 1978). However, the intermediate mechanisms of oleosin targeting
and association with TAG remain to be determined. A key factor in determining this
coordination may be the membrane topology assumed by oleosin. Possible interactions
with lumend or cytosolic components will depend on domain orientation. The mechanics
of oil-body budding will also depend upon this conformation.
Theoretical models based on oleosin sequence have suggested a topology in the ER
in which the hydrophobic domain is embedded in the phospholipid bilayer and is flanked
by two cytosolic domains (Huang, 1996). If this model were correct it would be a novel
topology amongst characterised membrane proteins (Wickner and Lodish. 1985).
Therefore, a study of its structure and targeting mechanisms is likely to yield important new
understanding of ER protein translocation. The small size of oleosins (16-24 kDa) allows
for detailed characterisation and may provide insights into the targeting of more complex
proteins whose targeting is still not well understood.
The key objective of this study was to define the topology of native oleosin in ERderived membranes. We also chose to study a proline knot variant of native oleosin, as an
initial search for oleosin topology determinants. The basic strategy involved in vitro
translation in the presence of rnicrosomes, of both full length and truncated oleosin
constructs; subsequent treatment with proteinase K allowed assessment of domain
accessibility on the microsomal exterior.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Membrane topology detetmination of oleosin
In order to analyse the membrane topology of oleosin, in vitro translation was

performed in the presence of canine pancreatic microsomes. RNA transcribed in vitro from
an oleosin cDNA clone @WTOLEO = xild type oleosin) was used to program the reaction.
The amino-acid sequence specified by that cDNA is shown in Figure 3.1. Membrane
incorporation was verified by analysing pelleted microsomes and also by detection of
proteinase K protected fragments. Fragment sizes were determined using a calibration
curve generated from a molecular weight marker set ranging from 2.5 to 17 kDa (Sigma),
and obtained from a single pair of gels. In Figure 3.2, full length native oleosin
(WWLEO) can be observed in microsome pellets and yields a protected fragment of an
apparent 8.6 kDa. The full length product is predicted to be 18.4 kDa but has at an apparent
size of 17.4 kDa. A lower band was also noted. This was assumed to be due to either
premature chain termination or use of a downstream initiation codon. When the C-terminus
is deleted (WTOLE0:C- lacks the C-terminal 56 residues), the protected fragment is smaller
(6.8 kDa) than that derived from WTOLEO, indicating considerable exposure but partial
protection of the C-terminus on the external microsome surface near the junction of the
hydrophobic and C-terminal domains. The data support a topology with the hydrophobic
domain embedded in the phospholipid bilayer. flanked by N- and C-terminal domains both
located in the cytosol. WTOLE0:N- 21 lacks the N-terminal 21 amino acids and produces
only a single band at the same size as the lower WTOLEO product. This indicates that the
initiation of translation at codon 20 or 21 of WTOLEO is responsible for the smaller
product. The full N-terminal deletion (WTDLE0:N- lacks the N-terminal 44 residues) also
displays only one band, supporting this conclusion. The N-terminal deletion WTOLE0:Nhas a protected fragment equal in size to that derived from the full length protein. This
clearly demonstrates that the entire N-terminus is exposed to protease and must lie on the
external surface of the microsomes.

Figure 3.1. Protein sequence of Arabidopsis oleosin.
Sequence is divided to demonstrate truncation points of domain deletions. (0 shows the
truncation point in WTOLEON21 and PV0LEO:N-21. Underlined proline residues are
substituted by leucines in PVOLEO and its derivatives.

N-terminal domain:
MADTARGTHHDIIGRDQYPMMG/RDRDQYQ
1
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Hydrophobic domain:

C-terminal domain:
KYATGEHPQGSDICLDSARMKLGSKAQDLKD

Figure 3.2. Determination of oleosin membrane topology in ER.
Oleosin cDNA constructs were in vitro translated using rabbit reticulocyte lysate with
canine pancreatic microsomes, and labelled with 3~-leucine.Membrane incorporated
oleosins were pelleted after treatment with (+PK) or without (-PK) proteinase K. Products
were separated by SDS-PAGEusing 16%gels. and monitored by fluorography.

3.2.2 A proline knot variant of oleosin exhibits alternative membrane
conformations

The proline knot has been proposed to play a major role in determining the
conformation of the hydrophobic domain (Huang, 1992). Therefore, a cDNA variant
substituting the three conserved proline codons with leucine codons (PVOLEO = groline
knot yariant; see Figure 3.1) was used for in vitro transcription/translation. Leucines are
common residues in the hydrophobic domain and do not have the rigid peptide linkage
imposed by prolines. The topology of PVOLEO was investigated by generating both
truncation and extension constructs. PVOLE0:N- 21 (N-terminal 21 residue truncation) is
equivalent in size to W0LEO:N- 21, and PVOLE0:N- (N-terminus deletion) and
PVOLE0:C- (C-terminus deletion) are equivalent to the WT0LEO:N- and WOLE0:Ctruncations, respectively. PVOLEO was also extended at the C-terminus by a GUS fusion
to yield PVOLG(N).
By integrating the results from these truncations and extensions in WTOLEO and
PVOLEO,a proteinase K protection map can be produced. Equivalent proteins in native
and proline knot variant forms d o not migrate to the same position on the gel, for example,
WTOLE0:C- and PVOLE0:C- full length proteins. This is most likely due to structural
changes exerted by the proline knot motif, which will be amplified in the lower portion of
the gel. These discrepancies were taken into account for the deduced model shown in
Figure 3.3, which is consistent with the data and based on the following arguments.
(1) PVOLEO has a full length band at the same size as WTOLEO. yet the two
protected fragments (10.3 kDa and 11.5 kDa) are larger than the single fragment derived
from WTOLEO. PVOLEO also shows a smaller translation product similar in size to the
lower WTOLEO band. PVOLE0:N-21 displays a full length band equal to the lower
PVOLEO band, indicating that this lower PVOLEO band is also due to use of a
downstream initiation codon at codon 20 or 21. PVOLE0:N-21 displays a second lower
bznd which may be due to translation from the initiation codon at position 30 or premature
chain termination at a specific site. The size difference would favour the latter explanation.
(2) PVOLE0:N- displays a single protected fragment at the same size as the lower
PVOLEO protected fragment (10.3 kDa). This indicates that the larger protected fragment
of PVOLEO includes some N-terminus. Based on the difference in PVOLEO protected
fragments (1.2 kDa) this constitutes approximately 11 residues. This implies two
alternative PVOLEO conformations.

Figure 3.3. Proteinase K protection maps of oleosin in native and variant forms.
Conformation A represents WTOLEO (native oleosin) and the least protected PVOLEO
(proline knot variant) conformation. Conformation B represents the more protected
PVOLEO conformation. Shaded circles show the domain boundaries. and approximate
sizes of protected fragments are given.
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3) The C-terminus is mostly exposed but partially protected for WrOLEO and
and by
PVOLEO (apparent 6.8 kDa for WT0LEO:C- and 9.1/10.3kDa for PVOLE0:C-)
similar amounts (1.8 kDa difference comparing WTOLEO to WTOLE0:C-.and 1.2 kDa
difference comparing PVOLEO to PVOLE0:C-). These fragment sizes indicate protection
of approximately 14 residues internal to the C-terminus.
4) The upper PVOLE0:C- protected band is the same size as the lower PVOLU)
protected band (10.3 kDa). This indicates that the difference between PVOLEO alternative
protected conformations is similar to the protection of C-terminus. Furthermore. this
implies that the least protected PVOLEO fragment and WTOLEO protected fragment have
an N-terminus close to the N-terminal/hydrophobic domain boundary.
It is also clear from these results that oleosin is capable of efficient membrane
incorporation when it is in native or proline knot variant form. It should be noted that the
proline knot variant will have increased label incorporation with 19 leucines compared to 16
in the native form. Oleosin lacking either the N- or C-terminal domains is capable of stable
membrane insertion, although there appears to be some reduction in microsome
incorporation for both C-terminal domain deletions. This is partly due to lower label
incorporation through the deletion of leucine residues present in the C-terminal domain (3
leucines deleted). PVOLG(N) failed to yield a distinct band at the expected size (86 kDa),
which is not surprising given the increased probability of premature chain termination,
typical of in vitro translation (Ausubel et al, 1995). However, it is clear that a range of
extended oleosins are produced, and that they generate the same PK protected fragments as
PVOLEO.This confirms the location of the C-terminal domain on the outer microsomal
surface.

3.2.3 The alternative proline knot variant conformation

is stable and a l s o

observed for native oleosin in soybean microsomes

To further investigate the alternative PVOLEO protected fragment sizes. the level of

PK was increased over a fourfold range. Although Figure 3.4(A) shows a loss of total
protein typical of excessive protease treatment. the lower band shows only slightly more
resistance to PK. This suggests that the two bands represent distinct conformations of
oleosin, rather than sequential stages of proteolysis.
Soybean microsomes were also prepared from embryos as an alternative to canine
microsomes, and treated similarly as shown in Figure 3.4(B). The sizes of protected
fragments were similar to those in canine pancreatic microsomes, but WMLEO yielded an
additional larger protected fragment equivalent to the larger PVOLEO protected fragment.
This implies that the alternative confonations are displayed equally by both WOLEO and
PVOLEO in soybean microsomes. These alternative conformations are therefore unlikely to
be a critical factor for oil-body targeting.

Figure 3.4. Stability and specificity of alternative oleosin conformations.
(A) Increasing concentration of proteinase K (pg ml-1) treatment of PVOLEO in canine
pancreatic rnicrosomes.
(B) Translation of WTOLEO and PVOLEO with soybean microsomes after proteinase K
treatment. Marker sizes are indicated in kDa.

3.3 Discussion
In this study we have unequivocally defined the topology of the native oleosin with
respect to the ER membrane. Concurrently. the role of the proline knot motif in oleosin
topology has been more clearly defined. Earlier studies have demonstrated the stable
integration of oleosin into microsomal vesicles and an inability to target directly to oilbodies (Hills et al, 1993; Loer and Herman, 1993). These studies, however, were unable
to address the question of topology other than the observation that at least one of the termini
(N- or C-) was on the cytosolic side. Translation of oleosins has also been demonstrated to
be associated with membrane fractions in vivo (Qu et al, 1986). Similarly, however, the
membrane topology was not determined in those studies. By creating a series of truncation
and extension constructs, and using 3H-leucine as the label for in vitro translated oleosin.
we have defined the topology and membrane-protected regions of the native and proline
knot variant forms of plant oleosins. Clearly, the flanking amphipathic domains are always
exposed on the cytosolic side of the membrane while the hydrophobic domain is
membrane-protected (Figure 3.3). The boundaries for membrane protection obtained
experimentally are close to those predicted by hydrophobicity plots (Huang, 1996).
Assuming thar the hydrophobic domain does not enter the ER lumen, due to its
extreme hydrophobicity, the determined topology is unique amongst characterised
membrane proteins. Many segments of apolipoprotein B may fall into a similar topology
type, but with lumenal rather than cytosolic hydrophilic segments (Yao and McLeod. 1994;
lnnerarity et at, 1996; McLeod et al, lW6).
However, it is clear that for oleosins the proline knot motif is not critical in directing
this topology. The differences in protease protection between native and proline knot
variant of oleosins are small, and are not even detected when soybean microsomes are
used. The inconsistency between microsome preparations may be due to different
phospholipid compositions or other factors affecting proteinase K accessibility. It is also
possible that the soybean microsomes may have some TAG sequestered in the bilayer and
thus present a heterogeneous system, which could affect oleosin conformation. Protection
from proteinase K does not correlate precisely with membrane incorporation, and this may
explain the partial protection cf the C-terminal domain. Charged residues present in this
region are highly unlikely to become membrane integrated. A similar situation exists in the
portion of N-terminus which gains protection in the alternative proline variant
conformation. These sequences may, for example, maintain a tight association with the
phospholipid bilayer surface.

The ability of truncated oleosins to be incorporated into microsomal membranes has
been demonstrated previously for a C-terminal deletion (Thoyts et al. 1995). It is also not
surprising that the N-terminal domain truncation is capable of membrane incorporation. A
similar truncation fused to GUS at the C-terminus was targeted to oil bodies in transgenic
B. nupus,although with reduced oil body accumulation (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995:
see Chapter 1). These data confirm the fundamental requirement for the hydrophobic
domain in ER and oil-body targeting.
This membrane topology may provide clues relating to the manner in which the
insertional process takes place. All other characterised membrane proteins possess
opposing orientations of the domains flanking a single membrane-spanning segment
(Wickner and Lodish, 1985). The fact that the hydrophobic domain is flanked by two
cytosolic domains indicates a stable folding of this domain. This was predicted to be an
anti-parallel a- helix or p- strand and to be mediated by the proline knot motif (Huang,
1992) More recent studies have suggested that the hydrophobic domain is composed
mostly of a-helix (Lacey et al., 1998). However, the same topology is maintained in
association with the proline knot variant. This result was surprising as the loss of this key
structural constraint might have been suspected to lead to oleosin polypeptide assuming a
transmembrane topology with N- and C-termini on opposite sides of the ER. This proves
that the proiine knot motif is not responsible for insertion into the ER. The proline knot
motif may exen more subtle effects on secondary structure, important for downstream
targeting events as discussed below. It is unlikely that this topology is preferred because of
interaction with oleosin isoforms (Lee et al, 1995), for although this could occur in the in
vivo experiments, no complementary isofoms are present in the canine microsome
experiments. The hydrophobic domain must contain a critical feature which supports the
cytosolic orientation of both flanking domains. This may involve simply the length of the
hydrophobic core. Recent technical advances have allowed the interactions between
translocating polypeptides and the ER membrane to be probed (Corsi and Schekrnan,
1996). Transmembrane domains have been shown to be associated with both a
proteinaceous translocation pore and phospholipid components of the membrane in a welldefined sequence (Martoglio et al, 1995; Borel and Simon, 1996; Do et al, 1996). As the
oleosin hydrophobic domain comprises more than twice the number of residues (72)
needed for a classical a-helical membrane span, it is likely to impose unique constraints on
the translocation process.

CHAPTER 4. OLEOSIN ER TARGETING PATHWAY

4.1 Introduction

The unique structure and topology of oleosin raises several questions regarding its
ER targeting and translocation mechanisms. Is oleosin targeted by conventional pathways?
If the translocon is involved in oleosin translocation. how does it accommodate such a large
membrane span? Definition of the ER targeting pathway is a necessary step towards a
complete understanding of oleosin membrane insertion.
The H domain appears to be the only domain critical for ER and oil body targeting
(van Rooijen and Moloney. 1995; Chapter 3). However. the properties of the H domain
have never been tested in isolation. and conversely, isolated flanking domains have not
been tested for ER targeting ability. Therefore, it remains to be determined what constitutes
a signal sequence for oleosin. The most important feature of a classical signal sequence is
the hydrophobic core, h, which can be between 5 and 15 residues (Martoglio and
Dobberstein. 1998). Several putative h regions exist within the H domain of oleosin.
Analysis by the PSORT program (Nakai and Horton, 1999) using the method of Klein et
al. (1985) identifies two putative transmembrane regions within the H domain, which could
potentially act as signal anchors. They span residues 64-80 and 84- LOO (see Figure 4.1 for
oleosin sequence). Strictly, the criteria used for the search were also able to accept a
combined region from 61-110 as being sufficiently hydrophobic. However, PSORT also
predicts the oleosin topology falsely, as it positions the C domain inside the ER lumen.
Given that the PSORT algorithms are based on consensus sequences, the oleosin ER
insertion event clearly does not conform closely to that of known proteins.
Many signal sequences are preceded by positively charged residues (n region),
although the n region does not appear to be a requirement for signal sequence activity.
Often, it appears to play a more important role in determination of topology, and sometimes
therefore signal peptide cleavage. In oleosins, the region preceding the H domain is highly
charged, with three positive charges in the seven residues adjacent to the H domain.
Positively charged residues are present in this region in most of the oleosins identified,
indicating that they are likely to play an important role in either the targeting or topology of
oleosin. The lack of any signal sequence cleavage suggests that any signal sequences in
oleosin must act as signal-anchors (Napier, 1996).
ER targeting via a SRP-mediated pathway has been suggested by the presence of
oleosin mRNA in ER-bound polyribosomes (Qu et al., 1986), and by the ability of
exogenous SRP to inhibit oleosin translation (Jhoyts et al., 1995). However, there is still
no definitive proof that oleosin depends upon SRP. It may also be possible that oleosin

uses more than one pathway in planta. Such a situation exists in yeast where a balance of
cotranslational and posttranslational pathways is maintained (Zheng and Gierasch, 1996).
The events preceding translation may also have significant impact on the ER
targeting process. Although we know that oleosin can be inserted into microsomal
membranes in vitro, the situation in planta involves the complex structure of the ER. ER
subdomain localisation may offer an extra level of organisation and control. between
release of the mature transcript from the nucleus and the initiation of translation. The best
example of subdomain localisation within the ER of plants has been provided by
comparison of the rice seed storage proteins, prolamines and glutelins (Li et al.. 1993).
These distinct classes of ER targeted proteins are spatially sorted by localisation of their
respective mRNAs to distinct subdomains of the ER. Oleosin mRNA and protein also
appear to be localised ta specialised subdomains of ER (Lacey et al.. 1998); they are
colocaiised with lipid synthesis enzymes which presumably facilitates assembly of oleosin
into the oil bodies. Although RNA localisation motifs have been identified in the 3 W T R s
of several animal mRNAs (Oleynikov, 1998; St Johnston, 1995), a plant localisation motif
is yet to be identified. Oleosins may provide a model protein for the identification of such a
motif.

The objectives of this work were to identify oleosin signal sequences, and to
determine whether oleosin uses a conventional SRP-dependent pathway. The experimental
approach involved in vitro translation combined with microsomai insertion, and analysis in
planta by transient expression of oleosin-GUS fusions. The identification of RNAlocalisation motifs was investigated by ER subdomain localisation of oleosin-GUS
constructs.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Analysis of the oleosin

N

domain in oil body targeting

Deletion of the N domain from an oleosin-GUS fusion (OBPGUSB)resulted in a
partial loss of both total accumulation and the proportion targeted to oil bodies (van Rooijen
and Moloney, 1995). A more precise dissection of targeting motifs within the N domain
was pursued by constructing a series of N-terminal deletions of pO/WTOLG (= ~Ieosin
promoter-wild ype oleosin-GUS). pO/NAOLG removed the N-terminal 9 residues from a
total of 45, pO/NBOLG removed 21 residues, and pO/NCOLG removed 32 residues; these
deletions are illustrated in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows that when these deletion constructs
are transiently expressed in flax embryos, a clear pattern can be observed. Deletion of the
first 9 residues causes a reduction of accumulation (72% of WTOLG),but larger deletions
of the N domain result in steady increases in accumulation, with NCOLG accumulating to
higher levels than WTOLG (106%). The dramatic drop in accumulation for OBPGUSB
compared to WTOLG and NCOLG is confirmed in this experiment. Therefore. there
appears to be a critical element within the first 9 residues and also within the final 12
residues of the N domain. The final portion of the N domain may not have any specific
targeting information, but may simply fulfill a requirement for some hydrophilic sequence
to stabilise the H domain or assist in its targeting. However, the first 9 residues at the
extreme N-terminus must have a more specific function, as the total length of the N domain
is clearly not critical. The proportion of oleosin-GUS targeted to oil bodies does not vary
significantly.

Figure 4.1. Protein sequence of Arabidopsis oleosin showing mutations and additions.
(A) Oleosin is divided into N-terminal (N) domain, hydrophobic (H) domain comprising

H(N),proline knot motif (PKM), and H(C), and C-terminal (C) domain. The microsomal
membrane topology is depicted according the findings of Chapter 3.
(B) Oleosin sequence divided as in (A). The truncation points for N-terminal domain
truncations NA (9 residues), NB (21 residues), and NC (32 residues) are indicated.
Alterations are shown for the SS1 and SS2 variants.
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Figure 4.2. N-terminal truncations of oleosin identify two important regions for oil body
targeting.
Flax embryos were used for transient expression of WTOLG. NAOLG,

NBOLG,

NCOLG, and OBPGUSB, with triplicate samples. Each sample was fractionated into oil
bodies and supernatant, and then assayed for GUS activity. Total GUS activity was
normalised to luciferase activity from cobombarded luciferase construct, and is displayed as
a percentage of WTOLG. Oil body activities are calculated as a percentage of total activity
for each construct. Standard error of the mean for each construct is indicated above each
bar. The means of WTOLG and NCOLG are significantly different (Tukey-Kramer test: P
c 0.05) to OBPGUSB.This experiment was repeated with similar results.
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4.2.2 identification of signal sequences in oleosin
To identify signal sequences in oleosin, the region chosen for investigation was the
H domain and the preceding charged region in the N domain. First, the ability of the
oleosin H domain to integrate independently into rnicrosomal membranes, was

investigated. A transcript encoding the H domain and the preceding charged region
(HOLEO)was translated in vitro. Figure 4.3(A) shows that HOLEO associates with
rnicrosomes (lane 1) and is protected from proteinase K (lane 3), indicating efficient
membrane integration. The small size reduction is likely due to access of the protease to the
short portion of N domain. Clearly, the H domain is sufficient for membrane insertion, but
it was still possible that the N or C domains could contain ER targeting information.
Therefore, a construct lacking the hydrophobic portions was generated. The construct.
NPCOLEO,comprises the central proline knot motif flanked by N and C domains. Upon
translation. NPCOLEO associates with microsomes (lane 2), yet treatment with proteinase
K results in the loss of detectable fragments (lane 4). Globin from the rabbit reticulocyte
lysate migrates to a similar position as NPCOLEO and interferes with the band pattern in
some samples. The doublet of bands produced from NPCOLEO probably results from
downstream translation initiation. as found in native oleosin (Chapter 3). Protease
sensitivity suggests that NPCOLEO binds to the microsomal membranes, probably due to
its charged, amphipathic nature, but that it is not integrated into the membrane. Strictly, it
was possible that a small portion was integrated, but yielded a protected fragment too small
to be detected by SDS-PAGE.Alternatively, a larger protected fragment may have existed,
which included the leucine-deficient N domain, and would therefore not have been labelled
in this experiment. Virtually all ER targeted proteins from animals use a cotranslational
pathway, with the exception of very small polypeptides (Zimmerrnann et al., 1988).
Therefore, the ability of NPCOLEO to associate posttranslationally with microsomes would
suggest a non-specific interaction. Lanes 5-8 show that when translation is arrested with
purom ycin, NPCOLEO binds completely to added m icrosomes, yet HOLEO mostly
remains in the supernatant fraction, considering that bands of equal intensity were obtained
by loading only 27% of the supernatant. To determine whether membrane integration has
occurred, microsomes bearing NPCOLEO were treated with 0.1M Na2C03 and
fractionated into pellet and supernatant fractions (lanes 9 and 10). NPCOLEO is detected
mostly in the supernatant fraction, indicating peripheral association with the membrane in
contrast to the integrated status of HOLEO (Figure 4.3[B]).

Figure 4.3. Oleosin membrane insertion determinants are located in the H domain.
(A) HOLEO

(H)or NPCOLEO (N) RNA was translated in the presence of microsomes.

Lanes 1 and 2 are the pelleted microsornes, and lanes 3 and 4 the microsomes treated with
proteinase K. Lanes 5-8 are products from posttranslational addition of microsomes. after
treatment with 1.25 m M puromycin, and fractionated into supernatant (S: 27% loaded) and
pellet (P). In lanes 9 and 10, pelleted microsomes were treated with N a ~ C 0 3 ,and then
fractionated again into supernatant (S) and pellet (P). Proteins were labelled with 3Hleucine, separated by SDS-PAGE on 16% polyacrylamide gels, and then detected by
fluorography. Molecular weight markers are shown in kDa.
(B) Deduced location of NPCOLEO and HOLEO in relation to the microsoma1 membrane.
Regions of charged residues are indicated.
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A more detailed analysis of the H domain was initiated by generation of two site-

directed mutations; S1 substituted 3 positive residues preceding the H domain with
glycines; and S2 replaced 4 hydrophobic residues early in the H domain for serines (Figure
4.1). Serine residues should be sufficiently polar to change the hydrophobic nature of the
putative h region, but are common in the H domain and should still allow membrane
insertion. S1 and S2 mutations were incorporated into oleosin used for in vitro translation.
In vitro translation showed that both SlOLEO and S2OLEO were capable of
rnicrosomal insertion (Figure 4.4[A]). Compared to WOLEO, there was no significant
reduction in efficiency of membrane insertion, measured at a range of RNA concentrations.
The failure of S t and S2 mutations to affect oleosin insertion implies that this region may
not play a role in ER targeting. However, it cannot be excluded that small differences may
be more important for ER targeting in planta than microsome insertion in vitro. Therefore,
the SSl and SS2 mutations were incorporated into oleosin-GUS for transient expression
studies. Figure 4.4(8) shows that both SIOLG and SZOLG showed significant reductions
in expression compared to WTOLG, although the proportion targeted to oil bodies was
essentially unchanged. It appears that the S1 and S2 regions might play a significant role in
oleosin targeting in planta, but we are not able to define those roles.

Figure 4.4. Mutations of a predicted signal sequence in oleosin reduce oil body targeting.
(A) Varying quantities of WTOLEO,SIOLEO, and SZOLEO RNA were translated in the
presence of microsomes. Pelleted microsomes were analysed by SDS-PAGE.
(B) Flax embryos were used for transient expression of WTOLG,SIOLG, and SZOLG,
with triplicate samples. Each sample was fractionated into oil bodies and supernatant. and
then assayed for GUS activity. Total GUS activity was norrnalised to luciferase activity
from cobombarded luciferase construct, and is displayed as a percentage of WTOLG. Oil
body activities are calculated as a percentage of total activity for each construct. Standard
error of the mean for each construct is indicaeed above each bar.
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To locate signal sequences, individual portions of the H domain were isolated and
analysed for targeting ability. 0SS3 includes the N-terminal portion of the H domain
(H(N)) and the preceding charged region included in SS1 in the N domain (Figure 4.1);
0SS4 includes the C-terminal portion of the H domain (H(C))and the preceding proline
knot motif. PCR products encoding both segments were fused to B-giucuronidase (GUS)
coding sequence, as a non-ER targeted reporter for translation, creating OSS3G and
OSS4G. Figure 4.5(A) shows that OSS3G and OSS4G are both capable of significant
microsomal association, compared to the non-targeted GUS which does not associate with
the membrane fraction. Next, the in planta targeting characteristics of these signal
sequences were investigated. Constructs transcriptionally regulated by the tandem 35s
promoter were transiently expressed in flax embryos. and the microsomal association of the
gene products compared to non-targeted GUS. Figure 4.5(B) shows that OSS3G
accumulates in the microsomal fraction to a greater extent than GUS, indicating that 0SS3
is an active signal sequence in planta. In contrast, OSS4G fails to demonstrate targeting to
the microsomal fraction, even though it yields high levels of GUS activity. It is possible
that OSS4G targets to the ER but is then released into the cytosol. Further in vitro studies
of OSS4G may allow a better understanding of its association with the ER membrane. and
therefore its in planta behaviour. Both OSS3G and OSS4G only have small portions of the
H domain, and it is therefore not surprising that neither of them target to oil bodies (data
not shown),
The targeting activity of 0SS3 and 0SS4 provides evidence for the presence of at
least two independent signal sequences within the H domain. The presence of more than
one signal sequence may explain the failure of mutations S1 and S2 to affect the membrane
integration of oleosin in vitro. To test the S 1 and S2 mutations in an isolated context,
OSS3G was modified with the S1 and S2 mutations to create OSS6G and OSS7G.
respectively. When OSS6G and OSS7G are translated in vitro they are capable of
integrating into microsomes at high efficiency (Figure 4.5[A]), implying that the charged
residues and first hydrophobic core are not important for the ability of 0SS3 to act as a
signal sequence. It is likely that C-terminal portions of OSS3 present hydrophobic
sequences that can act as signal sequences.

Figure 4.5. The oleosin H domain contains at least two distinct signal sequences.
(A) Segments of H domain were fused to GUS, and the corresponding RNA translated in

the presence of microsomes. After fractionation, one fifth of the supernatant (S) and all of
the pellet (P) were analysed by SDS-PAGE.The fusion protein is indicated with the label
XGUS. Molecular weight markcis are shown in kDa.
(B) Flax embryos were used for transient expression of GUS, OSS3G. and OSSJG. with
duplicate samples. Each sample was fractionated into oil bodies. microsornes (MS), and
supernatant, and then assayed for GUS activity. Total GUS activity is displayed as a
percentage of WTOLG.Microsomal activities are calculated as a percentage of total activity
for each construct. The data are representative of similar experiments conducted using
canola suspension cells.
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4.2.3 Recognition of oleosin signal sequences
Current evidence suggests that oleosins are integrated into ER membranes by

cotranslational translocation (Qu et al., 1986; Thoyts et al., 1995). In this set of
experiments, we set out to define the ER targeting pathway through in vitro translation
experiments. First, it was necessary to differentiate between co- and post-translational
integration by separating the translation and translocation steps. Microsomes were
supplemented after arresting translation with either cycloheximide. which arrests
translation, or puromycin, which releases nascent polypeptide chains from the ribosomes.
Figure 4.6(A) shows that oleosin was unable to associate significantly with microsomes
post-translationally, when either cycloheximide (lane 2) or puromycin (lane 6) were used.
The translation machinery was able to withstand the preincubation, as demonstrated by
providing a control sample with oleosin transcript at the post-incubation stage (lanes 4 and
8) compared to a single stage reaction (lanes 1 and 5, respectively). Also, the dosage of
cycloheximide and puromycin was shown to be effective for inhibition of translation (lanes
3 and 7, respectively). The low level of oleosin targeting after cycloheximide treatment is
possibly due to ribosome-dependent posttranslational translocation. These results support a
cotranslational pathway, and provide a more precise characterisation of the oleosin ER
targeting pathway.
Next, we investigated whether oleosin uses the SRP-mediated targeting pathway.
We chose an assay which exploits the knockout and reconstitution of the SRP receptor.
SRa (SRP receptor a subunit) associates with ER bound SRP to form the SRP receptor,
and is exposed on the outer membrane surface (Andrews et al., 1989; Walter and Johnson.
1994). This exposure renders S R a susceptible to mild trypsin treatments, which do not
significantly degrade other translocation components. This results in the knockout of SRPdependent targeting. Crucially, the SRP receptor can be reconstituted by addition of small
quantities of SRa,due to its SRP-independent route of ER targeting.

Figure 4.6. Oleosin is targeted to microsomes by a cotranslational and SRP-dependent
pathway.
(A) WTOLEO RNA was translated in the presence (+) or absence (-) of microsomes (MS)

before (stage 1) or after (stage 2) addition of 1.25 rnM cyclohexirnide or 1.25 m M
purornycin. Membrane integrated fragments were analysed by SDS-PAGE after proteinase
K treatment and pelleting.
(B) Microsomes were treated with trypsin to disrupt the SRP receptor. Some were
reconstituted by a pretranslation with SRa RNA. Disrupted (-) or reconstituted (+)
microsomes were added to translation reactions using SRa, p-lactamase @-lac) or

WTOLEO RNA. Membrane integrated fragments were analysed by SDS-PAGE after
proteinase K treatment and pelleting. Arrows indicate protected fragments. Molecular
weight markers are shown in kDa.
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Beta-lactarnase was used as a convenient control for SRa dependency due to its
cleavable signal sequence. Protease-protected fragments were analysed as a reliable
measure of membrane integration. Figure 4.6(B) shows that trypsin-treated rnicrosomes
retained their ability to bind SRa, yielding major protected fragments at 10 and 13 kDa, but
were unable to support significant translocation of oleosin or b-lactarnase. However. pretranslation with SRa caused a substantial recovery in the ability of the microsomal
preparation to translocate both oleosin and f3-lactamase. SRa incorporated less efficiently
into reconstituted microsomes,probably due to the loss of available SRP partners. Similar
knockout and reconstitution was observed when protease treatment was omitted (data not
shown). Oleosin is thus mostly translocated to microsomal membranes by an SRPdependent pathway, and by inference uses the Sec61 channel (Walter and Johnson. 1994).
4.2.4 Oleosin-G US ER subdomain localisation
If native oleosins can be localised to specific subdomains of ER. it should be
possible to identify localisation motifs within either the oleosin mRNA or protein. Oleosin-

GUS constructs were transiently expressed in canola embryos or canola suspension cells,
then fractionated to isolate rnicrosomal membranes. The microsomes were then incubated
with or without lipid precursors using the methods developed by Lacey et al. (1999) and
separated on a sucrose step gradient. This approach amplifies buoyancy differences
between microsome subpopulations based on their ability to synthesise TAG. Subfractions
could then be analysed for oleosin-GUS, native oleosin, or other ER markers to determine
whether specific oleosin-GUS constructs were able to undergo ER sublocalisation. A
preliminary experiment used canola embryos to assess the viability of fractionating
subpopulations of microsomes by buoyancy. Figure 4.7 shows that WTOLG could be
localised mainly to the more buoyant microsome fractions, and that feeding with TAG
precursors (glycerol-3-phosphate, oleoyl-CoA, ATP, and GTP) resulted in a significant
movement of oleosin-GUS into more buoyant fractions. The total protein content of the
microsoma1 fractions was used as an approximate general marker for the absolute
proportion of microsornes in each fraction. Silver-stained protein gels showed that the vast
majority of protein partitioned with the less buoyant H and E fractions (data not shown).
This indicates that oleosin-GUS is associated with a buoyant subfraction of rnicrosomes.
However, ER markers are required to determine the proportions of ER in different
subfractions.

Figure 4.7. Lipid synthesis shifts oleosin-GUS to more buoyant microsomal fractions.

Canola embryos were used for transient expression of WTOLG. Microsornes (MS) from
these embryos were isolated, and then half of the sample fed with TAG precursors.
Following incubation, all microsome samples were separated by sucrose step gradient and
assayed for GUS activity. The mean value for duplicate fractions is displayed as a
percentage of total GUS activity for that sample. 0 is the 0/10% sucrose interface. L is at
10/20%,E is at 20/30%,and H is at 30140%.
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Canola embryos clearly offer the potential to peform sublocaIisation studies, but are
time consuming to work with. Therefore, embryonic canola suspension cells were
considered as an alternative material with similar cellular properties. By providing growth
conditions favourable to lipid synthesis they are able to produce large quantities of oil
bodies (Weselake et al., 1998). Figure 4.8(A) shows that oil bodies isolated from canola
cell suspensions contain oleosin which is detected by the antibody to seed oleosin.
Transient expression of WTOLG resulted in a high level of oil body targeting (88%),
which was shown to be specific by expressing non-targeted GUS as a control; 81% of
non-targeted GUS was present in the soluble fraction. The microsomal portion of WTOLG
accounted for 6% of total GUS activity, and was fractionated by sucrose step gradient.
Figure 4.8(B) shows that oleosin-GUS is preferentially located in more buoyant fractions
than the cytochrome c reductase (CCR; NADH dependent. antimycin A resistant isoform)
activity, which is an integral membrane protein considered to be a general ER marker. This
provides further evidence that WTOLG is able to accumulate preferentially in ER domains
involved in lipid synthesis. Comparison to the native oleosin was performed by
immunoblot. Figure 4.8(C) shows that native oleosin is distributed among microsome
fractions in a similar pattern to oleosin-GUS. We similarity in microsome localisation
patterns between native oleosin and oleosin-GUS suggest that any operative localisation
signals are common to these two rnRNAs or encoded protein. The only common feature
between them is the oleosin coding region, indicating that this may possess localisation
information.

Figure 4.8.Oleosin-GUS is localised to ER subdomains in canola suspension cells.
(A) Immunoblot of oil body protein from canola seed and canola suspension cells, using

monoclonal antibody D9, raised against the Arabidopsis oleosin.
(B)Canola suspension cells were used to transiently express WTOLG. Microsomes (MS)
from these embryos were isolated, and then separated by sucrose step gradient and assayed
for GUS activity and cytochrome c reductase (CCR)activity. The mean value for duplicate
fractions is displayed as a percentage of total activity for that sample. OL is the 0120%
sucrose interface, E is at 20/30%,and H is at 30/40%.
(C) Immunoblot of microsomal fractions from (B), using monoclonal anti-oleosin antibody
D9. Microsomes were concentrated for gel loading by spinning at 213 000 g for 30 min at
4"C, and the pellet resuspended in loading buffer.
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4.3 Discussion
It is clear that oleosin targeting to the ER is directed by the H domain, with the N
and C domains playing a minor role. The prediction of tight association of the N and C
domains with a phospholipid surface is supported by the ability of NPCOLEO to bind
microsornes. The H domain is the longest hydrophobic segment identified in any protein,
and is therefore likely to pose unique problems for ER targeting mechanisms. A corollary
to this is the possibility that unusual targeting mechanisms may be used by oleosin. We
have shown that at least two independent portions of the H domain are able to act as
conventional signal sequences in vitro. The targeting activity is confirmed in planta for
OSS3G, but not for OSS4G. We were unable to dissect the steps involved in OSS4G
accumulation, thus it is not possible to determine whether it fails to target to ER. or whether
it is inserted but is then unstable. Closer inspection of OSS4G in vitro should offer some

insight into these questions.
H(N) is a 30aa segment which could contain a signal sequence in a variety of
locations. The failure to affect signal sequence activity in vitro by mutating the preceding
positively charged residues or the first hydrophobic core suggests that there must be a
signal sequence within the C-terminal portion. It is possible that a larger number of
independent signal sequences could be dissected, or that others exist which overlap the
boundaries chosen in these experiments. Although the S1 and S2 mutations did not appear
to affect microsomal targeting in vitro, they clearly reduced accumulation of oleosin-GUS
in planta. Again, it is difficult to identify the processes with which the S1 and S2 regions
might be involved. They may be important for stability in the ER membrane or in the
transition to oil bodies.
The N domain is clearly not essential for either ER or oil body targeting. However,
it does appear to play some role in the targeting process. It may sterically hinder the
emerging signal sequences in the H domain, perhaps making access of SRP more difficult.
This could account for the increase in oil body accumulation of NBOLG and NCOLG over
NAOLG. However, there also appear to be positive elements at the N-terminus and C terminus of the N domain. The N-terminal 9 residues may increase the stability of the
oleosin when it is inserted in the ER membrane, for instance by preventing recognition for
ubiquitination, or by interacting with other elements in the oleosin or with other oleosin
molecules. The critical 12 residue segment between deletions NCOLG and OBPGUSB
could be a specific motif, or simply satisfy a requirement for a small amount of hydrophilic
sequence preceding the H domain.

The demonstration of SRa involvement in oleosin ER targeting is the fint definitive
evidence that the SRP pathway can be utilised by oleosin. It is clear that the vast majority of
oleosin, if not all, is targeting by the SRP pathway using mammalian components. It still
remains a possibility that plant cells target oleosin by an alternative pathway. However. the
involvement of SRa in mammalian systems implies that oleosin ER insertion can be
legitimately investigated in the context of conventional translocon-mediated mechanisms.
The colocalisation of oleosin-GUS with native oleosin, combined with the
differentiation from universal ER markers, provides evidence that localisation motifs are
present in the coding region within the mRNA, or in the oleosin protein itself. The analysis
of other variants of oleosin-GUS with different domain deletions and mutations should
help in the identification of specific motifs. If the oleosin protein is responsible for
localisation, the critical sequence is likely to be in the N domain or early H domain.
Cotranslational ER translocation should ensure that the ER targeting mediated by the H
domain precludes further possibilities of ER sublocalisation.
The oieosin-GUS localisation was only studied at the protein level. Therefore it
cannot be excluded that oleosin-GUS is targeting to all ER subdomains, but that it is more
stable in those synthesising lipids. However. the native oleosin mRNA has been shown to
be the reason for oleosin sublocalisation (Lacey et al.. 1999).The closely matching patterns
of oleosin-GUS and native oleosin indicate that both are localised by the same mechanisms.

CHAPTER 5, IDENTIFICATION OF OLEOSIN TOPOLOGY
DETERMINANTS

5.1 Introduction
Membrane proteins targeted to the ER generally display a uniform and consistent
topology. Orientation of their membrane spans is largely determined by the interaction

between nascent polypeptides and the translocon. Efforts to characterise this interaction
have led to consensus rules for predicting topology. These rules have evolved from
statistical comparisons of naturally occurring membrane proteins, and through specific
mutations and reconstructions within model proteins. Orientation of individual membrane
spans can be determined by a combination of sequential insertions, in which the next
membrane span adopts the opposite orientation of the previous span. Significant intluence
over the orientation of membrane spans is also exerted by a specific features flanking the
membrane span, or within the membrane span itself. These include charged residues within
close proximity of the membrane span, and the folding status of N-terminal domains
preceding the first signal sequence (for extensive discussion see section 1.1.3). Of
particular relevance to oleosins, considering the extreme length of the H domain,
topological predictions can also be aided by examining the membrane span itself. Wahlberg
and Spiess (1997) conducted extensive systematic studies of the topological role of
membrane span length. While shorter stretches of polyieucine, as short as 15 residues.
placed the C-terminus in the ER lumen, longer stretches of polyleucine. up to 25 residues,
increasingly favoured a topology with the N-terminus in the ER lumen. The effect of
membrane span length was correlated to overall hydrophobicity, and possibly length, of the
membrane span, by comparison of these polyleucine sequences with a natural membrane
span possessing a less hydrophobic residue composition. Also, the topological contribution
of membrane span length was additive with that o f the charge status of flanking regions.
These studies have never been extended to study longer contiguous hydrophobic membrane
spans, such as that found in oleosin.

Further insights into topology determination can be gained by studying proteins
displaying unusual topology. Oleosin is such a protein. Prior to its targeting to oil bodies,
oleosin occupies an ER membrane conformation in which a large hydrophobic (H) domain
is flanked by cytosolic hydrophilic domains (Chapter 3; illustrated in Figure 5.1). The H
domain comprises the longest stretch of uninterrupted hydrophobic residues (72) found in
any protein to date. In the ER, it is predicted to reside completely within the phospholipid
bilayer. Oleosin is the only protein predicted to support two cytosolic strands from a single
membrane span, raising important questions regarding the location of topology
determinants in oleosin, and the mechanistic control of its topology. In Chapter 4, it was
found that at least two regions in the H domain display signal sequence activity. and
therefore might be important in topology determination.
The H domain was originally predicted to be an antiparallel p-strand with a central
'proline knot motif (Huang, 1992), but recent FT-IRstudies on oleosins in the oil body
environment have indicated a-helical structure (Lacey et al., 1998). The H domain is
sufficiently long to span the ER membrane more than twice. Its structure is likely to be
influenced significantly by the proline knot motif. However, mutation of the three
universally conserved prolines does not disrupt ER association or perturb ER membrane
topology (Chapter 3).
The unique topology of oleosin raises important questions regarding its ER
translocation mechanism. We demonstrated that oleosin is able to use the SRP-dependent
pathway of ER targeting. and therefore that it is likely to integrate into membranes using the
translocon. If the translocon is involved in oleosin translocation, how does it accommodate
such a large membrane span? The H domain has been demonstrated to be the only domain
critical for ER and oil body targeting (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995; Chapter 4).
Therefore, it is likely to possess critical topological determinants.
While sequences and mechanisms governing oleosin topology are of intrinsic
interest, the resultant topology may also have wider implications for the biogenesis of oil
bodies. If oleosin topology can be manipulated it will be possible to investigate the
relationship between oleosin topology and the orientation of oil body budding. Seed oil
bodies bud into the cytosol in contrast to mammalian lipoproteins, which require the
translocation of apolipoprotein B (apoB) to the ER lumen for particle assembly (Yao and
McLeod, 1994; Imerari ty et a1., 1996). From these simple comparisons between oieosin
and apoB it can be hypothesised that protein topology determines the direction of lipid
panicle budding.

Figure 5.1. Protein sequence of Arabidopsis oleosin showing mutations and additions.
(A) Oleosin is divided into N-terminal (N) domain, hydrophobic (H) domain comprising

H(N), proline knot motif (PKM),and H(C), and C-terminal (C) domain. The microsornal
membrane topology is depicted according the findings of Chapter 3.
(B) Oleosin sequence divided as in (A). Alterations are shown for the S1, S2, PV, and TI
variants.
(C) B82 N-terminal sequence from berberine bridge enzyme (BBE).There is a predicted
signal peptidase cleavage site after residue 23 (I), and a predicted glycosylation site at the
asparagine in position 42 (underlined).
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Identification of oleosin topology determinants, and their interactions during
membrane insertion, was performed by a combination of reconstructions; deletions,
substitutions, dissection, domain swaps, and addition of an N-terminal signal sequence.
Analysis of these oleosin variants was performed by in vitro translation, supplemented with
canine pancreatic microsomes. Topology was deduced by analysis of protease protected
fragments.
5.2 Results
The isolated portions of H domain fused to GUS,OSS3G and OSS4G. provided a
useful starting point to investigate the topology information present within the H domain.
Translated and microsome-integrated OSS3G and OSS4G were treated with proteinase K
to determine the location of GUS for each construct. Figure 5.2 shows that OSS3G was
fully protected (lanes 1 and 5), demonstrating that the GUS must be located in the

microsomal lumen. The OSS4G polypeptide is sensitive to proteinase K, being reduced to
a protected fragment of 6 kDa (lanes 2 and 6). A small portion of OSS4G remains fully
protected, and a protected fragment of approximately 18 kDa is also observed. The 6 kDa
fragment demonstrates a dominant topology with insertion of 0SS4 into the membrane and
exposure of GUS on the outer membrane surface. The fully protected fragment represents a
fraction of OSS4G occupying a topology like OSS3G. Overall. these results show a
preference for topology which is consistent with the natural state of the H domain i.e. H(N)
is NOutand H(C) is C,,,. However, differences in hydrophobicity and length between

0 S S 3 and 0SS4 may also account for their topology (Wahlberg and Spiess, 1997). The
ability to maintain the GUS extension on either microsomal surface indicates that GUS
itself does not significantly influence the topology.
Charged residues often play an important role in determining topology of
transmembrane spans. Therefore, the same protease protection analysis was applied to
OSS6G to assess the importance of the positive charges preceding H(N). OSS6G exhibits
the same No,, topology as OSS3G (lanes 3 and 7), implying an intrinsic ability of H(N) to
orientate itself across the ER membrane. Similarly, the hydrophobic knockout in OSS7G
has no effect on topology (lanes 4 and 8). SS1 and SS2 mutations were also unimportant in
determining topology when present in oleosin (data not shown).

Figure 5.2. Portions of the oleosin H domain are able to span microsomal membranes with
defined topologies.
(A) Signal peptides derived from oleosin were fused to GUS, and the corresponding RNA
translated in the presence of microsomes. One half of each sample was treated with

proteinase K (PK) before pelleting and analysis by SDS-PAGE. The full length fusion
proteins are indicated by 'XGUS'. Arrows indicate smaller protected fragments. Molecular
weight markers are shown in kDa.
(B) Deduced topology of oleosin signal sequence-GUS constructs in the microsornal
membrane. The presence of a positively charged region is indicated (+). The hydrophobic
core mutation is indicated for OSS7.

PK-

It was also possible that positively charged residues following the H domain were

playing a role in the topology of the full length protein. This option was investigated by
substituting positively charged with negatively charged residues (TlOLEO: Figure 5.1).
These changes might be expected to favour a lumenal location. Figure 5.3 shows that
TlOLEO integrates efficiently into microsomes and produces a protected fragment
consistent with full exposure of both N and C domains on the outer microsornal surface
(lane 1). It is therefore unlikely that the charge status of residues immediately flanking the
H domain play any role in topology determination.
If oleosin topology is not directed by flanking charges, it may be governed by a
sequential alternation of hydrophobic segments i.e. H(N) goes NOut,which forces H(C)
into Gout. Alternatively, the orientation of individual hydrophobic segments may be strictly
independent of each other. In order to test these two possible models, the N domain was
manipulated to direct its localisation to the microsornal iumen. This was attempted by
addition of an N-terminal signal sequence from the berberine bridge enzyme (BBE) from
opium poppy (Facchini er al., 1996); the 82 residue portion used (B82) has a signal
sequence at its N-terminus, predicted to comprise 23 residues (D. Bird and P. Facchini,
unpublished results). This large fragment facilitated analysis of topology by virtue of both
its length and an N-linked glycosylation site at residue 42. The signal sequence. B82, was
capable of directing microsomal translocation of oleosin with concomitant glycosylation
and signal sequence cleavage, demonstrated by endoH treatment of integrated and nonintegrated constructs (data not shown).
As expected, the B82WTOLEO translation product is integrated into microsomes
(Figure 5.3, lane 2). Upon treatment with proteinase K, the full length band is reduced by
5 kDa, indicating probable exposure of the C domain. The smaller band of 8.6 kDa is
indicative of the H domain alone. It is probably caused by either leaky microsomes. which
would allow internal protease access, or by failure of the BS2 signal sequence to direct
translocation of the 882 and N domains for all translation products. By constructing a
truncated version lacking the C domain (B82WTOLEO:C-), it was possible to confirm that
the B82, N, and H domains are protected from proteinase K. B82WTOLEO:C- remains the
same size after protease treatment (lane 3). Therefore, the C domain must be exposed on
the outside surface of the microsome in B82WTOLEO. If the N domain is located in the
microsomal lumen, it follows that H(N) has now reversed its topology. Even so, it appears
that H(C) has maintained its normal orientation to support the C domain outside the
microsome. These results imply an independent determination of topology by H(C),
irrespective of preceding sequence and its orientation in the membrane.

Figure 5.3. Identification of oleosin topology determinants.
(A) A series of oleosin variants, as indicated above the lanes, were translated in the

presence of microsomes. One half of each sample was treated with proteinase K (PK)
before pelleting and analysis by SDS-PAGE.Arrows indicate major protected fragments.
for which calculated fragment sizes are shown below each lane (MW for PK- and MW 1-4
for PK+).Molecular weight markers are shown in kDa. Faint bands at 12 kDa are caused
by migration of globin from rabbit reticulocyte lysate.
(B) Deduced topology of the oleosin variants shown in (A). Charged regions are indicated.
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It was possible that this fixed topology was being controlled by the proline knot
motif, which is predicted to mediate a turn in the H domain structure. Therefore, the proline
knot motif was tested for its ability to affect topology by substituting the three prolines with
leucines in B82WTOLEO to create BIZPVOLEO. The remaining residues found in the
proline knot motif are hydrophobic residues, which are unlikely to possess any unusual,
constrained structure. B82PVOLEO displayed the same topology as B82WTOLEO (lane
4), indicating that the proline knot motif is unlikely to have a determining role in the final
topology.
Although TlOLEO demonstrated that charges following the H domain fail to affect
topology of the native oleosin, we tested the possibility that the combination of N domain
translocation and the T1 mutation would favour translocation of the C domain. The TI
variant of B82WTOLE0, B82TlOLE0, produced protected fragments similar to
B82WTOLEO (lane 5). This demonstrates that the topology of BBZWTOLEO is not
controlled by charges following the H domain.
Next, the possibility that intrinsic properties of H(C) control its orientation within
the membrane was investigated, as suggested by the OSS4GUS construct (Figure 5.2). If
H(N)possesses the topological flexibility demonstrated in B82WTOLEO. it follows that it
should be capable of adopting an externally governed topology when substituted into the
position occupied normally by H(C). This prediction was examined by the substitution of
H(N) into the H(C)position of TlOLEO to create T20LE0, therefore combining the T2
and T1 mutations. A variant with B82 was also constructed to assess the importance of
external topology determinants on the introduced H(N) segment. Surprisingly, 'POLE0
(Figure 5.3.lane 6) and B82T20LEO (lane 7) assumed the same topologies as their native
counterparts W L E O and B82WTOLE0, respectively. Transiation and membrane
integration was also of comparable efficiency. These results imply a fixed topology for the
C-terminal portion of the H domain, which is unresponsive to substantial alterations to the
sequence and to surrounding segments and motifs.
An additional set of H domain variants were constructed to assess H(C)
independently. In =OLEO the H(N) segment of TlOLEO was replaced by H(C).
B82T'OLEO was a version of TU)LEO with the N-terminal addition of B82 sequence.
The integration of T3OLEO (lane 8) and B82T30LEO (lane 9) into microsomal membranes
was similar to the native counterparts, WTOLEO and B82WTOLEO. The doublet of
protected fragments occurring for each conformation is probably due to a change in the
interaction of the C domain with phospholipids; we have previously shown that a portion
of the C domain in 'WTOLEO is protected (see Chapter 3). Therefore, H(C) is able to

operate as a targeting and topology determinant equivalent to H(N). However, the
hydrophobic portion preceding the proline knot motif appears to have no effect on H(C) in
its normal position, or on the location of the C domain. B82T40LEO is a version of
B82T3OLEO with the native sequence in the C domain. B82T40LEO possesses the same
topology as B82T30LE0,but with a simplified band pattern due to the removal of the T1
mutation in the C domain which restores the interaction of C domain with phospholipids
lane 10).
We have been able to define the topology of oleosin and many variants by analysing
microsomal fragments protected from external proteinase K. However, it has not been
possible so far to assess directly which portions of the oleosin are exposed to the
microsomal lumen. Therefore, we developed a technique to provide lumenal access of
proteinase K into microsomes. Microsomes were ruptured by treatment at pH 11, either
0.1MNa2C03(pH1 1.4) or 0.1M K-Bicine, pH1 1.0. Ruptured microsomes allow internal
contents to be extracted, and permit the introduction of proteinase K to the lumenal side.
Figure 5.4 shows that f3-lactamase is almost completely extracted after alkaline treatment,
and this served as the control for membrane rupture. However, neither of the oleosin
derivatives were extracted by the alkaline treatment. Subsequent neutralisation with 0.1M
PIPES pH6.5 ensures that proteinase K can function effectively, and probably reseals a
proportion of the vesicles. Using this procedure, proteinase K can access any portion of a
protein which is not membrane integrated, as demonstrated by B82WTOLEO:C. At pH7.5
a portion of B8ZWTOLEO:C- is reduced to a fragment of 6 kDa by protease treatment; this
represents the membrane-integrated H domain, and is probably caused by a small
proportion of non-sealed microsomes, or inefficiency of the B82 signal sequence. When
treated at pH 1 1, the full length band becomes completely degraded, leaving on1y the
protected fragment at 6 kDa. This confirms the lumenal location of the B82 and N domains
in B82WTOLEO:C-.
With this validation of the internal proteinase K technique, it was possible to
complete the analysis of W L E O topology. Previously we were unable to determine
whether any of the H domain was exposed to the microsomal lumen (Chapter 3). It is
important to observe that proteinase K protected fragments of W L E O were not affected
by lumenal proteinase K access (Figure 5.4), clearly demonstrating that the oleosin H
domain is not accessible to proteinase K on either surface of the membrane. The oleosin H
domain is therefore a fully membrane-integrated fragment.

Figure 5.4. Internal protease treatment locates the oleosin H domain in microsomal
membranes.
(A) fblactarnase, B82WOLEO:C-, and WrOLEO were translated in the presence of

microsomes and split into three samples. Peileted microsomes from each sample were
resuspended in buffer of pH 7.5 (85 m M K-Bicine pH 11.0,150 m M PIPES-CI pH 6.5;
7.9, pH 11 (100 m M K-Bicine pH 11.0; 1lB),or pH 11.4 (100 mM NazCO3; 11C). One
half of each sample was treated with proteinase K (PK) for 5 min before all the samples
were adjusted to pH 7.5 with 1 M PIPES-CI pH 6.5. Pelleted membranes were analysed
by SDS-PAGE.Molecular weight markers are shown in kDa.
(B) Deduced topology of fl-lactamase, 582WTOLEO:C-, and WTOLEO, according to
proteinase K (PK) accessibility. Charged regions are indicated.
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5.3 Discussion
To identify topology determinants, we have extensively reconstructed oleosin.
Synthesis of the data leads to the conclusion that the oleosin N domain is localised by
default to the outer face of the microsome, but can be translocated to the microsomal lumen
by addition of an N-terminal signal peptide. In contrast, the C domain is invariably
maintained outside the microsome. This topological inflexibility is a function of the extreme
length of the H domain.
The flexibility of N domain orientation is unsurprising given the lack of identifiable
targeting information. It is likely that the N domain is synthesised independently of the
microsome. Subsequent emergence of ER targeting information in the H domain then
causes the ribosome to interact with a translocon, via the SRP pathway. N domain

translocation occurs if a preceding signal peptide initiates translocation, indicating a lack of
significant topology preference.
The H domain is orientated such that the C domain always fails to translocate, even
though we have mutated the C domain to favour lumenal localisation, and demonstrated
that none of the H domain components have an intrinsic preference for such a topology.
The charge mutation of the C domain places eight negatively charged residues and only one
positively charged residue in the fifteen residue region flanking the H domain. This heavily
favours translocation, according to charge distribution rules (Geffen and Spiess, 1993).
Therefore, C domain localisation is almost certainly determined by the preceding H
domain. It is conceivable that C domain localisation is the result of membrane span
alternation within the native oleosin. Favourable insertion of the H domain may outweigh
the preferences imposed by charged residues. However, when the N domain is translocated
by addition of the N-terminal signal peptide, it would be possible to satisfy charge
preferences by complete inversion of the H domain. Inversion would place the H domain in
a conformation similar to its native state. Instead, the adoption of a membrane-straddled
topology eliminates the possibility that localisation of the C domain is caused by alternation
of membrane spans. The ability to create a membrane-straddled oleosin indicates that H(N)
has a flexible orientation. This is confirmed by the ability of H(N) to replace H(C).
Likewise, H(C) displays topological flexibility when placed in the H(N) position.
Combined with the unimportance of the P K M in topology determination, the individual
elements of the H domain have no intrinsic preference for external location of the C
domain. The implication arising from this logic is that the extreme length of the H domain
constrains C domain localisation.

Further support for topology restriction by the long hydrophobic span can be taken
from the oleosin segments fused to GUS.H(N) comprises 18 hydrophobic residues within
a total hydrophobic span of 30 residues; it favours a Ck,,,, topology, whether flanked by a
positively charged or neutral portion of N domain. This topology is also maintained when
the first hydrophobic segment is polarised by serines, leaving 14 hydrophobic residues.
The PKM-H(C) fusion yields a hydrophobic span comprising 31 hydrophobic residues
within a total span of 42 residues. When fused to GUS it directs a mostly C,,, topology.
preventing translocation of C-terminal GUS. A small proportion of the construct adopts a
CI,,
topology, demonstrating that the topology is not as tightly constrained as the full
length H domain. It is unlikely that the topology preference is directed by H(C), based on
its flexible behaviour in the H(N) position of oleosin.
These conclusions extend previous observations of native and polyleucine
hydrophobic spans (Wahlberg and Spiess. 1997), in which longer sequences of leucines
favoured an NI,,,,
topology. Orientation was found to depend on a combination of length,
total hydrophobicity, and flanking charges. However, these studies considered a single
membrane span of maximum 25 hydrophobic residues. Clearly, the oleosin H domain is
sufficiently long and hydrophobic that the localisation of its C-terminus is independent of
external factors. The closest equivalent to the H domain that could be found in the
literature, in terms of its hydrophobicity and membrane topology, was the signal peptidase
subunit SPC12 (Kalies and Hartmann, 1996). SPC 12 displays two hydrophilic domains
outside the microsome, anchored by a 'hydrophobic' sequence of 44 residues. However.
there are consecutive glutamate and glutamine residues central within this sequence, which
are likely to exist outside the microsomal membrane. Therefore, SPC is probably adopting
a conventional topology.
The vectorial nature of translocation imposes natural asymmetry on the orientation
of a nascent membrane span. When the N domain and then H(N) are moved into the
translocon, the H domain will have the appearance of a single membrane span. This may
allow for topological flexibility at the H(N) position, responsive to flanking sequence.
When the PKM and then H(C) are fed into the translocon, there may be significant size
constraints. Normally, the translocon responds to the nascent polypeptide chain both
directly and indirectly through the ribosome, to coordinate a precise sequence of opening
and closing of the cytosolic and lumenal gates (Hegde and Lingappa, 1997; Johnson,
1997). This generally results in the alternation of membrane spans, where each span is
flanked by both a cytosolic and a lumenal hydrophilic loop. The oleosin H domain
sequence may be sufficiently long and hydrophobic to disrupt this regulated sequence.

Constraints imposed by the H domain-transtocon interaction may limit the C domain to the
cytosolic face of the translocon, regardless of the location of the N domain.
The unique topological nature of the H domain may be expected to place unusual
demands on the ribosome-translocon complex. It is interesting to consider the interactions
taking place. Does oleosin pose significant strain on the translocation process? Would the
translocon be able to handle larger hydrophobic segments? How could oleosin be modified
to assume an inverted orientation, such that an H domain is flanked by two lumenal
domains? The investigation of these questions is likely to yield significant insight into the
dynamics of the translocon.
Oleosin topology may be critical for oil body biogenesis. The placement of oleosin
hydrophilic domains on the cytosolic ER surface can be expected to favour the cytosolic
budding of oil bodies. In contrast, apoB is translocated to the ER lumen for secretion of
lipoproteins primarily from liver cells (Yao and McLeod. 1994; Innerarity et al.. 1996).
ApoB possesses many short hydrophobic spans which facilitate interaction with the lipid
particle. However, no stretch of hydrophobicity exceeds 13 residues, and there are no
segments characteristic of membrane spans. The evidence presented here suggests that long
hydrophobic sequences are incapable of translocating across the ER membrane. and would
therefore be inadmissible in the apoB sequence.
In conclusion. we are able to make a general prediction that any hydrophobic span,
which is as long and hydrophobic as the oleosin H domain, is not able to support
translocation of a subsequent hydrophilic domain across the ER membrane. Reasonable
possibilities that this phenomenon is due to specific oleosin sequences have been
exhausted. However, new constructs of the same nature, but with completely different
sequence, will be required to verify the general applicability of this topology 'rule'.

CHAPTER 6. ROLE OF THE PROLINE KNOT MOTIF IN OLEOSIN OIL
BODY TARGETING

6.1 Introduction

The proline knot motif (PKM)is one of the most striking features of the oleosin
protein sequence, especially given its central location in the H domain and its universal
conservation of sequence among known oleosins. The conserved region includes seven
residues, of which three are proline, distributed over a thirteen-residue region (Lee et al,
1994). The prolines are predicted to mediate a turn which would facilitate the formation of
an antiparallel a-helix or f3- strand (discussed extensively in Chapter 1).
Oleosin processing and function can be divided into many discrete units, of which
one or more may require the PKM. First, oleosin must be translated in a state which can be
targeted to the ER membrane. ER targeting and topology information ensures correct
localisation. However, favourable interaction with TAG probably requires more than
simply a correct topology and localisation. Finally, the precise conformation of oleosin on
the oil body may be important for proper stabilisation.
The PKM has already been tested for influence on ER membrane targeting and
topology. It is clear that, in vitro, the PKM is not required for ER targeting or for topology
determination, although its length and hydrophobicity may contribute to either of these
processes. Therefore, the PV variant of oleosin can be expected to act normally in planta up
to the ER membrane stage. The likelihood of PKM function at a later, unknown step,
promises to provide valuable insights into oleosin stability or oil body biogenesis.
The PKM is likely to have the most direct effect on H domain structure, due to its
close proximity. A proline-mediated turn may radically effect the intramolecular interactions
between hydrophobic segments. Therefore, the PKM is most likely to affect the stability of
the H domain in different environments, in particular the phospholipid bilayer and TAG
globules. By studying proline knot variants in planta it may be possible to identify the role
of the PKM, and investigate whether a PKM-mediated structural change of the H domain
affects the movement between different subceliular locations.
The PKM was studied in planta using an oleosin-reporter fusion construct.
Previous in planta studies of oleosin targeting have used oleosin-GUS translational fusion
reporters to assess the importance of individual oleosin domains (van Rooijen and
Moloney, 1995). Oleosin-GUS lacking the central hydrophobic domain accumulated at
extremely low levels on oil bodies, while the N and C domains could be deleted with less
severe reductions in oil body accumulation, and high targeting efficiencies. This implies the
location of oil body targeting requirements in the H domain. Analysis of the PKM will
extend these targeting studies. Furthermore, more precise targeting information was
achieved by fractionation of transgenic Brussica embryos to isolate ER-derived

microsornes, as well as oil bodies and soluble components. The PKM was mutated as
described in chapter 3, in which all three proline residues were substituted by leucines. A
less severe variant was also created by substitution of the first proline alone.
6.2 Results

The proline knot motif is critical in vivo for oil body targeting of
oleosin -GUS
In order to investigate the role of the 'proline knot' in oil body targeting in vivo.
oleosin-GUS fusion constructs in Agrobacteriurn tumefaciens were introduced into both
Brassica cnrinatu and Arabidopsis. A proline knot variant (PVOLG)was compared to
WTOLG (native oleosin-GUS), already transformed into B. cariM~(~(Chaudhary et al.,
1998) and introduced into Arabidopsis.
Corresponding constructs in pBluescriptKS+ were used in holistic bombardment
for transient expression studies. Flax (Linum usitcltissimum) embryos at a mid6.2.1

cotyledonary stage were used primarily due to their high levels of oleosin-GUS expression,
but parallel experiments were also carried out in both soybean and B. napus embryos.
Seeds of stable transformants, or embryos, were homogenised and fractionated into pellet
(discarded) and primary supernatant (0s).This OS was then further fractionated into
supernatant (SN) and oil bodies (floating fat pad; OB). Figure 6.1 shows the GUS activity
which was normalised to protein content in seeds or luciferase activity (introduced by cobombardment) in embryos.
Transgenic B. carinata displayed GUS activity 88-fold higher for WTOLG relative
to PVOLG (Figure 6.1[A]), and an oil body targeting ratio of 61% compared to 20%
(Figure 6.5[B]), respectively. Similarly, transient expression in flax gave a 24-fold higher
GUS activity for WTOLG compared to PVOLG (Figure 6.1[C]) with a respective oil body
targeting of 70% compared to 174 (Figure 6.1[D]). Similar results were obtained in
transgenic Arabidopsis seeds and transient embryo expression in B. napus and soybean.
Clearly, substitution of the prolines has a striking effect on both total levels of
accumulation of oleosin, and oil body targeting efficiency. This effect is essentially the
same in both transient expression and stably transformed long term accumulation. It was
possible that the reduced expression levels were due to either reduced transcript levels or
the failure of GUS to maintain high activity as a fusion with the proline knot variant. To
test the first possibility, an RNA blot was performed on transgenic embryo RNA and is
shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.1. The proline knot variant of oleosin-GUS fails to target efficiently to oil bodies.

GUS activity normalised to protein content in transgenic seeds of B. c a r i ~ t a .
PVOLG is the proiine knot variant of oleosin-GUS from pA/O/PVOLG, and WTOLG is

(A) shows

the native oleosin-GUS from pA/O/WTOLG.
(B) shows the corresponding oil body targeting.
(C) shows GUS activity normalised to luciferase in flax embryo transient expression. GN
is a promoterless GUS construct used as a negative control.
(D) shows the corresponding oil body targeting efficiency. Error bars in (C) and (D)
represent the standard error of the mean of triplicate samples of ten cotyledons.
Standard error of the mean is indicated above each bar. Significant (P < 0.05)
differences in GUS activity were detected between WTOLG and PVOLG when stably or
transiently expressed. Significant differences (Tukey-Kramer test; P < 0.05) in oil body
targeting were detected between WTOLG and PVOLG in transient expression.
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Figure 6.2. Oleosin-GUS transcript is expressed at comparable levels in WTOLG and
PVOLG plants.
RNA blot analysis of transgenic B. carinata mid-cotyledonary embryos, using 10 pg total
RNA per lane and an Arabidopsis oleosin cDNA as a probe.
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The signal from endogenous oleosin mRNA was used to calculate the relative
abundance of oleosin-GUS transcript after scanning the autoradiographs. PVOLG
transcript was 1.5% of oleosin transcript in midtotyledonary embryos. and WTOLG was
a little higher at 2.8%. Similar values of 1.9% and 2.9%. respectively. were obtained with
RNA extracts from late cotyledonary immature zygotic embryos. Therefore, the greatly
reduced GUS activity in PVOLG transformants can not be accounted for by transcript
levels.
In order to investigate the possible inactivation of GUS in PVOLG protein, an
alternative measure of oleosin-GUS accumulation was performed using immunoblot
analysis of total seed protein. In Figure 6.3, it can be seen that wild type B. carinata
produced no detectable signals, whereas 8. napus GB5 plants (oleosin prornoter::GUS;
Plant et al, 1994) gave a strong reaction to GUS antibodies at the expected size of free
GUS (68 kDa). WTOLG generated the expected full length product at 86 kDa. PVOLG
failed to generate any detectable full length oleo-GUS (expected 86 kDa).This confirms
that the low GUS activity observed in PVOLG seeds is due to impaired protein
accumulation.
6.2.2 The proline knot motif inhibits association of oleosin with oil bodies
andlor its stability on oil bodies

If oil body targeting of the proline knot variant is unaffected up to and including ER
membrane integration, three major processes may be responsible for its poor integration
into oil bodies; the proline knot variant may be degraded more rapidly in the ER membrane,
oil body incorporation may be prevented, or protein may be rejected or degraded from the
oil bodies. To address these possibilities, B.carinata mid-cotyledonary transgenic embryos
were analysed by assaying GUS activity in oil body, microsome, and soluble fractions.
Microsomes were isolated by centrifuging the initial supernatant fraction over a 0.5 M
sucrose cushion to yield a microsomal pellet (MS) and a cleared supernatant (SN-). Oil
bodies were washed to yield a second supernatant (SN+). Recovery of GUS activity
ranged from 64% to 96%, except GB5 embryos which yielded only 25% and 29%. The
lack of efficient recovery was investigated by extending the assays to include the
supematant/sucrose cushion interface (IF) and the remaining sucrose cushion (SC). By
including these fractions, GUS activity recovery was increased to 78% and 92%. Activity
in IF accounted for 42% and 49% of OS and activity in SC accounted for 35% and 42% of
0s.

Figure 6.3. Low GUS activity for PVOLG transformants is due to low protein
accumulation.
Immunoblot of GUS polyclonal antibody against total seed protein extracts of B. carinata
and B. napus transgenic seeds. PVOLG is the proline knot variant of oleosin-GUS in
B. carinara from transformation with pA/O/PVOLG. WTOLG is the native oleosin-G US in
B. carinata from transformation with pA/O/WTOLG, and GB5 is non-targeted GUS in B .
napus.

Consistent with other data presented here, Figure 6.4 shows that GUS activity in
WTOLG embryos was mostly located in the oil bodies (mean 62%). but little GUS activity
(mean 2%) was located in the oil bodies of PVOLG embryos. However, significant and
comparable levels of GUS activity could be detected in the microsome fractioils of both
WTOLG and PVOLG. This GUS localisation is not likely to be due to nonspecific
association as the rnicrosomal activity of non-targeted GUS (ntGUS) in GB5 embryos is
considerably lower. Clearly, oleosin-GUS in proline variant form accumulates normally or
possibly at elevated levels in ER, but fails to subsequently accumulate in oil bodies.
The activity detected in the SN+ of GI35 is due mostly to components in the
uncleared supernatant, of which a significant proportion remains in the unwashed oil body
fraction (approximately 20%). and which can be removed by the subsequent high speed
centrifugation. However this is not a sufficient explanation to account for the SN+ GUS
activity in WTOLG and PVOLG embryos. It is possible that some membrane elements
containing oleo-GUS are associated with the fat pad in the initial oil body fraction. These
fractions could be released by the detergent (0.1% Triton X-100. 0.1% sarkosyl) in the
SN+ washes. It is possible that some oil body-associated oleo-GUS may be extracted from
WTOLG by these washes.
If the oil body fraction is compared between poorly or non-targeted samples.
similar apparent targeting efficiencies can be observed; PVOLG (2.3%) is similar to
endogenous GUS-like activity in the wild type (3.5%), and non-targeted GUS in GB5
( 1.I %). This suggests that the observed GUS activity in oil bodies of PVOLG embryos is
purely a non-specific association.

Figure 6.4. Fractionation of GUS activity in transgenic B. carinaia mid-cotyledonary
embryos expressing oleosin-GUS.
PVOLG is the proline knot variant from pA/O/PVOLG, WTOLG is the native form from
pA/O/WTOLG, and GB5 is free GUS (transgenic B. napus). The cleared hornogenate (0s)
was fractionated into oil bodies (OB), microsomes (MS), and supernatant (SN- is cleared
by 93 000 g spin; SN+ is uncleared). White circles (top of) represent the repeat values (no
repeat for wild type), and the line at 1000 pmolMUfh marks a discontinuity in the graph.

Fraction

6.2.3 A single proline substitution causes a partial defect in oleosin-G US
targeting
The triple proline substitution causes a severe or complete loss of oil body
targeting. It is useful to ask whether this effect requires the substitution of all three
prolines, or whether it could be a single proline that is completely responsible for the
targeting defect. Therefore. the first proline in the PKM was substituted for a leucine, and
tested in planta as an oleosin-GUS fusion. In PZOLG,the mutated oleosin-GUS fusion is
transcriptionally regulated by the tandem 35s promoter (Ca2). The Cat promoter is
roughly equivalent to the oleosin promoter in embryos, demonstrated by CIWTOLG - a
version of O/WTOLG with the oleosin promoter replaced by Ca2, and the cDNA version of
oleosin lacking an intron. In these experiments comparable constructs were used as
controls for C/PZOLG i.e. CIWTOLG for a positive control and CPVOLG (CJWTOLG
with the triple proline substitution) for a negative control.
Figure 6.5 shows that, in flax embryos, transiently expressed PZOLG accumulates
and targets to oil bodies more poorly than WTOLG. However, P2OLG still accumulates
and targets more efficiently than PVOLG.Therefore, the first proline of the P K M must be
important for oil body targeting, but at least one of the other prolines also plays a role.

6.3 Discussion
Transient expression and stable expression of oleosin-GUS clearly show that the
targeting of the proline knot variant to the oil body is significantly impaired. The failure of
immunoblotting to detect any full length oleosin-GUS protein for the proline knot variant in
the embryo extracts confirms that the low GUS activity observed is due to poor protein
accumulation. The proline knot variant essentially yields the same low expression and
inefficient targeting as previously seen with the complete hydrophobic domain deletion (van
Rooijen and Moloney, 1995). This confirms the absolute dependence of proline-induced
structure in the hydrophobic domain for accumulation on oil bodies, and implies inherent
instability of the proline knot variant, presumably due to its inability to accumulate on oil
bodies. It is possible that PVOLG protein fails to target to oil bodies because of the large
GUS portion. However, WTOLG is highly stable on oil bodies, as demonstrated by its
resistance to repeated washes (Figure 6.4). Any possible effects of the GUS portion are
more likely to be an enhancement of the mutation's real effect.

Figure 6.5. A single proline substitution exhibits a partial deficiency in oil body targeting.
Transient expression of oleosin-GUS constructs in flax embryos. All constructs are
transcriptionally regulated by the Ca2 promotec WTOLG is the native form of oleosin from
pC/WTOLG, PZOLG is mutated by a singe proline substitution from pC/P20LG, and
PVOLG is mutated by a triple proline substitution from pC/PVOLG.
(A) Total GUS activity normalised to WTOLG.
(8)
Oil body targeting efficiency.
Vaiues represent the mean of duplicate samples. This experiment was repeated with
similar results.
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From the fractionation of embryos expressing Oleosin-GUS and GUS transgenes,
it is clear that Oleosin-GUS protein accumulates in the microsomal fraction at a comparable
(steady state) level for both PVOLG and WTOLG.This is consistent with the in vitro data
(Chapter 3), supporting the conclusion that PVOLG protein is translocated into the ER
membrane efficiently and with the correct topology. This also suggests that there is no
significant change in translation efficiency due to codon alterations. Because PVOLG
protein accumulates extremely poorly, if at all, in oil body fractions the deficiency of
PVOLG in targeting is due either to oil body incorporation or its stability on oil bodies.
Differences in association of PVOLG with oil bodies can be accounted for by the different
wash procedures used. With the buffer lacking detergents (Figure 6.4),oil body targeting is
apparently 53%, which is reduced to 2% after three washes with Triton X-100 and
sarkosyl. An intermediate value of 17% is obtained when the initial homogenisation is
performed with detergent buffer (Figure 6.1).
High levels of PVOLG association with oil bodies can be accounted for by ER
contamination of oil bodies. Fractionated B. napus embryos contain significantly more ER
enzymatic marker in the oil bodies than in the microsomal pellet. as determined by
cytochrorne c reductase (antimycin A-resistant) assays (data not shown). This trapping of
ER-derived membrane could account for the PVOLG found in oil bodies. It also explains
the ease by which it is washed away with low concentrations of detergent.
Because the PVOLG protein is capable of incorporating stably into a phospholipid
bilayer, it seems unlikely that it would be intrinsically unstable in oil bodies. In support of
this, it is found that additional washes of oil bodies containing PVOLG,with nondetergent
buffer. do not remove GUS activity (data not shown). This is also true when the buffer
contains 0.5 M NaCI. In vivo conditions are therefore unlikely to destabilise oil bodyincorporated PVOLG. The low levels of oil body accumulation therefore indicate it is likely
that the proline knot motif is required for oil body packaging. Two distinct possibilities can
be suggested to account for the such a requirement. One possibility is that the proline knot
may introduce a strain into the central domain or phospholipid bilayer, which is relieved
upon transition from a phospholipid bilayer to a phospholipid monolayer/TAG core. This
thermodynamic drive could provide a bias for oil body incorporation versus ER membrane
accumulation. Another possibility is that specific factors depend upon presence of the
proline knot motif in order to coordinate oil body formation.
The nearest comparable mechanisms that might explain this latter possibility can be
observed in the coordination of apolipoprotein with TAG to produce lipoproteins. It has
been shown that apolipoprotein B has a tight physical interaction with the microsomal

triglyceride transfer protein (MTP; Pate1 and Grundy, 1996) and is essential for the first
step of lipoprotein formation (Gordon et al, 1996). A similar factor@) might exist in plant
embryos to coordinate oil body formation. If these or other factors exist. their interaction
may require specific structural motifs in the oleosin. Therefore. the further analysis of this
variant and others may be useful in understanding the processes and components involved
in oleosin/TAG coordination. One reason for instability of the proline-knot variant may be
its inability to form a heterodimer with an endogenous oleosin isoform. Such a possibility
was highlighted by Lee et a1 (1995).
Partial loss of targeting for the single proline substitution suggests that at least two.
and likely all three prolines, are responsible for ensuring proper targeting of oleosin to the
oil body. This partial effect also suggests that the proline knot is not a tightly defined
recognition motit rather its structure is involved in a more general physical interaction.
Therefore, some support is provided for the thermodynamic drive model of oil body
integration. The rigidity imposed by two prolines is possibly sufficient to favour transition
into TAG, but by a lesser degree than three prolines. It is also likely that other highly
conserved residues within the proline knot motif play a critical role in oil body targeting.
The range of possible mutations is large, and is unlikely to yield a significant increase in
our understanding of how the proline knot motif functions. However, future studies to
characterise the dynamics and interactions of the proline knot motif will benefit from the
availability of both partial and complete targeting deficiencies. Therefore. P2 and PV
mutations of oleosin should become valuable tools in future studies.
In conclusion, the universally consented proline knot is not required for ER
membrane integration but is an essential feature for subsequent oil body targeting. In the
absence of efficient oil body targeting, oleosin is not able to accumulate to high levels in
seed cells.

CHAPTER 7. REQUIREMENTS FOR OLEOSIN INSERTION INTO OIL
BODIES

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, the requirements for ER insertion of oleosin are described. and in
Chapter 5, the major determinants of topology are identified. These are fundamental
precursors of oil body biogenesis. A central remaining question is the pathway and
mechanism by which oleosins make the transition from the ER membrane to oil bodies.
Oleosin-GUS fusions were previously shown to require the H domain. but not the
N or C domains. for oil body targeting in planta (van Rooijen and Moloney. 1995). In this
thesis it has also been shown that the proiine knot motif is necessary for the ER to oil body
transition (Chapter 6). Therefore, the data suggest that the H domain is the key element
within the oleosin for determination of oil body targeting. Unfortunately. there is little
structural knowledge about the H domain. The most reliable experimental analysis suggests
that it consists mostly of a-helix (Lacey et al., 1998). It was hypothesised in chapter 6 that
the proline knot motif causes a strain in the H domain, which can be relieved upon
transition into the oil body. It is also likely that the large hydrophobic arms (30 residues
each) flanking the proline knot motif play a role in oil body insertion, either by virtue of
their length or structural properties.
Although the N and C domains appear not to play a direct role in oil body targeting.
their topology may be important for facilitation of oil body targeting. In the native oleosin
the N and C domains exist on the cytosolic face of the ER (Chapter 3). This topology may
be critical to allow their eventual localisation on the cytosolic face of the oil body. If these
hydrophilic domains were localised in the ER lumen they would then need to cross a
phospholipid bilayer, according to the model of oil body biogenesis presented in Chapter 1.
This is thermodynamically unfavourable. It is also possible that either the N or C domain
may interact with other oleosins or each other to promote oil body targeting. The domain
deletions of oleosin-GUS (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995) involved deletions of
individual domains, but not two at the same time. Therefore it is possible that the H domain
alone is a necessary, but not sufficient determinant of oil body targeting.
In this study, the requirements of the H domain for oil body targeting were
investigated in three different ways. Firstly, the H domain was expressed individually as a
GUS fusion to examine minimal requirements for oil body targeting. Secondly, the role of
oleosin topology was examined by applying the ER topology information in Chapter 5 to
manipulate the topology of GUS fusions. The ability of these topology variants to target to
oil bodies was then tested in planta. Finally, the sequence requirements of the H domain for
oil body targeting were investigated. By using the H domain variants generated in chapter

5, it was possible to examine sequence requirements of the H domain independently of
topology.
7.2 Results

7.2.1 The oleosin

H

domain is insufficient for oil body targeting

Previous experiments studying oleosin-GUS fusions have shown that oleosin
requires the H domain for oil body targeting (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995). In
addition, either the N or C domains can be deleted with substantial retention of oil body
targeting. Therefore. we chose to investigate whether the H domain alone was capable of
targeting a fusion with GUS reporter to the oil bodies. HOLG was constructed by fusion of
the oleosin segment in HOLEO,including the H domain and the preceding charged region
of seven residues (see chapter 4), to the N-terminus of GUS. Expression was
transcriptionally regulated by the tandem 35s promoter.
Figure 7.1(A) shows HOLG expressed transiently in flax embryos. GUS activity
accumulates to high levels, yet only 0.8% is associated with oil bodies which is less than
the proportion of non-targeted GUS (ntGUS; 1.0%). Surprisingly, there is also no
significant accumulation in the rnicrosomal fraction, when compared to non-targeted GUS.
HOLEO is the addition of the 0SS3 and 0SS4 fragments. It was shown in chapter 4 that
OSS3G accumulates in the microsomal fraction, but that OSS4G does not. Therefore, it
appears that the addition of 0SS4 to 0SS3 prevents microsomal accumulation.
The failure to accumulate in microsomes was a possible explanation for the lack of
oil body targeting. Therefore, we investigated the targeting of HOLG by translation with
microsomes. Figure 7.1(B) shows that HOLG can be translated as a full length product
which is not associated with microsomes. However, the polypeptide targeted to
microsomes is mostly in a truncated form of 6kDa. This fragment is resistant to proteinase
K, indicating that it has become integrated into the membrane. The fragment is probably the
H domain, produced by termination of the translation process. The results suggest that
translation is able to proceed when not associated with the membrane, but that some aspect
of the translocation process prevents the transition of translation from the C-terminus of the
H domain to the N-terminus of GUS.

Figure 7.1. The oleosin H domain is insufficient for oil body targeting.
(A) Flax embryos were used for transient expression of ntGUS or

HOLG,with duplicate

samples. Each sample was fractionated into oil bodies. microsomes, and supernatant. and
then assayed for GUS activity. Total GUS activity is displayed as a percentage of ntGUS,
and microsomal and oil body activities are calculated as a percentage of total activity for
each construct. The data is representative of similar experiments using canola suspension
cells and canola embryos.
(B) In vitro translation of HOLG,WTOLG, and BWT0L:C-:G in the presence of canine
pancreatic microsomes. The products were fractionated into supernatant and pellet. and
samples were treated with proteinase K (PK) where indicated. Polypeptide fragments were
analysed by SDS-PAGE using 16% polyacrylamide gels. Molecular weight markers are
indicated in kDa.
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Although we did not observe a specific truncation problem with PVOLG in Chapter
3, it was also difficult to detect significant full length product. To understand the behaviour
of HOLG it was useful to compare it to native oleosin fused to GUS.Therefore, we created
a version of WTOLG suitable for in vitro translation. Figure 7.1(8) shows that WTOLG
yields significant full length product without any prominent truncation fragments. Most of
the polypeptides are associated with the microsomal fraction, and become reduced to a
single protected fragment of expected size (8.6 kDa). This demonstrates that an oleosinGUS fusion can be synthesised in vitro and that it targets to microsomes with similar
efficiency and the same topology as the oleosin alone.
To examine whether the termination of translation is a general phenomenon of the H
domain-GUS fusion, we assembled a construct in which the H domain-GUS fusion is the
same but which has a different N-terminus. BWT0L:C-:G comprises an N-terminus of
B82 (including an N-terminal signal peptide. see Chapter 5) and N domain which should
become translocated to the microsomal lumen, and then an H domain-GUS fusion identical
to that in HOLG.Figure 7.1(B) shows that BWT0L:C-:G acts in a comparable manner to
HOLG; full length product is observed in the supernatant fraction, but polypeptide
associated with the microsomes is truncated. Proteinase K treatment confirms that the Nterminus is translocated into the microsomal lumen. The implication from these results is
that a direct linkage of the H domain to GUS disrupts the translation process. but only in
association with translocation. The lack of microsomal and oil body targeting in planta is
probably a result of this inability to translocate the HOLG fusion.

7.2.2 A membrane-straddled topology of oleosin targets inefficiently

to oil

bodies

We demonstrated that oleosin possesses a unique topology on the ER membrane. in
which the membrane-integrated H domain is flanked by two hydrophilic domains on the
cytosolic surface. These experiments attempted to determine the relationship be tween
oleosin ER topology and the ability to target to oil bodies. The first construct to be tested
was one which would straddle the ER membrane: BWTOLG comprises the native oleosin
with the B82 leader sequence, C-terminal GUS, and transcriptionally regulated by the Ca2
promoter. BWTOLG is expected to occupy a topology in which the N terminus is in the ER
lumen and the GUS is placed in the cytosol, thereby straddling the ER membrane. Figure
7.2 shows that when BWTOLG is expressed transiently in canola suspension cells. it is
more poorly accumulated compared to WTOLG (10%), yet its targeting characteristics
remain comparable. in fact, no significant amount of BWTOLG is found outside the
microsome and oil body fractions. It appears that BWTOLG accumulates in the microsomal
fraction, but fails to make the transition into oil bodies efficiently. The low levels of oil
body accumulation show that some oil body targeting is still possible. However. it is
possible that the series of signal sequences in the oleosin allows for some inconsistency of
topology. If the B82 signal sequence evades detection, BWTOLG would be expected to
insert with a topology resembling native oleosin. This mechanism could produce a fraction
of molecules with normal oil body targeting characteristics. The TI variant of BWTOLG,
named BT1OLG, is expected to occupy the same topology. Its accumulation and targeting
characteristics closely resemble BWTOLG (Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2. Membrane-straddled oleosin-GUS targets inefficiently to oil bodies.
Canola suspension cells were used for transient expression of WTOLG. BWTOLG. or
BTIOLG, with duplicate samples. Each sample was fractionated into oil bodies.
microsomes, and supernatant, and then assayed for GUS activity. Total GUS activity is
displayed as a percentage of WTOLG,and microsornal and oil body activities are calculated
as a percentage of total activity for each construct. This experiment is representative of at
least three similar experiments for each construct.

7.2.3 Inverted oleosin targets inefficiently to oil bodies
The straddled form of oleosin is a partial alteration of the oleosin topology.
Therefore, we designed an oleosin construct which would facilitate a complete inversion of
topology. Due to the constrained nature of the H domain and the following sequence
(Chapter 5), it was clear that the C domain could not be inverted without significant
variation of the H domain. Therefore. the C domain was deleted and any necessary
sequences added to the N-terminus. This meant using the GUS reporter as an N-terminal
fusion, the viability of which had not been previously tested. Two constructs were
assembled; GWT0L:C- comprises GUS fused to the N-terminus of WTOLE0:C- (Chapter
3) by a factor Xa (FXa) cleavage site, while BGWT0L:C- has a further N-terminal addition
of the minimal BBE signal sequence (825; first 25 residues). Both constructs were
transcriptionally regulated by the Ca2 promoter for expression in planta. or lacking the Ca2
promoter for in vitro transcription and translation.
First, GWT0L:C- and BGWTOLC- were tested by translation in vitro for
microsomal targeting and topology. Figure 7.3(A) shows that both GUS-oleo constructs
target efficiently to rnicrosomes, with most of the protein existing in the microsome
fractions. Treatment with proteinase K demonstrates that GWT0L:C- is reduced to a small
protected fragment of 6 kDa, while BGWT0L:C- is essentially resistant to protease
degradation. Therefore, the GUS is located as expected; outside the microsome for
GWT0L:C- and inside the microsomal lumen for BGWT0L:C-.
Figure 7.3(B) shows that inverted oleosin, BGWT0L:C-, accumulates poorly
when transiently expressed in canola suspension cells. Although overall accumulation is
poor, BGWT0L:C- does target to both microsomal (45%) and oil body (54%) fractions.
This is likely to represent true integration, as the oil bodies are washed in buffer containing
detergents (see 6.3 for an extensive discussion of oil body washing). GWT0L:C- acts as a
control to demonstrate that GUS-oleosin is capable of targeting at a similar efficiency
compared to oleosin-GUS. Therefore, BGWT0L:C- accumulates in microsomes but is
impaired in its ability to make the transition to oil bodies. As in the experiments with
BWTOLG, it is not possible to determine the process by which BGWT0L:C- becomes
associated with oil bodies. Any product in which the 825 signal sequence is not recognised
may assume a topology identical with GWT0L:C-, and thereby target to oil bodies by a
conventional route.

Figure 7.3. Inverted oleosin-GUS targets inefficiently to oil bodies.
(A) In vitro translation of GWT0L:C- and BGWT0L:C- in the presence of canine

pancreatic microsomes. The products were fractionated into supernatant and pellet. and
samples were treated with proteinase K (PK) where indicated. Polypeptide fragments were
analysed by SDS-PAGEusing 16% polyacrylamide gels.
(B) Canola suspension cells were used for transient expression of WTOLG,GWT0L:C-,
or BGWT0L:C-, with duplicate samples. Each sample was fractionated into oil bodies,
microsomes, and supernatant, and then assayed for GUS activity. Total GUS activity is
displayed as a percentage of WTOLG,and microsomal and oil body activities are calculated
as a percentage of total activity for each construct. This experiment is representative of at
least two experiments for each construct.
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7 . 2 4 The oleosin H domain can be reconstructed to retain oil b o d y
targeting
The oleosin H domain has been shown to be necessary for both ER targeting
(Chapter 4) and for oil body targeting (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995). At a finer levei,
the we have shown that the P K M is essential for oil body targeting without affecting ER
accumulation. We have also shown that the length of the H domain plays a critical role in
determining the topology of oleosin (Chapter 5). Even portions of H domain capable of
directing ER insertion are not sufficient to direct oil body targeting (OSS3G and OSS4G:
Chapter 4). Therefore. we were interested in determining which features of the H domain,
outside the conserved proline knot motif. are important for oil body targeting.
The T2 and T3 mutations of oleosin (Chapter 5) provided the most useful material
to initiate dissection of the H domain. T2OLEO replaces H(C) with a second copy of the
H(N) segment, thereby leaving the overall length of the H domain and the PKM
unaffected. Similarly, T30LEO replaces the H(N) segment with a second copy of the H(C)
segment. Importantly, both 'l20LEO and T3OLEO are able to target efficiently to
microsomes, and adopt the same topology as that displayed by WTOLEO.This meant that
we were able to investigate sequence requirements for oil body targeting, independenrly of
ER targeting and topology considerations, assuming that these constructs behave in planta
as they do in vitro. TZOLEO and T3OLEO were substituted into the position occupied by
WTOLEO in the oleosin-GUS fusion WTOLG.

Figure 7.4 shows that, when transiently expressed in flax embryos, T20LG is able
to accumulate in both ER and oil bodies, although at significantly reduced levels compared
to WTOLG.Therefore, the H(C) element is clearly not essential for oil body targeting.
although the native combination of H(N) and H(C) is more efficient for oil body targeting
than the repeated H(N) segment. T30LG is also able to accumulate in both ER and oil
bodies. again at reduced levels compared to WTOLG and also at reduced levels compared
to T2OLG. This implies that the H(N) element is not essential for oil body targeting, even
though the native combination of H(N) and H(C) is more efficient for oil body targeting
than the repeated H(C) segment. Overall, it appears that H(N) and H(C) bear sufficient
similarity that they are able to substitute for each other in the oleosin H domain. The
targeting inefficiencies of the T20LG and T30LG may be due to specialisation of targeting
function between H(N) and H(C),or to suboptimal choice of construction splice sites; the
latter possibility could possibly be overcome by leaving small linkers between the P K M
and the introduced segment. Both T20LG and n O L G accumulate a higher proportion of
GUS activity in the microsomes but a lower proportion of activity in the oil bodies,
compared to WTOLG.These results suggest that both H domain variants are less able than
the native oleosin to make the transition from ER to oil bodies, although there is also an
impairment of ER accumulation in absolute terms. This impairment could be due to any of
the processes occurring from transcription through to membrane insertion and ER
degradation.
It remained a possibility that the reduced level of accumulation and/or targeting
resulted from topology alterations not detected in microsomes in vitro. Therefore, a variant
of T20LEO was constructed with the addition of the B82 signal sequence, termed
BT2OLG. Figure 7.5 shows that BT2OLG accumulates at lower levels than T20LG,
comparable to the difference between BWT'OLG and WTOLG.Therefore. it is likely that
the in planta topology of T20LG is the same as WTOLG,as the topology manipulation has
a similar result for both.

Figure 7.4. Reconstructed oleosin H domains retain oil body targeting.
flax embryos were used for transient expression of

WTOLG,TZOLG. or T3OLG, with

triplicate samples, or two sets of triplicate samples for T3OLG. Each sample was
fractionated into oil bodies, microsomes, and supernatant. and then assayed for GUS
activity. Total GUS activity is displayed as a percentage of WTOLG,and microsoma1 and
oil body activities are calculated as a percentage of total activity for each construct. Standard
error bars are indicated above each bar. Comparison of means shows that both T20LG and
T30LG are expressed at significantly lower levels (Tukey-Kramer test: P < 0.05) than
WTOLG,and that the proportion associated with oil bodies is significantly lower (TukeyKramer test; P < 0.05) for n O L G than WTOLG or T3OLG.

Figure 7.5. TZOLG appears to assume the same topology in planta as in vitro.
Flax embryos were used for transient expression of T2OLG or BT20LG. with duplicate
samples. Each sample was fractionated into oil bodies. microsomes, and supernatant, and
then assayed for GUS activity. Total GUS activity is displayed as a percentage of GUS,
and microsomal and oil body activities are calculated as a percentage of total activity for
each construct. This experiment is representative of at least two similar experiments for
each construct.

7.3 Discussion
The targeting characteristics of HOLG clearly show that it does not accumulate in
microsomes or oil bodies in planta. The failure to produce a full length product in vitro in
association with microsomes indicates that the problems are likely at the translocation stage.
It is clear that translation of HOLG is possible when it is not associated with the membrane,
excluding any possible problem with the transcript. The truncation event also appears to
occur for all membrane-associated HOLG polypeptides. and at a specific point in the
translation process. The similar behaviour of the BWT0L:C-:G construct provides further
evidence for a specific truncation process. WTOLG, which includes the C domain between
the H and C domains, is able to integrate normally into microsomes. thus suggesting that
the direct fusion between H domain and GUS found in HOLG results in a sequence which
is not able to interact efficiently with the translocon. Perhaps the H domain causes a strain
in the translocon which is increased further by an unsuitable C domain. If there are specific
sequences in the C domain which facilitate membrane-associated translation. it can be
expected that any construct lacking the C domain will fail to become translated beyond the
H domain. However, an oleosin-GUS fusion lacking the C domain was shown to
accumulate in oil bodies in planta (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995). The only differences
between this construct, OBPGUSD, and HOLG, are that OBPGUSD still retains the N
domain and it also includes a small linker (thrombin cleavage site; see primer GVROl in
Table 2.2) between the H domain and GUS.The N domain is not likely to be a significant
difference, from the results provided by BWT0L:C-:G. Therefore the linker is the most

probable reason for alleviation of targeting problems. However, it is difficult to identify
any obvious differences in residue composition between the linker and the N-terminus of
GUS,which is next to the H domain in HOLG.The TI mutation modifies the C domain at
its junction with the H domain, yet does not cause truncation after the H domain.
Therefore, a specific sequence requirement at this position appears to be unlikely. It might
be predicted that OSS4G would experience the same truncation event, as it also contains a
direct fusion beween the H domain and GUS (Chapter 4). When the OSS4G translation
products are scrutinised, it is possible to discern faint bands at around 5 kDa (Figure
5.2[A], lane 2). Although the truncation effect is not as marked as in HOLG, there is a
clear indication that some truncation is occurring after the H domain, for membraneassociated OSS4G. There is no evidence for a similar event in OSS3G (lane 1). Overall, it
appears that the truncation event is caused by the combination of a specific sequence fusion
between the H domain and following sequence. It appears to be dependent upon the strain
on the translocon induced by longer segments of H domain.

Oleosin normally assumes an ER topology in which both N and C domains are
exposed to the cytosol. Although we have shown that the H domain is unable to cause
translocation of the C domain to the ER lumen, it is clear that alternative membrane
topologies can be generated. The straddled topology, in which the N-terminus is
translocated to the microsomal lumen, would be expected to be hindered in its ability to
integrate into oil bodies. If oil bodies form by budding from the ER membrane, a
membrane-straddled oleosin must move the N domain and any preceding sequence across
the phospholipid bilayer. Due to the energetic difficulty of passing hydrophilic polypeptide
through a hydrophobic environment, this process is normally catalysed by the translocon
during both translocation and retrotranslocation across the ER membrane (Brodsky and
McCracken, 1997). These predictions are supported by the poor accumulation of
membrane-straddled oleosin in oil bodies. and by the high proportion associated with the
microsomal fraction. Presumably, ER targeting is occurring with reasonable efficiency, but
the difficulty of further targeting causes an accumulation in ER membrane. As the oleosinGUS fusion is a large foreign protein, it is likely to be identified for degradation by the
ubiquitin-proteasome pathway (Yeung et al., 1996; Baurneister et al.. 1998: Mayer et al.,
1998), thereby preventing normal accumulation of oleosin-GUS.
Nevertheless, some membrane-straddled oleosin is detected in the oil body fraction.
It is possible to account for this fraction if a small proportion of the polypeptides fail to
become ER targeted by their N-terminal signal peptide, but are then recognised by the H
domain. This could result in a topology essentially identical to the native oleosin. with both
hydrophilic tails in the cytosol, and therefore allow for efficient oil body targeting. It may
be possible to determine whether the low level of oil body targeting is due to a population
of mixed topology by examining signal sequence cleavage or the glycosylation status of the
B82 leader in BWTOLG.If the N-terminus has entered the ER lumen, it should become
cleaved at residue 23 and glycosylated at the asparagine at residue 42. The generation of
transgenic plants for membrane-straddled oleosin-GUS will facilitate this type of analysis.
Although BGWTOLC- does not support a C domain in the ER lumen. it does exist
completely within the ER membrane and ER lumen. Therefore BGWT0L:C- can be
considered to be inverted relative to WTOLG.This inverted form of GUS-oleosin is similar
to apoB, which also becomes fully translocated to the ER membrane and lumen, facilitating
its combination with PL and TAG to form lumenal lipoproteins (Yao and McLeod, 1994;
lnnerarity et al., 1996). Clearly, the inverted GUS-oleosin is only targeted poorly to oil
bodies. However, like the straddled form of oleosin-GUS, there is at least some oil body
accumulation. Again, this may be due to a small proportion of GUS-oleosin polypeptides

with non-translocated N-termini. It is also possible to consider the formation of oil particles
within the ER lumen, analogous to the formation of lipoproteins by apoB. To test these
possibilities it will become necessary to develop more defined fractionation procedures or
perform electron microscopy of transgenic embryos.
The ability of oleosin to target to oil bodies is highly sensitive to variation in its ER
topology. From the variety of GUS-oleosin and oleosin-GUS constructs tested in these
experiments. and also truncated oleosin-GUS (van Rooijen and Moloney, 1995), oleosin is
capable of tolerating considerable variation within its N and C domains. However, when a
variation affects the oleosin ER topology it causes a dramatic reduction in oil body
targeting. This provides significant evidence to support the model in which oleosin targets
to oil bodies via the ER. Further, there is also support for the model in which oleosin buds
from the ER membrane with nascent oil bodies, the mechanics of which depend heavily on
the topology of oleosin.
Although the rearranged H domains in T20LG and T30LG do not target to oil
bodies as efficiently as WTOLG, it is clear that the H(N) and H(C) sequences are not strict
requirements for oil body targeting. Furthermore, the proline knot motif was shown to be
essential for oil body targeting (Chapter 6), even though it appears to be targeted to the ER
membrane in planta (Chapter 61, and with the correct topology (Chapter 3). Taken together
these findings imply that, although oleosin ER topology is critical for the ER to oil body
transition, there are also sequence and/or structural requirements. The rearrangements in
T20LG and T3OLG are substantial, yet do not abolish oil body targeting. The implication
is that the H domain sequences outside the proline knot motif are not highly specific. but do
play some role in facilitating the transition to oil bodies. The increased ratios of GUS
activity of microsomes to oil bodies for ?ZOLG and T30LG, compared to WTOLG,
suggest that both H(N) and H(C) play a role in the ER to oil body transition. The
combination of the two elements optimises this targeting step, probably through a structural
interaction. It is also possible that they are each specialised for facilitating different steps in
the transition, but that ail of the necessary functions are retained within each segment.
Alternatively, the function of H(N) and H(C) may simply be to reside in hydrophobic
environments, and that the overall hydrophobicity of the H domain is optimised for the ER
to oil body transition. H(C) contains a larger proportion of hydrophobic residues than
H(N), thereby allowing the H domain to become less hydrophobic in T2OLG and more
hydrophobic in T3OLG.
General structural properties of the H(N)and H(C) segments may be similar to one
another, even though the actual sequences are quite divergent. For example, the H domain

appears to form mostly a-helix (Lacey et al., 1999); H(N) and H(C) may interact with one
another in an antiparallel a-helical structure, in which the interacting faces of the helices are
similar to one another. There are regularly spaced polar residues in both H(N) and H(C),
which could potentially interact to stabilise an association of these two segments in a
hydrophobic environment, if they were aligned on opposing faces of the helices. If this
interaction required the freedom of structure made possible by the TAG core of the oil
body, it may provide a thermodynamic driving force for a PL to TAG transition. These
models need rigorous testing. The T2 and T3 mutations, together with the proline knot
variants, provide valuable tools for a complete investigation of the ER to oil body transition
of oleosin.

CHAPTER 8. DISCUSSION

8.1 Overview

The model of oleosin targeting and oil body biogenesis has gradually evolved to
provide increasing clarity of some aspects, while simultaneously illustrating the complexity
of the process. Before the initiation of these studies, it was clear that oleosins could be
integrated into ER-derived microsomal membranes (Hills et al., 1993; Loer and Herman.
1993). It was also evident that oleosins targeted to oil bodies in planta. and the oil bodies to
derive from the ER (Wanner et al.. 1981).The apparent colocalisation of these events at the
ER suggested models in which oil body biogenesis is coordinated at the ER membrane
(Chapter 1). By examining the targeting and topology characteristics of oleosin, this study
has advanced our understanding of factors regulating oil body biogenesis. Simultaneously.
the characterisation of processes critical to oleosin targeting has presenied implications for
more general cellular targeting processes, including ER translocation and mammalian
lipoprotein biogenesis.
8.2 Oleosin may be localised to ER subdomains
Figure 8.1 depicts the sequence of events either demonstrated or predicted to occur
in the process of oleosin synthesis through to incorporation into an oil body. This model
hinges on the ER localisation of oleosin. Beginning with pretranslational aspects of oleosin
regulation, we already know that oleosin gene expression is highly regulated to provide
high levels of transm@ at the appropriate stages of embryogenesis (Huang, 1996). In
addition, recent work is highlighting the importance of subcellular localisation of oleosin
transcript (Lacey et al., 1999). Oleosin transcript was demonstrated to colocalise with
regions of TAG synthesis, although the motifs for localisation have not been identified.

Figure 8.1. Model of oleosin targeting to oil bodies.
Oleosin mRNA is directed to an ER subdomain which is actively synthesising TAG and
PL, possibly through an RNA-binding factor. The N domain is translated and binds NAC.
which represses ER targeting. SRP binds the protein and ribosome when a functional
signal sequence emerges from the ribosome, thereby halting translation until the complex
docks at the ER membrane, through interaction with the signal sequence receptor (SR).
Translation continues into the translocon, which is sealed at the lumenal side by BiP.
Eventually, the oleosin protein is released laterally from the translocon into the
phospholipid bilayer. From there the oleosin is able to flow into a site of growing TAG
deposition (the final step is catalysed by diacylglycerol transferase [DAG-AT]), driven by
the thermodynamic favourability of its new conformation, possibly involving non-covalent
interactions between H(N) and H(C)arms of the H domain. See the text for more details.

The data presented in this study provide indications that subdomain localisation is
determined within the coding region of the oleosin, either through transcript or protein
localisation, because colocalisation with TAG-synthesising microsomes occurred in the
absence of oleosin 5'- or 3'-UTRts. We have shown that oleosin-GUS fusions are able to
accumulate on oil bodies with reasonable efficiency if any domain is deleted or replaced,
with the exception of the PKM. This suggests that although the P K M is critical for the
transition into oil bodies, its protein sequence or corresponding RNA sequence may also
play a role in subdomain localisation. The diversity in sequence of the N and C domains
between oleosins provides additional evidence that they probably do not take part in
transcript localisation. H(N) and H(C)are highly conserved, but can be exchanged for one
another and contain no distinct similarities to each other. However, it is not known how
important subdomain localisation is for oil body targeting. Therefore, it is still possible that
any of these domains are responsible for localisation of oleosin synthesis. but that
sublocalisation is not essential for oil body targeting.

8.3 Oleosin ER targeting is directed by signal sequences in the H domain
We have demonstrated that oleosin possesses signal sequence information within
the H domain. which therefore acts as a large signal-anchor. The ability to dissect at least
two independent segments with signal sequence activity suggests redundancy and overlap
with respect to ER targeting, which is probably due to other functional requirements of the
H domain, such as topology determination andlor transfer to an oil body. Analogously,
Parks (1996) found that the signal-anchor of paramyxovirus hemagglutinin-neuraminidase
type I1 glycoprotein possesses multiple features required for independent processes,
including membrane targeting, folding, tetramer assembly, and intracellular transport.
The clear involvement of SRa implicates the upstream involvement of SRP and the
downstream involvement of the Sec61 translocon, in oleosin ER membrane integration.
This provides a central base from which it is possible to view the entire oleosin targeting
pathway. The process of oleosin synthesis and localisation can be considered most clearly
in a sequential manner. After the initiation of translation, the N domain will gradually
emerge from the ribosome. The N domain is sufficiently long that it will become exposed
outside the ribosome before its synthesis is complete. Several pieces of evidence suggest
that the N domain plays no role in the ER targeting of oleosin.
(1) The N domain can be deleted with no apparent loss of targeting to microsomes
in vitro.
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(2) The fusion of N domain to PKM and C domain (NPCOLEO)does not integrate
into microsomes, even though it is able to bind the membranes tightly.
(3) It is possible to delete at least 32 residues of the 45, and actually observe an
increase in the oil body association of oleosin-GUS fusions, although deletion of the entire
N domain does result in a drop in the efficiency of oil body targeting.
The enhancement of oil body accumulation by N-terminal deletions suggests that
the N domain may even exert negative effects on ER targeting. It is possible that it sterically
hinders the recognition of the subsequent signal sequences in the H domain. Alternatively.
the N domain may be a target for ER degradation, or hinder association with oil bodies.
Even though in vitro data fails to identify any regions of the N domain as determinants of
ER targeting, the region between residues 33 and 45 does appear to be important for oil
body targeting. The charge mutation in SlOLG suggests that the positively charged
residues preceding the H domain may be the critical component of this region. possibly
exerting an effect on the H domain structure by resisting slippage into the membrane, or by
interacting with polar phospholipid head groups. It is also possible that this charged region
plays a role in protein-protein interactions, either within a single oleosin molecule or with
an oleosin partner, as previously suggested by Huang (1996).
The lack of identifiable targeting information in the N domain suggests that it
emerges from the ribosome prior to association with the ER membrane. The N domain is
probably partially folded before the emergence of the H domain. We expect a conventional
sequence of SRP-dependent targeting to unfold; first the binding of NAC to the nascent
chain, then displacement by SRP, which will arrest translation until interaction with the
SRP receptor on the ER membrane. These events are speculative in the sense that plant ER
targeting pathways have not been properly investigated to date. However, the identification
of plant homologues to major proteins involved in translocation suggests that plant ER
targeting may operate in a manner similar to that in mammals or yeast (see Chapter 1).
Although mammals heavily favour cotranslational translocation. it is possible that plants
rely on posttranslational translocation to some degree.
8.4 The oleosin H domain constrains membrane topology due to its extreme
length
When the oleosin docks onto the ER membrane and interacts with the translocon,
translation will continue so that the H domain can interact with the interior of the
translocon. The orientation of H(N) may be governed by the folded state of the N domain
and/or by intrinsic topological preferences of the H(N) sequence, which were apparent in

the fusion of H(N) with GUS (Chapter 5). At this early stage in the translocation process,
the H(N) may appear to the translocon as a typical signal-anchor. However, there may be
some early recognition of the long hydrophobic segment by long range structural shifts
communicated from the ribosome to the translocon. Information from the ribosome may be
interpreted in such a way that the lumenal gate of the translocon is never opened. The
hydrophobicity of the H domain is likely to prevent it from ever becoming exposed to the
ER lumen. Completion of the translocation process will probably be necessary before
membrane insertion can be initiated, due to the uninterrupted hydrophobic sequence of the
H domain. The large H domain places constraints on the translocon, thereby restricting its
topological options. Its size clearly constrains the orientation of the final portion of the H
domain, such that the following hydrophilic sequence must be located outside the ER.
8.5 The translational transition from oleosin H domain to C domain i s
highly sensitive
The C domain does not appear to play a crucial role in ER integration of oleosin, as
it can be deleted without the loss of microsomal targeting in vitro. However, the oleosin
lacking C domain does not accumulate at the same efficiency as the native and N domain
deletions, suggesting that the C domain may enhance the efficiency of targeting. Recent
studies of translocation suggest a model in which the ribosome remains attached to the
translocon while it spools hydrophilic loops into the cytosol (Liao et al., 1997). Therefore,
the continuation of oleosin synthesis after the H domain is depicted in Figure 8.1 as being
associated with the translocon. If the C domain is not present, translation will terminate
before the translocation of H domain is completed. This may present difficulties for the
integration of the H domain, especially if the ribosome is forced to dissociate from the
translocon before the H domain has been fully released. However, there is no reason to
expect that the attachment of a new C domain would prevent its translation in the dramatic
manner observed for direct fusions of H domain to the N-terminus of GUS. The indication
is that the transition from H domain to hydrophilic sequence is a sensitive one, which has
some specific sequence or structural requirements normally provided by the C domain. The
unusual requirements for C domain sequence probably arise from the strain imposed by the
H domain upon the translocon. Perhaps the translation is arrested or terminated by a
breakdown of communication between the translocon and the ribosome. A comparable
situation exists in apoB translocation, in which a translational pause is signalled by a
specific pause-transfer sequence (Chuck and Lingappa, 1992; Nakahara et al., 1994). The
release of the pause in apoB translation is dependent on the composition of phospholipids

in the microsomal membrane (Rusinol et al.. 1998). In oleosin, the correct C domain
sequence may signal to the translocon for a specific transition via long range structural
shifts in the ribosome.
However, one of the puzzling aspects is that the C domain can be mutated at the H
domain boundary (TI mutation; Chapter S), or replaced with the thrombin cleavage site
linker. Also, the version with a translocated N domain may be expected to impose different
structural strains on the translocon, yet results in the same translational block. It is possible
that there are not specific sequence requirements in the C domain, but conversely that the
GUS N-terminus presents specific difficulties when fused directly to the H domain.
Nevertheless, even this possibility offers insights into the translocation process;
hydrophilic domains have not so far been shown to exert effecrs over preceding
transmembrane spans, except for the topological influence of charged residues immediately
adjacent to the transmembrane span.
8.6 Transition of oleosin from ER to oil bodies depends on the PKM
We have been able to make significant inroads into understanding how oleosin is

integrated into the ER membrane. In contrast. the subsequent transition into oil bodies still
remains largely undefined. In this study, we have been able to construct oleosin variants
which are specifically aberrant in their ability to target to oil bodies, but not to ER. These
variants, in combination with oleosins bearing rearranged H domains, begin to offer
insights into the underlying mechanisms of the phospholipid to TAG transition. We have
clearly demonstrated that the PKM is essential for oil body targeting in planta, even though
it does not play a role in ER targeting or topology determination. The PKM is predicted to
impose a turn in the H domain structure; therefore the structure of the H domain appears to
be critical for its movement into TAG. This is most likely to be due to thermodynamic
drive, in which the H domain is able to occupy a more energetically favourable
conformation in the oil body then it does in the phospholipid bilayer. To analyse the
viability of such a mechanism, it is pertinent to consider how the H domain is
accommodated in the phospholipid bilayer. The sequence of hydrophobicity is sufficient to
span a phospholipid bilayer at least three times, and probably four, assuming that
approximately 17 residues in an a-helix will span the hydrophobic core. All of the

possibilities for structure of the H domain appear to place a strain on either the H domain or
phospholipid packing. If the H domain lies in a vertical orientation with three turns, the
turns flanking the proline knot would be subject to strain. Other possibilities require tilted
orientations of hydrophobic segments. This is known to induce instability in the

phospholipid structure, and is indeed used as a means to disrupt phospholipid bilayers in
specific membrane fusion events, and by lipoprotein lipase to gain access to the contents of
lipoproteins (Brasseur et al., 1997). The ability of proline substitution in the PKM to
abolish the transition function implies that simply a long hydrophobic span is not adequate
to drive oil body inclusion. Therefore. it is conceivably the angle of the PKM turn that
forces the H domain to induce strain in the phospholipid bilayer.
More subtle interactions may be taking place within the hydrophobic regions
flanking the PKM.Hints of these interactions are provided by the partial interchangeability
of H(N) or H(C). The absence of any motifs showing strong similarity between these
regions suggests that there are no specific sequence requirements for these segments. Also.
if there is an interaction between these two segments, it must be sufficiently flexible that the
same type of pairing can exist between the duplicated combinations. The spacing of polar
residues is similar in H(N) and HK), and may therefore facilitate an association of polar
faces in a-helices between any combination of these hydrophobic segments. Membrane
helices are always hydrophobic in nature, allowing interaction with the hydrophobic
phospholipids, but may often display a hydrophilic face (Jahnig, 1990). The structure of
bacteriorhodopsin shows that the more hydrophilic faces tend to pack against one another
(von Heijne, 1994). However, saturation mutagenesis of glycophorin A surprisingly
revealed that the residues required for dimerisation of transmembrane spans mapped to
residues on the hydrophobic face. Other transmembrane spans have also been shown to
depend mostly on hydrophobic residues for helix packing, although this can be ovemdden
by the highly favoured interactions between oppositely charged residues. The oleosin H
domain presents significant challenges in understanding the structural events occumng
throughout its existence in the ER membrane and then the oil body.

8.7 Oleosin transition from ER to oil bodies depends on i t s membrane
topology
We have demonstrated that oleosin occupies a topology consistent with the model in
which oil bodies bud from the ER membrane. It is equally clear that any alteration in this
basic topology is detrimental for inclusion in oil bodies. The transient expression studies
conducted in planta showed that the straddled and inverted forms of oleosin were able to
accumulate in the ER but were poorly accumulated on oil bodies. It is likely that the
topology variants do not have any targeting capability to oil bodies, but instead associate
due to small proportions of fusion protein adopting native topology, through evasion of Nterminal signal sequence recognition. This assumption requires experimental validation.

The strict requirements for oleosin topology in oil body targeting provide strong support
for the basic model of oil body synthesis, in which oleosins migrate along the ER
membrane and bud off with nascent oil bodies. If other pathways were operating, such as
direct inclusion into oil bodies, or extraction from the ER membrane for addition to mature
oil bodies, the ER topology would be unlikely to have such direct impact.
A highly simplified comparison of oleosin and apoB identifies ER membrane
topology as the major difference between these two 'apolipoproteins'. Essentially the two
proteins play similar roles in stabilising lipid droplets, the obvious difference being that
they bud from the ER membrane in opposite orientations. A full understanding of the
controls on lipid particle biogenesis depend upon detailed knowledge of the localisation of
TAG storage. If TAG is always sequestered between the phospholipid layers. how is
control exerted over the direction of budding? ApoB assembly into a lipoprotein particle is
dependent on interaction with MTP (Innerarity et al., 1996). It is therefore possible that
apoB possesses the correct topology for lipoprotein inclusion, but that the topology is not
the actual driving force for lipoprotein synthesis. Instead, MTP may provide the main
driving force, partially through its ability to interact with apoB.
There is no prior reason to expect limitations on apoB protein sequence in terms of
its longest hydrophobic regions. In fact, it could be expected that longer segments of
hydrophobicity would allow a tighter association with lipoproteins. The protein is
sufficiently large (550 kDa), that it could easily accommodate multiple large hydrophobic
spans similar to the H domain of oleosin. Therefore, it is probably the difficulty of
translocating long hydrophobic segments, as demonstrated in this study, which excludes
such sequence from apoB.
It is unclear whether oleosin is likely to follow a similar pathway in oil body
synthesis. There is clear evidence that oil bodies can be synthesised free of oleosins in the
mesocarp of olives and avocados (Ross and Murphy, 1993). It is also reported that oil
bodies produced during early embryogenesis can have little or no oleosin content
(Cummins et al., 1993). A similar lack of dependence on oleosin is suggested by the
studies of high and low oil varieties of maize, in which the quantity of oleosin did not vary,
thereby resulting in oil bodies of different size and shape to accommodate the oleosins
(Ting et al., 1996). Therefore, it would appear that oil body biogenesis does not require
oleosin, although it is possible that budding may be enhanced and/or modified by the
inclusion of oleosins. Instead, oleosins incorporate efficiently into oil bodies to modify
downstream functions. This leads to speculation about whether factors other than TAG

synthesis and oleosins are required for oil body biogenesis; perhaps there is a requirement
for an analogue of MTP.
Directionality of oil body budding may be due to simple dynamics at the ER
membrane. Phospholipids are synthesised in the cytosolic leaflet of the membrane. and
require flippases to catalyse their movement into the lumenal leaflet. Thus, a localised
depletion or inhibition of flippase activity would favour budding towards the cytosol.
thereby suggesting a simple mechanism for oil body biogenesis. Such speculative
mechanisms will require rigorous experimental testing.
In general. it appears that the topology of 'apolipoproteins' is essential for their
targeting ability. However, their topology may only be critical for their ability to become
included into the lipid particle, rather than for actually driving the budding process.

8.8 Future studies
Intensive studies of seed oleosins have been pursued by several groups of

researchers over the past decade since the first oleosin genes were cloned (Murphy, 1993;
Huang, 1996). These studies have successfully described oleosin gene families and their
expression, biochemical properties of oleosin and oil bodies, and to some extent. oleosin
structure and subcellular localisation. Further work is required to understand the fine
structure of oleosin, and the precise mechanisms involved in its subcellular targeting.
Critical areas for future research follow.
(I) Subdomain localisation of oleo transcript. ER subdomain localisation has been
demonstrated for native oleosin transcript (Lacey et al., 1998). However, it is unclear how
important this event is for oil body targeting. To quantify the role of localisation it will be
necessary to isolate subdomain iocalisation motifs within the oleosin mRNA or protein.
These localisation motifs could be identified by the use of oleosin-GUS reporters to
monitor ER sublocalisation. The isolation of localisation motifs should eventually lead to
the identification of factors to which they bind.
(2) Micrarpahl relationships in oil body biogenesis. Oleosin synthesis has been
shown to take place in distinct ER subdomains, but the microspatial relationships between
oleosin membrane insertion and TAG synthesis have not been studied. For instance, it is
not known whether the translocons involved in oleosin membrane integration are closely
linked to the enzymes which mediate TAG synthesis. Does oleosin move directly from a
translocon to a region of TAG or does it have to experience lengthy exposure in the
phospholipid bilayer? The local composition of phospholipids may be important in the
accommodation of oleosin in the membrane, or in its transition into the region of TAG.
These kinds of questions will be technically difficult to investigate, but may also prove to
be critical for a full understanding of oleosin passage through the ER membrane
(3) Oleosin transition from ER membrane to an oil body. Perhaps the central
question regarding oleosin targeting concerns the transition from ER to oil body. This
study has generated some constructs with specifically reduced ability in this respect.
Therefore, it is now necessary to design an experimental approach capable of isolating this
portion of the mechanism. It may be possible to use TAG-synthesising microsomes to
examine the movement of oleosin between phospholipid and TAG. However, the ability to
monitor the environment of oleosin molecules will be the key to this type of approach.

(4) Oleosin ER degradation. Throughout the studies presented here, we have

mostly considered oleosin accumulation in the ER membrane as a steady state, rather than a
dynamic interaction between synthesis, transport and degradation. Indeed, no studies have
been directed towards the investigation of possible ER degradation of oieosin. Even if
degradation is a minor part of the overall equation for native oleosins, it may be much more
significant for oleosin variants, especially if their transition to TAG is inefficient. or if they
possess motifs which render them more vulnerable to recognition by degradative pathways.
Therefore a rigorous study of oleosin stability in the ER membrane may provide a
significant component of the overall equation.
(5) Churacterisotion of the oleosin H domain. The H domain is the most critical
portion of oleosin for its subcellular targeting. Further understanding of its structure may
require indirect approaches due to the difficulties in gaining reliable structural information
of membrane spans. One of these indirect approaches will be the manipulation of H domain
sequence to probe the sequence-function relationships. For example. predictions of
interactions within the H domain could be tested by examining the effect of specific
mutagenesis on different functional characteristics, such as ER insertion and the transition
from ER to oil body. As well as specific substitution variants, it may also prove useful to
increase and decrease the overall length of the H domain. By varying the length of the H
domain size, it should be possible to gain further understanding of the translocation
process, and of topology determination. It will also be important to identify which, if any,
components are required by the translocon for oleosin insertion. Additional novel
components may play a role in modifying the translocon so that the H domain can be
accommodated.
(6) Oil body biogenesir. Finally, the comparison between oleosin and apoB has
yielded some important questions and insights. Whereas apoB requires MTP for its
coordination with lipid, it is unclear whether oleosin requires an MTP-analogue. The
current evidence suggests that oleosin itself is unlikely to require a coordinating factor for
its targeting, but that the budding of TAG/PL particles from the ER membrane may require
a coordination factor. The identification of any such factor and/or characterisation of the
budding mechanism is central to our understanding of oil body biogenesis.
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